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Dedication
0 the Citizens of Appleton, in remembrance of
the fostering care exercised by the young city
over the beginnings of
the younger university;
in recognition of the cordial relations
ever maintained, and of the substantial
helpfulness repeatedly extended in times
of need; in heartfelt gratitude for the
opening of private homes to young men
and women for the first time exiled from
their own; and in confident expectation
of the future characterized by mutual
loyalty and ever increasing prosperity
and influence this little book, issued in
Appleton's jubilee year, is respectfully
and affectionately dedicated.
MA RY A. P. STANSBURY

1631 ~ 1907
F the many thousands of visitors who throng to northern Wisconsin to
enjoy their summer vacation since the introduction of railways, too few
have stopped over in our valley long enough to enjoy its beauty, admire
its general thrift, and visit the many places and scenes of its romantic
history. Those who have done so never fail to speak with enthusiasm
of these things wherever you may happen to meet them. The brightest
link in the chain of cities and villages that are found in the Fox River Valley is Appleton.
The river, as it Rows in serpentine course through this valley from Lake Winnebago to
De Pere, for thirty miles, [alls a distance of one hundred and e ighty feet, and thus fur.

nishes a series of waterpowers quite unsurpassed; in the development of which, natural
beauty has not, as too often, been sacrificed.
Cl As "the wheat of three kingdoms was sifted to plant New England," so was that of the
older states in the East again sifted to plant Wisconsin. The pioneers of this valley came
from New England and New York; later came here the best blood of Europe in the
German emigration of '48. These pioneers brought with them spirit of religious and civil
liberty not less fervent than that which had inspired their fathers before them to come lo
America, and a demand for free and liberal education for their children. Such men as
these are the builders of nations, the founders of states, and the makers of constitutions.
It is plain when we consider these things why the college builder of sixty years ago, Amos
A Lawrence, should have seen here an ideal place for the location of the university that
he founded and that bears his name. Not in narrow sectarian spirit was this done by
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him, for himself an Episcopalian, he wisely committed the care of the institution to that
denomination which has ever been the foremost pioneer in religious work in the northwest.
0. It is the boast of the old colleges of the East that they have and are surrounded by
a long historic past; that this is in a large measure an inspiration to the students who
gather in them. Lawrence can claim all this as well, for the student here looks out on
scenes rich with associations of more than two centuries and a half of our country's
recorded history. Only eleven years after the Pilgrims saw the historic rock, came the
white man to the Fox River Valley. Across the University campus ran the trail that for

generations before the coming of the European had been the path of the native Indian;
afterwards travelled by the French explorers, Nicolet, Radisson and Grosseilliers; following them came "The Black Gowns," as the Jesuit missionaries were called by the natives,
among them, Menard, Allouez and Marquette-later came by this path, traders, travelers,
and soldiers from far off F ranee and along this trail passed soldiers, French and their
Indian allies under Langlade, to battle for F ranee in her struggle to maintain her supremacy
against England in America-to share in the victory over Braddock at Duquesne and
suffer defeat in one of the world's decisive battles, the climax of a century of conflict, at
Quebec. Within a single generation was borne along the Fox as an emblem of authority,
in turn, the Lilies of France, the Red Cross of St. George and the Stars and Stripes.
1631 to 1907 covers a long period in America's history.
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Greeting
Between the covers of this book
We hope you'll find
A word of wisdom or of wit
To suit your mind;
A bit of nonsense you will read
And feel inclined
To overlook mistakes and to
Our faults be blind.
Our effort was to please you all,
And closer bind
The hearts in which old Lawrence
Lies enshrined.
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UNIVERSITY

A watcher of the old year out, a vision of the new
I saw; and this dream picture I now unfold to you.
I stood upon the Campus when the moon had cast its spell;
Upon each building, rock and tree, the mystic shadows fell.
"Old Lawrence," thus I whispered in low, endearing tone,
Then found to my amazement that I walked there not alone:
Before me Amos Lawrence stood - and dignified his mienHe gazed with glowing eyes upon the soul inspiring scene.
"[ builded better than I knew," he said, "O, Youth 'tis true
The old year dies, yet all its strength it gives unto the new.
In you- the College Spirit- the hope abiding springs,
Which by God's grace doth ever lead men on to grander
things."
L. C. 8.

The University Calendar
1907
Sept. 10 .
Sept. 10-11
Sept. 11 .
Sept. 15 .
ov. 28-Dec. 2.
Dec. 23 .

Examinations for Arlmission
Tuesday, 9 a. m.
Registration Days
Tuesday, Wednesday
First Semester begins . Chapel
Wednesday, 4 p. m.
University Sermon
3 p. m., and Second Sunday of each month thereafter
Thanksgiving Recess . Begins, Wednesday, 4 p. m. and ends Monday, 8 a. m.
Christmas Recess begins
Monday, 4 p. m.

1908
Jan. 7
Jan. 23, 24. 27, 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 22
March 18
March 25
May 30 .
June 3, 4, 5, 8 .
June 4
June 5
June 6
June 7
June 7
June 7
June 8
June 8
June 9
June 9
June 10
June 11
June 11
June 11

Tuesday noon
Thursday, Friday, Monday, Tuesday
Tuesday
Registration Day
Wednesday
Second Semester begins. Chapel
Thursday, 4 p. m.
Washington's Birthday, a holiday
Saturday
Spring Recess begins
Wednesday noon
Spring Recess ends .
Wednesday noon
Memorial Day, a holiday
Saturday
Final Examinations, Second Semester
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Monday
Junior Oratorical Contest
Thursday, 8 p. m.
Academy Graduation Exercises
Friday, 8 p. m.
President's Prize Contest
Saturday, 8 p. m.
Commencement Love Feast
Sunday, 9:30 a. m.
Baccalaureate Sermon
Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
Address before the Religious Societies
Sunday, 8 p. m.
Class Day
Monday
School of Expression Graduating Exercises.
Monday, 8 p. m.
Joint Meeting of the Board of Trustees and Visitors
Tuesday, 2 p. m.
Commencement of the Musical Department
Tuesday, 8 p. m.
Reunions of the Literary Societies and the Alumni Associations
Wednesday
Commencement
Thursday, 10:30 a. m.
Commencement Banquet
Thursday, 1:00 p. m.
President's Reception
Thursday, 8 p. m.

Christmas Recess ends

Final Examinations.First Semester
First Semester ends
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A watcher of the old year out, a vision of the new
I saw; and this dream picture I now unfold to you.
I stood upon the Campus when the moon had cast its spell;
Upon each building, rock and tree, the mystic shadows fell.
"Old Lawrence," thus I whispered in low, endearing tone,
Then found to my amazement that I walked there not alone:
Before me Amos Lawrence stood- and dignified his mienHe gazed with glowing eyes upon the soul inspiring scene.
"I builded better than I knew," he said, "O, Youth 'tis true
The old year dies, yet all its strength it gives unto the new.
In you- the College Spirit- the hope abiding springs,
Which by God's grace doth ever lead men on to grander
things."
L. C. 8.

The Fiftieth Anniversary of the First Graduating Class
(I, It was ten years after the charter of Lawrence Institute
was granted and eight years after instruction was begun before
a Lawrence student stepped forth into the world with a
bachelor's degree attached to his name. We ce lebrate, therefore, this year the semi-centennial of the first graduating class,
an event

by no means unimportant.

Three women and four men

constituted the members of '57. Two of these first graduates
vindicated the value of co-education and set an example lo all
the classes that were to come after them by joining hands and
hearts.
(l That the members of '57 have done an honorable work in
the world goes without saying. Allen Jeffrey Atwell was for
many yeers on able lawyer al Visalia, Cal. He died in 1892.
Henry Colman entered the ministry in the Wisconsin Conference in 1858, and for nearly fifty years has been one of its most
prominent and useful members.

He was the

first alumnus to

be made a trustee of Lawrence and has served his alma mater in
this capacity for thirty eight years. Many honors have come
to him. Justin Martyn Copeland was the first alumnus to be
an instructor at Lawrence end has during his entire subse-

William Dalphen Story

quent life followed the profession of a teacher in various states.
He resides at Santa Ana, Col. The third contribution of '57 to the Pacific slope is William Dalphin Story,
for many years a lawyer of eminence al Santa Cruz. Lucinda Durvina Darling has since 1860 been one of
the best wives to Henry Colman any man ever had. Francena Medora Kellogg* in 1863 began to act as
council and companion for Norman Buck '59; end Adelaide Maria Grant in 1857 joined her fortunes with
J. H. Carver of Appleton, living in this city until her decease in 1891. Thus five of the little group of seven
who constituted the first class still remain to honor their alma mater by their loyalty and the service of their lives.
*

A letter Crom Mrs. F. M. Buck will be found in literature.

(

Rev. Henry Colman, D . D.

Mrs. Lucinda Darling Colman.

Alumni Association
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President

Mrs. W. B. Millar
Mr. Jas. A. Wood
Mr. E. C. Dixon
Miss Zelia A. Smith
Prof. A. A. Trever

Permanent Secretary

Treasurer

IFTY years ago Lawrence

University graduated her first class.
Since that time about seven hundred young men and women have
received diplomas from her. Their work and influence, receiving impetus
in this college, has spread around the globe. Our graduates are found in
India, China, Japan, Austria, Brazil, Mexico, Philippines, New Brunswick,
and in twenty-eight states of the Union.
Twenty-eight per cent of the alumni are clergymen, many of whom have been called
to high places in their field of work. Twenty-three per cent of the alumni are lawyers,
and prominent places in our nation are filled by Lawrence men, including a United States
Senatorship. Eight per cent have chosen medicine as a profession. Lawrence counts
among her graduates the presidents of Lawrence, Wesleyan and Main Universities, and
twelve college professors.
Of the alumnae, eighty-seven per cent have given themselves to the noble duty of
home making. Most of the rest have devoted themselves to educational and literary work,
some to business, and the "girls" no less than the "boys" of Lawrence, have won admiration and respect for their Alma Mater.
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OFFICERS
L. M. Alexander
Hon. N. C. Gilfin, A. M.
George F. Peabody
Dr. J. S. Reeve
James A. Wood, Ph. B.
Rev. A. L. Tull

President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer, Appleton, Wis.
Field Secretary, Appleton, Wis.

TRUSTEES
Samuel Plantz, Ph. D., L.L. D., Ex-Ol!icio, Appleton.

Term Expires 1907
Rev. Henry Colman, A. M., D. D.
H.P. Magill
Rev. J. S. Davis, D. D.
*L. J. Nash, A. M.
John McNaughton
Hon. W. H. Hatten
F. C. Shattuck, A. B.
J. E. Hamilton
Lamar Sexsmith
Rt. Rev. R. H. Weller

Milwaukee
Chicago, Ill.
Milwaukee
Manitowoc

Appleton
New London
Neenah
Two Rivers
Wausau

Fond du Lac

Term Expires 1908
A. J. Rich
L. M. Alexander
Hon. N. C. Giffin, A. B.
George F. Peabody
Hon. Isaac Stephenson
*James S. Reeve, A. M., M. D.
Edward Edmonds, A. M.
Hon. E. R. Hicks. A. M.
George A. Whiling
C. R. Smith, A. B.

Wauwatosa

Milwaukee
Fond du Lac
Appleton
Marinette

Appleton
Rhinelander
Oshkosh
Menasha
Menasha

Term Expires 1909
Appleton

James A. Wood, Ph. B.
Herbert E. Miles, A. M.
Hon. Theobald Otjen, A. M.
George Francis Steele, A. M.
John H. Van Dyke
George W. Jones
*Hon. W. H. Mylrea, A. B.
William Gilbert
George Baldwin, Jr., Ph. B.
Albert Craft McComb, M. S.

* Alumni

Racine

Milwaukee
Port Edwards
Milwaukee
Appleton
Wausau

Neenah
Appleton
Oshkosh

Trustee.
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Standing Committees
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Rev. Samuel Plantz, Ph. D., LL. D.
George W. Jones
James S. Reeve, A. M., M. D.

Hon. W. H. Hatten,
George F. Peabody
James Wood, Ph . B.

John Mc aughton
Rev. Perry Millar, D. D.
George Baldwin, Jr., Ph. B.

ENDOWMENTS AND FINANCE
Rev. F. M. Haight, A. M.
John McNaughton
L. J. Nash, A. M.
Isaac Stephenson
Theobold Otjen, A. M.

A. C. McComb
J . H. Van Dyke
L. M. Alexander
W. H. Mylrea, A. B.
George W. Jones
Lamar Sexsmith

H. E. Miles, A. M.
E. R. Hicks, A. M.
J. E. Hamilton
George F. Steele
George A. Whiting
Charles R . Smith, A. B.

FACULTY AND DEGREES
N. C. Giffin, A. M.
Rev. W . W. Stevens
Rev. Wm. Hooton
Rev . H . Colman, D. D.

James Wood
W. H. Hatten
Rev. Perry Millar, D. D.

H. Colman, D. D.

W. H. Hatten

John McNaughton

George W. Jones

E. C. Dixon
J. S. Davis, D. D.
W.R. Irish
R. H. Weller, D. D.

NOMINAT ING
N. C. Giffin, A. M.

INVESTMENTS
Samuel Plantz, LL. D.

BUILD INGS AND GROUNDS
Rev. T. W. North, A. M.
E. A. Edmonds, A. M.

A. J. Rich
George F. Peabody
F. C. Shattuck, A. B.

H.P. McGi ll
George Baldwin, Jr., Ph . B.

Rev. F. W. Straw
W. Larson

Rev. Wm. Rowe
Rev. J. H. Benson

LIBRARY
James S . Reeve, M. D.
W. M. Gilbert

AUDITING
John McNaughton

George F. Peabody

George Baldwin, Jr.

VISITORS
Rev.
Rev .
Rev.
Rev.

Term Expires 1907
Perry Millar, D. D. (Wis. Con!.)
T. W. North, A. M. (Wis. Con!.)
.
F. M. Haight, A. M. (West Wis. Conf.)
W. G. Jones (West Wis. Conf.)

Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.

William Roll ins, D. D. (Wis. Con!.)
F. W. Straw (West Wis. Conf. )
William Rowe (West Wis. Conf.)
William Hooton

Appleton
Evansville
Eau Claire
Mauston

Term Expires 1908
Racine
Eau Claire
Baraboo
Waupun

Term Expires 1909
.
.
Rev. E. C. Dixon, A. M.
Rev. W. R. Irish (West Wis. Conf. )
William Larson (Wis. Con!.)
Rev. W. W. Stevens, B. D.

Monroe

Baraboo
Green Bay
Kenosha
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An Auto~by
Lawrence Spirit
(l Rah! Rah! Sis Boom! Hurrah! I'm the bounding, bouncing,
rollicking, rooting, irrepressible spirit of Lawrence. Years do not
cause my eyes to dim or my natural strength to abate. I drink
of the fountain of perpetual youth.
I could not live without students, but my life is not measured by college generations. Classes may come, and classes may go, but I go on,
giving each class my living watchword, "On, Lawrence, on!"
(l Fifty-eight years ago, out of the no-where into the here,
I sprang full statured upon the Campus and began my
inspirational work of loyalizing every student enrolling at
Lawrence. There wasn't much apparent then. The equipment consisted of one four story building (30 x 70 feet) which
was constructed of lumber cut from the primeval forest that
covered the campus. It occupied the center of the block
where the Music Hall now stands. In this one building there
was room, and to spare, for class rooms, dormitory and boarding hall. There were seven students for each of the faculty
of five. That was all--all there was to be seen. But I was
there! It was my birthday! And I am here! There was no
Lawrence then, and there is none today, without me! Property, endowments, equipment, faculty and students, do not make
I am Spirit
a college any more than bones and Aesh and clothing make
a man. Spirit is the vital e lement, and I am Spirit!
(l After eight years the first graduating class of seven made another red letter day in my
calendar.
Henceforth I should always have an ever increasing number in the world
whose hearts would beat faster when I whispered Alma Mater.
(l Patriotism seriously depleted the ranks of Lawrence students in the decade ('58-'67)
following the first graduating exercises, but I am a twin brother of Patriotism, and so gave
gladly of professors and students to the cause of the Union. La wrence was represented
in every branch of the military service- navy, cavalry, infantry, artillery. After '65,
many of these college-boy-war-veterans came back to renew their work. There were as
many as forty-five soldier lads in attendance at one time, twenty-nine of them finally graduated. Bradford Paul Raymond, later president of Lawrence, now president of Wesleyan
University, was one of these. They were a jolly lot of fellows and as brimful of loyalty to
college as patriotism to country. "It was almost pathetic to see bronzed and bearded
men, who had been accustomed to command, and used to the gravest responsibilities,
sitting in the class room beside those who were years their juniors, reaching out after
the lin es they had let go five or six years before, and reciting to teachers younger than
themselves in years and life-experience. Many a Saturday night when the week's work
was done, a group of choice spirits would gather in one or another of the dormitory rooms,
exchange army experiences, and sing the war songs of that period till the walls of the old
building trembled." During this second decade Lawrence gave out eighty-four parchments.
(l It was into this collegio-patriotic, plastic life that the commanding figure and towering
personality of George M. Steel came as president. So vital was his inAuence that
Lawrence has not ceased to feel the inspiration of his character and his genius for teaching.
Just as one, coming upon a place in the forest where a giant oak has fallen, finds a
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clearing open to the sky, so the reader of Lawrence history pauses at the name of George
M. Steel, and looks up! During this third decennial Lawrence graduated one hundred
and twelve.
(l Although the same number passed through the college mill during the next decade it
was a period of severe testing. There were distressing financial and administrative
difficulties that gave the friends of the institution many an anxious hour. The college
su[ered from blunders that seem both incredible and inexcusable. One thousand perpetual scholarships had been sold in 1851 at $50.00 each, and so later robbed the treasury
of funds. Although the charter of the institution provided that the campus should never
be separated from the college, the magnificent campus two blocks wide extending north
from the river for eight blocks had been exchanged for a mere bagatelle- for running
expenses! My temperature ran high, my pulse grew rapid and eccentric, my vitality ebbed
low. Friends thought my time had come. It had come- to change!
(l During this period of depression a student graduated who was destined to master the
difficulties. Time, experience and scholarly habits trained his native abilities for the
presidency. He was just such a leader as Lawrence needed, of accurate and broad
scholarship, of exceptionable executive ability- conservative in plan and aggressive in
execution. The students love to call him "Doc Sammy" and there is no disrespect in the
appellation. Although Dr. Plantz became president in the latter half of the fifth decade,
his elfective leadership increased the number of graduates to one hundred and forty one for
the decennial, and for the last ten years to two hundred and sixty six, thirty-eight per cent of
all the alumni of the institution. His genius for organization, his varied resourcefulness,
and his tireless energy "touched the dead corpse of ( Lawrence) credit and it sprang to
its feet." During his administration the number of buildings, regular professorships, and
students have increased more than two fold, and the endowment more than four fold.
If Lawrence students measured their enthusiasm for the institution by what it is to-day
it would at least be three times greater than the enthusiasm in any previous period of her
history.
20

(l It is certainly fitting to elaborate here upon Lawrence as an
architect of life. "I never have known any college so large a proportion of whose graduates turned out to be really scholarly and
successful men," said President George M. Steel, a man of the
staunchest integrity, and, from intimate and broad knowledge of
educational matters, eminently competent to judge. "I have compared
the Alumni list of Lawrence with that o[ the State University of
Wisconsin and find that ten per cent. more of Lawrence graduates
have attained eminence than of the graduates of the State University
of Wisconsin." Impeach this testimony from Dr. W. P. Stowe as
interested! You must break down his reputation for integrity and
competency before the significance of the comparison is lost. The
State University has five hundred per cent. more students than
Lawrence, and yet ten per cent. more of Lawrence graduates attain
eminence!
Allow a wide margin for personal bias in the comparison, and there is liberal yet a balance to the credit of Lawrence.
(l "Lawrence has reason to be proud of the Alumni she has sent
to Boston. No college has sent us better specimens of strong cultured,
practical men - a most enviable reputation for man-making discipline,"
said President Warren of Boston University a few years ago.
There was reason for such tribute. Lawrence men in competition
with seventy other institutions have won four out of a total o[ eighteen
scholarships, offered by Boston University, bearing $500 a year, for
study abroad. Since there have been four times as many institutions
competing for this honor as there have been awards made, Lawrence has
done sixteen times better than run an even race with her competitors.
(l The Cecil Rhodes Scholarships of $1500 each annually, for three
Lawrence Patriotism
years of study at Oxford, has been awarded three times to students
of Wisconsin institutions. Lawrence is one of the three institutions receiving an award.
All Lawrence men who have entered the examinations have passed.
(l Lawrence graduates have an enviable reputation as leaders in life. The college is
unable to supply the demand from school boards and principals of high schools, while
many of the graduates of large universities, who desire to teach, fail to secure positions.
Last year two Lawrence graduates were called to the secretaryship of Christian Associations o[ two great universities.
Three Lawrence graduates are in the International
Secretarial force of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. Two of the Alumni are senators
of the United States. Several college presidents are Lawrence graduates, two of them
being eminent educators, twelve are college professors, twenty eight per cent of the
Alumni are clergymen, twenty three per cent lawyers, eight per cent physicians, others
are authors, editors, business men, and they are all giving good account of their training
at Lawrence.
(l Now in face o[ all the foregoing and much more of which it is only representative, the
thing that gives me pain is to see so little loyalty on the part of some students. They
"knock" at the college because of little inconveniences incident to well regulated community
life. They put their clique, their society, their fraternity before Lawrence; they have so
little interest that they pack off home before the final commencement exercises; they take
advantage of the inexpensiveness of Lawrence for the vital part of their education, and
then go to some great institution to graduate for the advantages that are supposed to accrue
to the Alumni of great universities. In the nation such moral obliquity, the deliberate
transfer of credit from whence it is due to where it is not due, is called unpatriotic; in the
21
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family, unfilial; in friendship, ungrateful; in college 1t 1s no less, it is disloyal, and the
student who goes through college without college spirit and loyalty, has missed the life
touch of an education. He is like a man without a country.
0, "Supposed" is used advisedly above, for the idea that the big institution offers
advantages superior to those of the college for the under-graduate is entirely erroneous.
Except as it refers to the more thorough equipment for post-graduate work- the legitimate
field of the university-it is not true that the greater the institution, the more thorough the
education. A man cannot eat more in a large dining room than in a small one, nor does
his power of digestion increase with the increase and variety o[ food set before him.
Most epicures are dyspeptic.
Better eat less and digest more than eat more and digest
less. But even this idea of quantity is erroneous. The big university cannot crowd any
more into under-graduate study than can the college. Course for course, in undergraduate
work, Lawrence offers one hundred and fifty different courses of more thorough instruction
than is offered at big universities where undergraduate work is largely committed to tutors
and instructors of inferior grade to Lawrence's well equipped faculty.
0, Can anything short of hypnotism account for the idea that the quality o[ an education
depends upon the quantity of the institution? The parade of the big university with its
long line of professors, its menagerie of courses, its dazzling endowment and its big steam
organ playing, "There's nothing so big as bigness," is too much for those who are overpowered by noise, high lights exaggeration, and the bigness of the big. Hypnotism, that's
it, an over appreciation of superficials and an anaemic estimation oE real values.
0. Possibly a few mental suggestions from men of wide experience and observation might
help neutralize the hypnotic effect of the steam organ thunder on bigness. Bliss Perry, editor
of the Atlantic Monthly, formerly professor at Princeton, says, "In the large colleges the
students have no time to think. In my experience at Princeton, I have found that the best
thinkers come from the little colleges of the middle west." Now the difference between
22

this professor of post-graduate courses at Princeton and those who are
trailers of big institutions, as such, is that he has had wide experience
in comparing the product of colleges and large universities, and they
have not. Mr. Andrew Carnegie has turned his fountain of wealth
toward the college, because he believes that the student who goes to the
college has a better chance of getting a good education than the one
who attends a large university. Hon. Elihu Root, our Secretary of
State, goes on record in the same line. "I believe that the American
boy has a better chance £or an education, for making a true success in
life, in a college of not more than three hundred students." President
Garfield explained Ohio's great inAuence in national affairs from the
fact that "Ohio has so many small colleges and no great university."
President Thwing, one of America's prominent educators, expresses the
conviction that if a canvass were made of the Alumni of colleges and
of great universities, the colleges would be found lo have graduated a
far larger proportion of those who attain large success in life.
(l Now if there were nothing more than the opinions o[ these eminent
men in favor of the college vs. the big institutions, one might with a
little lack of modesty say that one's own opinion was as good as theirs.
But Man! Listen to just three definite modern facts. (1) Almost all
o[ the Rhodes' Scholarships, bearing $1500 annually for three years of
study in Oxford, have been won by men trained in the college, and not
by those trained in the great university. (2) Two years ago a great
university sent four o[ its four thousand students to take the Rhodes'
examinations, and all failed to pass! A college of the same state sent
three of its few hundred and all passed! (3) In proportion to numbers
Time lo Think
enrolled more than their proper share of "honors" and scholarships
from eastern universities are won by the graduates of the moderate sized
colleges o[ the middle west!
(l The explanation of this discrepancy in the favor of the educational value of the college over the big institution is this; "In a large university the student goes through more
college, in the small college more college goes through the silldent." "So far as the life circle
is concerned the small college is larger than the big university. In a big school the
student touches elbows with more people, he sees more. He touches lives with far [ewer,
and it is the life touch that counts." In a college you are one of hundreds, individuality
and leadership are developed. In a large umversity you are one of thousands, individuality
and leadership are submerged. There are consequently far more trailers,and [ar fewer
leaders, in a large university, in proportion to the total enrollment, than in a college.
(l More specific reasons for this discrepancy of teaching values in favor of the moderate
sized college are inherent in the very nature of the respective institutions. College training
and university training are two different species of the genus education. A college emphasizes liberal culture. It lays the broad foundation for specialization, but it does not specialize
except as it violates its own nature and function. A university emphasizes special and
technical courses which the liberal education of the college prepares students to master.
There is progress in education-primary, secondary, collegiate, graduate; or common school,
high school, college, university. The university offers the most advanced work for those
who are preparing for special lines-the law, medicine, engineering. The university does
not furnish liberal culture in the same degree as does the college because liberal culture
is a secondary aim of the university; its primary aim is specialization that pre-supposes
liberal culture. The dominant methods of teaching in the university are those fitted for
23
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graduate students, and it is just as inadequate and v1c10us to app]y graduate methods to
undergraduate instruction as it is to app]y collegiate methods to common school pupils.
If the university were a collection oE colleges where the greatness o[ the institution consisted in duplicating and reduplicating the college, there would be less ground for the
contention that it is not suited for under-graduates, but it is not a larger college, offering
liberal education, it is an advance upon the college, offering to finish what the college
has begun. The man who gets into university atmosphere before the preparation oE
a thorough college course, threatens to finish his education as a "cake not turned,"
because in the measure that he is driven toward specialization without general culture,
in that measure is he inadequately fitted for life. The purpose of the broad, cultural
college course is to prepare one for complete living, says Herbert Spencer; the purpose of
the specialized. technical university course is to prepare one to make a living, but "specialization which is not based upon liberal culture (such as the college alone offers) attempts
to put an edge on pot iron." Such specialization is neither effective nor lasting.
([, Since the greatest problem of the moderate sized college is not competition with institutions of its own class, but with the "get-ready-quick" tendency to specialize upon the
foundation oE high school training, you will permit me to close my plea for Lawrence with
a Eew of the advantages Lawrence offers over the big universities. For Lawrence is a
college all but in name. ft never was, never claims to be, never hopes to be, never will be
a university. Her ideals and aims are entirely collegiate; even though she was unfortunately handicapped with the charter of a "university."
([, 1. The celebrated professors who attract to the great universities seldom teach any
except post-graduate students. IE they do teach under-graduates, it is by post-graduate
methods which are wholly unsuited to under-graduate instruction.
([, 2. The majority of under-graduate classes in the great universities are taught by
instructors and tutors of inferior ability, training and experience to that of the Lawrence

pro[essors. So the under-graduate incurs graduate expense for
under-graduate work of a lower grade than Lawrence offers.
(][, 3. The social life of a large institution is more complex and
exacting than in Lawrence, doubles and trebles the expense, and
seriously handicaps both scholarship and character-building.
(][, 4. The great numbers in large institutions prevent individuality
of attention-one of the most potent factors in education. In
Lawrence the student is the object of the professors' interest for
a longer time, and that, an interest more definite and personal
than is possible in a large institution.
(][, 5. It is as natural and inevitable as it is notable that the predominant interest of professors in large institutions is in subjects
taught, not in the students. In Lawrence, as in most moderate
sized colleges, the professors are interested in the students themselves, not simply in the subject taught. Therefore Lawrence
offers more life, less institution, and produces more ·'hand made,"
less machine made, men. Discriminating, educated men have often
emphasized the fact that the most they got out of their college
course was not the study, but the professor. So it is said that
Mark Hopkins on one end of a log and an attentive student on
the other would constitute a college. "My boy shall go to the
man, not to the college," said a wise observer.
(][, 6. Lawrence is more insistent upon high moral character and
interest, in both professors and students, than is the great university. The value of ones education is to be measured rather by
the character built than by the mastery of facts. "It is qualities
Gives me pain
that fit a man for a life of use[ulness, not the mental possession of
facts," says a writer in the Cosmopolitan. "The school that best
helps to form character, not the one that imparts the most information, is the college the
future will demand." While always insisting upon high grade scholarship among her
students, Lawrence also always stands for qualities-character. The article referred to
proceeds to call attention to the fact that bad habits, such as the use of tobacco, are
practically encouraged in the large universities by the example of both upper classmen and
professors. "Cigarettes are optional, but a stranger seeing the devotion to them would
surely suppose the practice of cigarette smoking was compulsory." Regulation, example,
and college sentiment, discourage unclean and demoralizing habits at Lawrence. If smoking
unfits a man for athletics it unfits him for his best work- character building. For such
reasons Lawrence focuses upon qualities-character.
(][, 7. All teaching at Lawrence is from the Christian point of view. Seldom is this the
case in the large institutions. The fact is recognized that the attitude of the instructor is
most vital, and that the same course of study taught from different view points may stimulate or unsettle one's faith. The study of philosophy, sociology, history, literature, or the
sciences, is inevitably and essentially either an aid or a hindrance to the development of
Christian character. Which it shall be, depends largely upon the view point and emphasis
of the teacher. The character of the instructor is after all, the most vital factor in education. Through years of most careful selection and elimination the Lawrence faculty presents an average of native ability, thorough scholarship and teaching genius equaled by
few and excelled by none.
An Alumnus of a large university makes an excellent argument for the small college.

«.
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"We of the University of Wisconsin have looked around for various reasons to explain the
cessation of our increase and in enumerating probable and possible causes have failed to
take account of the competition of the small college. Many have alleged that we alone
among the large colleges have failed to record the old time rate of increase. The Phenomenon is nation wide.
It affects all the large colleges. The small colleees are comine
into their own. Columbia College has but ninety freshmen in the college of arts and letters
this year; Harvard's freshmen, which in 1902 exceeded 700, are barely 600 this year,
while Williams College which did not have quite 400 students in 1902 now has 175 freshmen. Dartmouth has nearly 1,200 students today where it had 600 six years ago. Here
in Wisconsin, for two years Beloit College has enrolled a freshman class of 125. The
Growth o/ Lawrence has been even /aster and a strone institution is developine there in the
north of the state. ·X· * * Both Beloit and Lawrence have betler and bigger science
buildings, gymnasiums, and libraries. Both are going forward rapidly. New endowments,
new buildings constantly. They are rivals with us for the patronage of Wisconsin youth
and the greatest cause of our small growth in recent years has been the rapid and solid
growth of the other institutions which draw from the same territory.
0. There is room for us all. We are big enough here at Madison. We have no reason
to begrudge the deserved growing renown of our worthy rivals. They are helping educate
Wisconsin, disseminating culture. Nor are they narrow and affiicted with purblind sectarianism. The atmosphere at Beloit has a puritan wholesomeness that is not oppressive.
Five different religious bodies; including Judaism, are represented on the faculty of Lawrence
and among the members of many churches who make up its board of trustees, are Catholics.
The University of Wisconsin is no longer lording it over the collegiate in its own stale.
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There was a time when its sister institutions afforded no rivalry worth mentioning, when it
affected a smile of superiority that too often tended to be a sneer, but that is all over now.
The small colleges are coming into their own all over the country. Wisconsin is far from
being an exception to the rule in other states."
0. Sis Boom! The day of the moderate sized college has come, and come to stay! Lawrence
is included. Students all over the country are being inRuenced by such reasons as · the
fore-going. Here is to the best all-round college of the middle west! Ready, now!
Rahl Rah! Rah! Lawrence!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Lawrence!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Lawrence! Lawrence! Lawrence!
And again, three times three and a Tiger!
-! -! -! -!! -!! - !! -!!! - !!! - !!!

!!!
!!!!!
!!!!!!!
!!!!!

!!!

A College
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President Samuel Plantz, Ph. D., D. D., LL. D.
Samuel Plantz was born June 13th, 1859, at Gloversville, New York. His earlier
education was received at Milton College. In 1880 he was graduated from Lawrence
University with the degree of B. A. In 1883 he received the degree of S. T. B. from the
School of Theology of Boston University, and in 1886 the degree of Ph.D. from the School
of All Sciences of Boston University. Albion College in 1894 conferred upon him the
degree of D. D. and in 1905 Baker University granted him the degree of LL. D.
In 1894 he was called to the presidency of Lawrence University, a position which he
has filled with honor to himself, and increasing prosperity to the institution.
Dr. Plantz is a member of the Victoria Institute, London, and of the Wisconsin Academy
of Science, Arts, and Letters. He was one cf the organizers of the Epworth League of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. He has served as a member of the General Conference of
the M. E. Church, and of its Commission for the Consolidation of Benevolences. He
is the Wisconsin State Chairman of the Religious Association of America. In 1905 he
was appointed as a trustee of the ten million dollar fund recently established by Mr.
Andrew Carnegie for the pensioning o[ retired college professors. The board of trustees
of this fund includes twenty-live distinguished educators, nearly all of them college presidents.
Dr. Plantz has been a frequent contributor to periodicals, with both articles and editorial
The new
work. . He is the author of the book on "The Church and the Social Problem."
edition of Hasting' s "Dictionary of the Bible" contains an extensive article by Dr. Plantz
on "Vicarious Sacrifice." He has also done extensive work on the lecture platform and
in the pulpit.
In Dr. Plantz Lawrence University has a leader who commands the continued admiration, confidence and high regard of both the students and the citizens of Appleton.
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FACULTY
(l CHARLES WATSON TREAT.
<1> ~ ®; <I> B K, vice president, was graduated from Southern Illinois Normal university in 1884. Received the degree of
Ph.B. in 1890 and degree of AM. in
1893 from DePauw University. Graduate student in Lick Observatory, University of California during the summer
of 1891; in Leland Stanford, Jr. University during the summer of 1893; in Chicago
University during the summer of 1895 and
1897. Professor of Natural Science in
Napa College, 1890-94. Philetus Sawyer
Professor of Physics in Lawrence University since 1894.
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*DEXTER P. NICHOLSON was graduated from Lawrence
University in 1881. Received degree of M. S. in 1884
from Lawrence. Graduate student in Johns Hopkin's University, 1888-90. Fellow in Geology in Chicago University,
1895-96. Professor of Natural Science in York College,
York, Nebraska, 1883-88; in High School, Fort Smith, Ark.,
1890-91; in Yankton College, Yankton, So. D., 1891-92.
Professor of Geology in Lawrence University since 1892.

ELLSWORTH DAVID WRIGHT, ct> B K. was graduated from Cornell University in 1887. R eceived degree
of Ph. D. from Cornell in 1894. Teacher of Greek and
Latin in the Cascadilla School, and Cataloguer in Cornell
University Library from 1887 to 1890. Fellow in Latin at
Cornell, 1892-93. Graduate student in Greek and Latin at
Leipzig and Berlin Universities and in Greece from 1894
to 1896. Instructor in Greek at Cornell in 1897. Hiram
A Jones Professor of Latin, Language and Literature in
Lawrence University since 1898.

*Deceased
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EMANUAL GERECHTER, Rabbi, received a classical
education in Gymnasium at Lissa, Germany. Took a theological course at Breslau. Preached in Germany in 1865
and 1866. Rabbi at New York, at Detroit, Mich., and at
Grand Rapids, Mich., from 1865 to 1880. Pro[essor of
German in the Central High School and in Ladies' Bacon
Seminary at Grand Rapids from 1874 to 1880. Rabbi at
Milwaukee from 1880 to 1892. Rabbi at Zion Temple,
Appleton, 1892. Professor of Hebrew and German in
Lawrence University since 1894.

LEWIS ADDISON YO UTZ, <Ii K w, was graduated from
Simpson College in 1890. Received degrees of Ph. M. in
1893, and M. S. in 1902 from Simpson College. Student
at Harvard University in summer of 1893. Received degree
of Ph. D. from Columbia University in 1902. Associate
Professor of Natural Science in Simpson College from 1893
to 1899. Professor of Natural Science in Montana Wesleyan University in 1899 and 1900. Scholar at Columbia
University from 1900 to 1902. Robert McMillan Professor
of Chemistry in Lawrence University since 1902.

PERRY WILSON JENKINS was graduated from Miami University in 1890. Received
the degree of A. M. from Columbia University in 1900. Was Instructor in Mathematics
in Sweetwater Military Academy in 1891-02; Professor of Mathematics in Amity College
from 1892 to 1895; Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Simpson College from
1895 to 1899. Spent year 1899-1900 as a student in Columbia University. Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, and Director of Underwood Observatory in Lawrence
University since 1900. On leave of absence for the year
1906-07.

JOHN HERBERT FARLEY was graduated from Lawrence University in 1896. Graduate student at Lawrence
in 1897 and 1898. Received degree of A. M. from Lawrence
in 1898. Graduate student in Philosophy at Harvard University in 1898 and 1899. Fellow in philosophy at Harvard
in 1899 and 1900. Associate Professor of Philosophy in
Lawrence University since 1901.
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EMMA KATE CORKHILL, 11 n <t>, was graduated from
Iowa Wesleyan University in 1889. Received degree of
A M. from Iowa Wesleyan University, and degree of Ph.
D. from Boston University in 1893. Professor of English
Literature at Simpson College from 1896 to 1902. Student
at the University of Edinburgh during the year of 1905-06.
Edwards Alexander Professor of English Literature in Lawrence University since 1902.

WILLIAM JOSHUA BRINCKLEY was graduated from
Salina Normal College in 1885 and from De Pauw University
in 1891, from which school he received the degree of A M.
in 1894. In 1897 he was given the honorary degree of
Ph. D. by Austin College. Professor of Natural Science
in Haywood Collegiate Institute from 1885 to 1888. Professor in Austin College from 1891 to 1903. Professor of
Biology in Lawrence University since 1903.

CAROLINE ELIZABETH DE GREENE was graduated from Earlham College in
1899. University of Michigan in 1903. Teacher in Muncie, Ind., and in Washington
Academy from 1893 to 1898. Student at University of Berlin, and at University of
Marburg and Paris from 1898 to 1900. Graduate School of the University of Michigan
in 1900-01. Instructor in German and French in State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich.,
in 1901-02. Assistant Dean of Women and Associate Professor of German and French
since 1902. On leave of absence 1906-07.

JUDSON GEORGE ROSEBUSH was graduated from
Alfred University in 1900, from which school he received
the degree of A M. in 1901. Scholar in Political Science
at University of Pennsylvania in 1900-01. Fellow in Economics at Cornell University in 1901-02, and at University
of Wisconsin in 1902-03. Professor in Economics and
Political Science in Lawrence University since 1903.
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JOHN CHARLES L YMER was graduated from Amity
College in 1898. Received degree of S. T. B. from Garrett
Biblical Institute in 1901, and degree of A. M. from North
western University in 1903. Instructor in the Academy of
Northwestern University in 1903-04. Acting Professor of
Mathematics and Director of the Underwood Observatory
in Lawrence University since 1904. Secretary of the faculty
since 1905.

WILSON S. NAYLOR was graduated from Wash burn
College in 1890. Received degree of S. T. B. from Boston
University School of Theology in 1893, and degree of D.
D. from Salina Wesleyan University in 1895. Graduate
student at New York University and Drew Theological
Seminary in 1901-02. Travel and historical study in Europe
and Asia in 1895-96 and in summers of 1900 and 1902.
Tour of Africa and research study 'of the African people,
religion and customs from 1902 to 1904. Edgar Martel
Beach Professor of Biblical Literature in Lawrence University since 1904.

ALBERT AUGUSTUS TREVER was graduated from
Lawrence University in 1896, and from Boston University
in 1900. Received degree of S. T. B. from Boston University School of Theology in 1900. Instructor in Hebrew
and Biblical Literature in De Pauw University from 1900
to 1902. Fellow in the University of Halle and Berlin,
Germany, in 1902-03. Graduate Student at University of
Chicago in summer of 1905. Professor of Greek Language
and Literature in Lawrence University since 1905.
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MAY ESTHER CARTER was graduated from Ohio
Wesleyan University in 1892 with the degree of B. L.
Was Preceptress and Teacher of Literature in West Virginia
Wesleyan University from 1895 to 1901. Traveled and
studied abroad in 1902. Lady Principal and Professor of
Literature in French-American College in 1903. Preceptress and Principal of English Department of Troy Conference
Academy in 1904. Year 1905 was spent in study at
University of Edinburg. Dean of Women and Associate
Professor of Literature in Lawrence University since 1905.

CARL CHRISTOPHELSMElER was graduated from
University of Nebraska in 1899 with the degree of A B.
Scholar in European History, ibid., 1900-02; A M., ibid.,
1902. Travel and study in Western Europe 1902-06.
University of Paris 1902-03. Spent the spring semester 1903
at the University of Heidelberg. He was a student in the
University of Berlin 1903-05 and received the degree of
Ph. D. in 1905. Ormsby Memorial Professor of History in
Lawrence University since 1906.

MARGARET LEWIS BAILY
Cornell University in 1903 with the
1903-04 she was a student in Leipzig.
Culture, Posse Gymnasium, Boston,
German and English and Director in
women in Lawrence University since

was graduated from
degree of A B. In
Graduate in Physical
1906. Instructor in
Physical Culture for
1906.
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EMILY H. GREENMAN was graduated from Northwestern University in 1904. Graduate student, Northwestern
University, 1904-05. Instructor in French, Northwestern
University, 1903-04. Instructor in French and Latin in the
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, 1905-06. Instructor in French
and Latin in Lawrence University since 1906.

ELIOT VARNUM GRAVES completed the
Nebraska University Course of Physical Education in 1904. Physical Director in Summer
School at the Nebraska University in 1903.
Director of Athletics in the Lincoln Academy in
1904-05. Physical and Manual Training Instructor in the High School at Columbus, Neb.,
in 1905-06. Director of Physical Education
and Athletics in Lawrence University since 1906.

ZELIA ANN SMITH was graduated from
Lawrence University in 1882 with the degree
of B. S. In 1885 received the degree of M.
S. from Lawrence University. Librarian in
Lawrence University since 1882.
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Leila Johnson, Assistant Librarian.
OLIN A. MEAD was graduated from Lawrence University in 1890
with the degree of A. B. Received the degree of B. C. E. from University
of Wisconsin in 1892 and degree of A. M. from Lawrence in 1903.
Registrar in Lawrence University.
Katherine Buckland, Tutor in English.
Myrtle Hart, Tutor in Latin.
Alexander Brunner, Assistant in Chemical Laboratory.
Captain C. Aller, Assistant in Chemical Laboratory.
Dean Jeffers, Assistant in Biological Laboratory.
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To TheSeniors
0 friends of happy college days
Our hearts are faster beating
Since to "the parting of the ways"
We've come, and no retreating.
In spite of strife oft carried far,
Class spirits fitful burning,
Fair friendship led, bright as a star,
To which our hearts were yearning.
And may we hope so true its rays
Years shall not dim its splendor,
In memory of those blissful days
Our hearts shall grow more tender;
Wherever may our footsteps trend
To Lawrence we'll be true;
And so in faith we oft will send
Remembrance, friends, to you.
TH E J UNIORS.
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A. Hooton

ENIOR
Class of 1907
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

W. Frederic Fadner
Belva Hatch
Leila T. Johnson
Ches. A Wyman

YELL
We're clever!
We're witty!
We're handsome and gay!
Who's handsome?
We're handsome!
The Seniors! Hooray!

COLORS
Black and Crimson.
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C. C. ALLER, B

~ ct>

"Bucket"
Tomah
Tomah High School; Football Team, 1903-4-5-6; Basketball T earn 1904-5; Baseball T earn 1905-6; Track Team 1904;
Captain Pentathlon Team 1904-5-6-7; Glee C lub 1906-7;
Mandolin Club 1906; Athletic Board of Control 1905-6-7;
Lawrence University Band 1905-6; Manager Track Team.
"At sight of thee my gloomy soul cheers up."

HATTIE LOUISE ARTHUR
Dodgeville
Dodgeville Hi gh School; Treasurer Y. W . C. A. Cabinet
1905-6; Oratorical Board 1906; First Presidents Prize 1906;
President Athena Li tera ry Society.
" Y es, indeed, I am a litera ry lass."

JOHN BALLANTYNE,

® <1>
" Jack"
Appleton
Appleton High School; Football Team 1903-4-5-6; Pentathlon Team 1904, Mana ger 1907; C lass Basketball Team
1906-7; Athletic Board of Control 1906-7; Business Manager 1907 Ariel; President Phoen ix Literary Society.
"Good nature and good sense ever joined."

ADDA L. BEAL
Mil waukee
W est Division Hi gh School, Milwaukee; Athena Literary
Society.
"W ork is my recreation."

EDWARD BLAKEMAN, B

<1>

"Blake"
Bloom City
Richland Center High School Scholarship in Lawrence
University 1900; Albion Debate Team 1904-5; President
Y. M. C. A. 1904-5; Associate Editor 1907 Ariel; University Prize 1905-6; President Philalathean Literary Society; President University Club; State Oratorical Contest
1906-7; Manager Glee C lub 1906-7; Student speaker at
the laying of the corner stone of the Carnegie Library 1906;
Senior Band 1906-7.
"He had a daily beauty in his life."
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ALEXANDER F. C. BRUNNER,~

1

"Dutch"
Appleton
Ryan High School, Appleton; Treasurer University Club
1905-6-7; Lawrence Universitv Band; Second Football
Team 1906; Senior Band 1907; Instructor in Chemistr}'
1906-7.
" Trace science t hen w ith modesty thy gu ide."

VERGIL CHARLES BUELL
W aupun
W aupun Hi g h School; Phil ala th ea n Li terary S ociety; Senior Band 1907.
"Speech

is sil ver but si lence is golden."

GEORGE HARVEY BUTLER
Poynette
Poynette Hi gh School; Treasurer Philalathean Literary
S ociety, Track T eam 1905-6-7; C ross Coun try Club.
"Wisdom personihed and sawed off."

RAY CLIFF.

~ l

In gram
Glenwood Hi gh School; President Sophomore Class 1904
-5; First place Sophomore Oratorical Contest; Athletic
Board of Control 1904-5, 1905-6, 1906-7; First Hick"s
Prize 1905; First President's Prize 1905; Delegate Geneva
Conference 1905; President University Club 1905-6; First
place J unior Oratorical Contest 1906; Manager Football
Team 1906; University Prize 1906; Editor-in-Chief 1907
Ariel; Inter-class Oratorical Contest 1907; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet 1905-6, 1906-7 .
"Great a lways; without trying to be g reat."

WILLIAM FREDERICK FADNER
"'Bill"
Appleton
Ryan Hi gh School, Appleton; Philalathean Literary Society; Inter-class Oratorical 1905; State Oratorical Contest
at Beloit 1906; Glee Club 1905-6; Treasurer Junior Class
1906; Assistant Business Manager 1907 Ariel; Managing
Editor of Lawrentian 1906-7; President Senior Class 1907,
"Why is it that these little fellows are so brainy?"
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HARRY E. FLYNN. B :£

ct>

Peshtigo
Peshtigo Hi gh School; Advanced graduate work at St.
Cloud Normal; Superintendent Schools, Clearwater, Minn.;
President Freshman Class, Lawrence 1906; Lawrentian
Board 1907; Member Y. M. C. A.; President Phoenix Literary Society; Senior Band 1907.
"Sweet promptings into kindest deeds were in his every look;
We read his face as one would read a true and pleasant book."

SARAH CELIA HARRIMAN, A

r

<l>

"Sadie"
Appleton
Appleton Hi gh School; Lawrean Literary Society; 1907
Ariel Board.
"A noble type of true heroic womanhood."

BELVA HATCH
Iola
Iola High School; President Athena Literary Society;
1907 Ariel Board; Lawrentian StalT 1905-6; Oratorical
Board 1906-7.
"Her graceful ease and sweetness void of pride might hide
her faults, if faults she had to hide."

CHARLES HERSCHLEB,

6. 1

"Charlie"
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids High School; President Philalathean Literary Society; Third place Class Oratorical contest 1906; President Y. M. C. A. 1906-7; Leader Volunteer Band; Delegate
lo Nashville 1906.
"He was a man lake him all in all."

EARNEST A HOOTON, B :£ <I>
"Hoot"
Waupun
Manitowoc I li gh School; Philalathean Literary Society;
Lawrence University Brass Band 1904-5; Athletic Editor
Lawrentian 1904; McNaughton Prize 1905; Art Editor
1907 Ariel; Winner of Latin Poem Contest 1906; Senior
Latin Scholarship 1907; Passed Ceci l Rhodes' Scholarship
examinations 1907; University Wisconsin Fellowship 1907;
Glee Club 1907; Senior Band 1907; Editor Lawrence Latinist.
"He was a scholar and a ripe and good one."
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LAWRENCE C. JOHNSON, B

~ <t>

"Thor"
Brandon
Brandon High School; Oshkosh Normal; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet 1905-6; Hamline-Lawrence Debate 1906; President Phoenix Literary Society; Senior Band 1907; HamlincLawrence Debate 1907.
" H e is a man and nothing that concerns a man does he

deem a matter of indiffe,·ence to him."

LEILA THETIS JOHNSON
Baraboo
Baraboo Hi gh School; Athena Literary Society; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet; Honorab le mention in Hi ck's Prize; Literary Editor Lawrentian .
"Amazing brightness, purity and truth.

GEORGE NELSON KINYON
"Kin"
Clinton
Clinton Hi gh School; Pentathlon 1905; President Phoenix Literary Society; Secretary Chemistry Club.
"A quiet thoughtful, good, sincere lad."

LORENZ KNUTZEN
Appleton
Prepared [or college in Germany, with one year at Lawrence Academy; Philalathean Literary Society.
"Why lo true merit shou ld they have regard?
They know that virtue is its own reward."

ALLIE LAMMEL
Neenah
Neenah High School; Athena Literary Society.
"Continual cheerfulness is a sign of wisdom."
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BURKE REED LAWTON
Twin Bluffs
Sextonville High School; Second Brook's Prize 1906;
Vice-President and Pianist Philalathean Literary Society;
Lawrence Glee Club and Quartette 1907.
"A man o[ virtue, judgment and prudence speaks not until
there is silence."

GERTRUDE McGINNIS
Appleton
Appleton Hi gh School; Lawrean Lite rary Society.
"S he speaks, behaves, acts just as she ought."

CECILE NORTON
Marshall
Columbus Hi gh School; Lawrean Literary Society."
"A mind at peace with all below."

NETTIE NORTON
Marshall
Columbus Hi gh School; Lawrean Literary Society; Y. W .
C. A. Cabinet.
"Absence is death to those we love."

ETHEL MAY NUZUM, A

r

<I>

Viroqua
Viroqua Hi gh School; Lawrean Lit erary Society; Y. W .
C. A. Cabinet; Lawrentian Staff 1905-6, 1906-7; Associate
Editor 1907 Ariel.
"Ease at heart her every look conveyed ."
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C. WILLIAM OTTO
"Bill"
Albion
Lawrence Academy; Philalathean Literary Society; Base·
ball Team 1904-5-6-7; Captain 1905-6-7.
"He was the mildest mannered man."

EV A ALMEDA OZANNE
Kenosha
Kenosha High School; Athena Literary Society.
"I thus neglecting worldly ends, all dedicated to closeness
and the bettering my mind."

CHARLES HENRY SANDERS
Royalston
Lawrence Academy; Philalathean Literary Society; Interclass Oratorical Contest 1905-6; Assistant in the History
Department.
"Thanks to men of noble minds,~is honorable need."

HARRY SLATER
Appleton
Sheboygan High School; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 1904'05; Philalathean Literary Society; Member Student
Volunteer Band; Inter-collegiate Debate 1906; Glee Club
1905-6-7.
"Whoever lives true life, will love true love."
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HENRY JOHN STEEPS
Berlin
Berlin High School; President Philalathean Literary
Society; Sophomore Oratorical Contest 1905; Class Basketball Team 1906-7; Second Football Team 1906; Pentathlon
Team 1906.
"If there is any politics in college I am in it."

ALFRED WHITE
"Al"
Sharon
Waupaca Hi gh School; Philalathean Literary Society;
Pentathlon Team 1904-5-6; Basketball Team 1906-7;
Manager Basketball Team 1906; Carleton-Lawrence Debate
1907.
"What is strength without a double share of wisdom?"

MABEL WHITE
ZO<I>
Sharon
Waupaca Hi gh School; Athena Li terary Society; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet; Third place Junior Oratorical Contest 1906.
"If to her share some errors fall,
Look at her face and you' ll forget them all."

CHESTER ARTHUR WYMAN
"Chet"
Lafayette, Oregon
Algoma Hi gh School; Lawrence Academy; Philalathean
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 1906-7; Delegate
Geneva Conference 1905-6-7; Lawrentian StalT 1906-7;
Secretary Intercollegiate Oratorical Association 1907.
" In works ol labor or of skill, I would be busy too."j

SI

The Junior
Upon the gray and somber walls
The Junior's shadow blindly falls;
A cap and gown, which doth portend
Of happy college days, the end.
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UNIOR
Class of 1908
OFFICERS
. John H. Mehne
Blanche Bennison
Allie Rasmussen
Roy M. Lewis

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
YELL
U Rah Rah 1908!
U Rah Rah 1908!
U Rah Rah 1908!
Tiger!
COLORS
Gray and Crimson
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KA THERINE AMES
Miss Ames is one of our intellectual Juniors. She can
do the cerebral 'shoot-the-shoots' without the least disturbance of her mental equipoise. She is prolicient in the Lalin
tongue and is quite able to make herself understood in English. We regret that her scholastic career has been temporarily checked by plebeian measles.

ROBERT BARNES
When Bob bought his first bunch o! car tickets from
Menasha to Appleton, he Jell vacant the niche o! village
idol in the former beautiful littl e city. Since that time he
has been busy carving out a place for himself in the Lawrence Hall of Fame.
He is well liked among the !ellows but absolutely refuses
lo present himsel! as a candidate for feminine adoration.

ROSS BARRETT
One o! ou r most interesting patients.
until the word co-education

ls perfectly rational

is mentioned w hen he immedi-

ately becomes violent and homicidal. Ross is on overpowering speaker, and an indefatigable polititian. H e oscillates
between the Latin Library and the Third Ward, in both of
which places he is a favorite pel.

FANNIE CHARLOTTE BELL
Fannie is the incarnation of diligence. She is somewhat
dissatisfied with Lawrence because the pro!essors do nol
assign sufficiently long lessons and the atmosphere is loo
frivolous.

BLANCHE H. BENNISON
A young lady who once tried lo imitate the "Eliza crossing the ice" scene in Uncle Tom's Cabin and met with disaster. After enduring college two and a half years she has
at last succumbed to acute ennui, and shakes Lawrence dust

from her feet.
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FRANCIS BRAYTON

,

A modest miss whose unassuming bearing might lead one
lo suspect that she was capable of cruelly toying with the
honest alfeclions of mere man. Ah! woman! verdant youl h,
shun these ingenuous blushes and naive remarks. College
is for intellectual advancement, nol for sentimental hallucinations.

.,
ENOLA CLARK
A gracious sunny damsel who has convoyed divers callow
youths through the palpitation period with pre-eminent success. She has not lost one case. All have recovered. We
have entire confidence in her ability to deal with the most
serious attacks of heart trouble, brain storm etc.

JAMES 8. DINSDALE

/

A youthful Ganymede who grows an inch every month.
Is considered very smart by his professors and fellow slu·
dents alike. In fact, we might say that this quality transcends all his other characteristics.
Jim had the misfortune to sprain his wrist this Spring,
but a speedy cure was affected by the application of Lachrymal Lineament contributed by his sympathetic friends of
Ormsby.

FRED ERNEST DRESCHER
"Fritz" is a walking illustration of that h)•mn line "Life
is real, life is earnest," etc. He is that parodoxical being.
a pretzel hating Teuton .
We have to thank Platteville Normal for Fritz, for it is from
thence that we have this "honor thrust upon us." He is
considerab le of a warbler; in fact, the envying despair of
ambitious screnaders, feline and freshmen.

DORIS EDWARDS
A sprightl) elf. As she flits about the campus one might
imagine her to be a modernized Miss Columbia. She is
somewhat awe inspiring in the eyes of the ,mtutored fresh
because of her appalling dignity.
She unbends very graciously, however, if one but has the
temerity to brace up lo her and (-sh )- jolly.
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HIRAM FISK
Arthur Brisbane, Bernard Shaw, Norman Hapgood and
Harry Lehr telescoped into one. He is so polished and
suave that he might almost be characterized as a human.
He is the prolific source of multitudinous Lawrentian classics and col lege songs. Has the highest batting average of
all professional jolliers. He has only been struck out once
or twice during the season.

NINA HALL
Miss Hall is one of
upon Lawrence from
She is, nevertheless,
Miss Hall frequently

the Antigo horde which has descended
the region of jack-pines and saw-dust.
entirely civilized . It is whispered that
invokes the Muse of Poetry. Though

unacquainted with that classic goddess, we cannot imagine

her turning a deaf ear to the entreaties of the Antigo Bard.

ROBERT EMMET HAMILTON
An emphatic affirmative to the query "Can any good come

out of Kaukauna?" Bob divides his activities between
baseball and oratory. Whether he will ultimately answer
the call of the diamond or of the rostrum is doubtful but we
feel certain he would grace either.

JOHN S. HOOVER
One of our most interesting exhibits is John the human
Camel. You know it is said that a camel can go eight days
without a drink. But we do not have reference to John's
temperate virtues when we compare him to the ship o[ the

Desert.
Not so!
We simply desire to imply that John is the
happy possessor of an athletic lope which enables him to
continue paddling around the track in perfect comfort long
after the other poor dubs are zigzagging around the turns
and gasping for breath. He always gets there if you only
give him time.

EMILY BEULAH HUBBS
When interviewed as to her biography Miss Hubbs confessed herself to be possessed of a mania for coasting and
cold baths. When asked if matrimonial reasons were at the
bottom of her sudden departure from school last semester
Miss Hubbs replied; "I refuse to submit for publication the
secrets of the sanctum-sanctorum of my heart." Thereupon

our reporter fled to the nearest drug store and ordered a
lemon phosphate.
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ROBERT EARL JACKSON
The most careful investigation has failed to show in what
this ath leti c antelope most excels. However, this problem
has simmered down to two alternatives- the mile run and
the three mile stroll. Jack is very proficient in both of
these; in the former event he can always be counted to win

against a large field of competitors by coming in first. while
in the three mile stroll he shows his superiority and drag
with his running mate

by

getting in last.

In the courtier's

realm he is an adept, he is unsurpassed especia lly in the art
of deft and quick transfer of affect ion. We desire to rccomcnd Mr. Jackson as Mercury the Fleet; as Perseus the
Ardent; and finally as Jackson the Ardent and the Fleet.

KATHARINE McMURTERY
This young lady is a paragon which exists among the
fumes of NO,,, H2S and divers other mystic and smelly atrocities. but nevertheless manages to remain sweet and fresh,

particularly the latter. We predict a great future for the
damsel of scientific propensities. Who knows but what she
will some day invent a new kind of soap or toilet wash?
Alma Mater thrills with pride al th e g lorious prospect.

WM. G. RADDATZ
(pronounced R-r-ralz) Pastor Raddatz is the only man
in the Junior class w ho can furnish tangible evidence of his
ability to raise a hirsute appendage on his upper lip. We
despair of coping with him in this respect. Mr. Raddatz
sits at the learned feet of Christophelsmeier and Gerechter
during the week and on the Sabbath doles out the results
of his wisdom potations in 50 minute doses to devout Neenahites.

ALLIE RASMUSSEN
Miss Allie has discovered a cheap process of smile production and is Hooding the market.
This valuable commodity is now within reach of all who
desire it. So look up, cheer up all you who have ninety
nine year leases on a grouch, for

it is a sure remedy.

Miss Rasmussen is tortured with an insatiable thirst for
knowledge. We would recommend the Keely Cure.

FRED SEXSMITH
We have but one criticism of Mr. Sexsmith to make; he
frequently causes his fellow students great annoyance by
piping up in classes and loudly demanding longer lessons.
Aside from this one thing he is exemplary. Sex. is one of
that class of students who arc vital ly interested in a ll
schemes for the improvement of the University. He is the
author and organizer of that very laudible movement which
has for its object the estab lishment of a second chapel service each afternoon .

In reply to our reporter's query as to

his choice of vocal ions, Mr. Sexsmith modestly said: " I fear
my health will prevent me from going to a foreign field, but
I shall hope for the best."
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GEORGEELMERSHERGER
One who is in the habit of attempting to obtain voice
culture in the corridors of Main Hall during class periods,
thereby furnishing gratis to bored students, a weapon by
which to [orce professors to dismiss class early. Mr. Shcrger is of considerable renown on the gridiron, where he is

universal ly beloved because of his gentleness, meekness and
humility. "Shorty" complains that he grows too [ast. Our
prescription:- Iron weight to be worn in hat to balance
cranium.

ELMA LOUISE SNYDER
A habitue of the Latin Library, and an indefatigable
worker in the Ladies Latin Sewing Circle which holds
daily meetings in that place. She is affectionately dubbed
··Snide," by her associates but repudiates the name.

MOLLIE SOULES
Our reporter was as greatly nonplused by the steadfast
and critical gaze of Miss Soules' dark eyes that he was unable to bring back a coherent account ol the interview. We
gathered from his scattered rhapsodies that Miss Soules
tends to her own affairs and admires that quality in others.
Further disclosures were prevented by the depleted nervous
conditions of the interviewer.

VERNER. THOMPSON
Mr. Thompson is one of our ministerial brethren. Though
always interested in the affairs of '08, family cares have
prevented his participation in class scraps.

Pulpit oratory

rather then college yel ls is of paramount importance to him.
When interviewed concerning his plans for the future the
on ly remark e li cited from Brother Thompson was,- "Thus
cndeth the second lesson. The morning collection will now
be taken."

ALPHEUS WEBSTER TRIGGS
Brother Triggs of the Glee Club. When he sings his
pathetic ditties, there is not a dry eye in the audience. Old
men are requested to leave the house before Triggs sings
lo avoid danger of apoplexy. Brother Triggs was such a
good boy when he was young that people patted him on
the head until it wore his hair off. When asked as to his
luture plans, Brother Trig gs said; "I shall use Seven Sutherland Sister's Tonic week days and preach on Sundays."
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VELMA VINAL
An enthusiastic J unior who ,s particul«rly strong on Current Events. M iss Vinal has slnrred ,n many of the dramatic efforts which have been p rp tuated bl the various
soc,et,cs. W e hel,c,e tlrnt her mission is lo elevate the
stage hut she de •lores, " l shall never act." Perhaps ,n
this way the object will be accomplished.
M ,ss V inni always manages lo keep us nll guessing, particularly those of
us who arc of the male persuasion.

ELIZABETH WARNER
A young lady whose health and happiness demands winter all the year.
M ,ss W nrncr is extremely modest.
he
r •fuses to speak lo her gentleman friends whom she meets
on the street. lest they misconstrue h r actions. The only
impropriety which she has ever been found guilty of. was
committed when our int rview er asked for her matrimonial
prospects. W e regret lo say that on that occasion M iss
W nrner was so indiscreet as lo actually giggle.

M ARY WOOD
M iss W ood informs us that she fears she w,11 have lo
discontinue school for A )Cflr or two, and take a rest. Her
hcoltl, is not what it should be. After o coreful diagnosis
of the case, we prescribe a diet of "Force." M iss W ood
is one of the most pleasing of our acquaintance, a veritable
little sunbeam, in fact.

CORAZINKGRAF
M iss Zinkgraf ,s the poss<'ssor of a w,s,•, serious look nnd
n vorocious nnd rndiscriminuting appetite for knowlcdg,·.
She is not allowed to sit on tlw front eat in classes, because
she would not permit any knowledge to get post her to the
rest of the class. Turning lo the letter Z in our book of
the future,, we find that she is destined to become president
of the W . C. T. U. We promise to sign th e pledge on
her inauguration day.
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Junior History
0. The

year 1904 was a notable one. If for no other reason, it was notable because the
class oE '08 sprang into existence. 0. When the class 0£ 1908 first entered the University,
its historian was moved to highest admiration for a trait most rare in freshman classesits overwhelming modesty. 0. It has retained that characteristic to a marked degree. So
adverse was it to personal aggrandizement that it would not prolong the struggle with '07
to win out in the freshman annual sleigh-ride in 1905. 0. The same retiring and self
effacing attitude has prevailed upon other occasions and it is therefore almost needless to
say that any chronicle of the achievements oE the class must fall short oE completeness
since modesty forbids a Eull account. 0. To tell all that the class has done; to recount all
oE its representatives in every field of student activity; in short, to name all the things that
have made the class a notable one would prove almost an endless task and would not be
in accord with its modesty in which it excels. 0. We therefore glance over the years
passed simply for the purpose oE seeing what might be said iE this class Eelt inclined to
boast like some classes. 0. What would the football team be without Captain Sherger the
tall center? Is there any activity in which the '08 men and women are not moving spirits?
0. Do you recall how Lewis, Barrett and Galland carried off the honors in the RiponLawrence debate oE '05? and how the spirit of '08 bubbled over when there came tripping
over the telegraph wires the joyful news that Lewis, Mehne and Galland defeated the
Sophs of Beloit in the debate of '06? 0. But coming down to more peaceful pursuits
where rivalry is not involved, the illustrious Junior class sent forth peace commissioners
to bring the Soph and Freshman classes to a realization of the fact that there does exist
in Lawrence an authority superior to the respective presidents oE these classes. 0. But
we would not have you think that the Junior class devotes all its time to intellectual
achievements. In the social life of the University it is a prominent factor. An event well
worth noting was the Junior party at Menasha. 0. The class oE '08-the Pride of the
Campus- has well earned its title. With such men as Sexsmith, Sherger, Jackson and
Hoover on the track, it feels that it has done its share for the athletics of the University.
0. Indeed, when you stop to think about it, the Junior roll reads like "Who's Who in
America," or "Debrett's Peerage." 0. It is too early to predict, and in fact the class would
not allow it- it is so modest- but we will say however, that we are confident of one thing
that by the time it has added another year of success to its career it will not need
us to even hint at its brilliancy; it will have left results valuable and lasting in all these
lines of activity and in the University, which will be the permanent memorial oE the class
of 1908.

The Sophomore
They do not love their lessons and they'd rather play than "buck,"
They often cut from chapel a nd they always trust to luck;
But there's one important duty they are never known to pass,
It consists of acts of kindness to the
verdant
Freshman
Class
They watch each toddling youngster, they direct his steps aright,
They see he doesn't over-work, they tuck him in at night.
And when seized with a wild desire he climbs to paint the dome,
Th ey chasten him with firmness till he wails and
cn es

for
home.
Now is it any wonder that they let their lessons go,
Or ne'er appear at chapel since they love the children so?
Then here's a toast unto the one supreme in peace and war,
Your glasses up! And let us drink, "long live the
Soph
0

more. "
W. M. S., '09.
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E. T. Ingold

Sophomore Class Roll
W. McHenry, Ill.

Beal, Luther Ellery, Math. Phys.
Bclscamper, Amine, Gen'! Sc.

Lancaster

Bemis, Sarah, M. Cl.

Menasha

Black, Loraine, M. Cl.

Green Bay

Bomier, Cora Martha,

App leton

Brigham, Aldis Leonidas, Lat.-Ger.

Bayfield

Brown, Marguerite, Eng-Hist.

Appleton

Bush, Lydia Ursula, M. Cl.

. Sparta

Canavan, Genevieve, M. Cl.

App leton

Cassidy, Victor McKinnon, Gen'I Sc.

Chippewa Falls

Christensen, Blanche L., M. Cl.

ecedah

Churm, Percy Leopold, M. Cl.

Whitewater

Colby, Cora B., Eng-Hist.

Thorpe

Dach, Frances, S. M. Cl.

Viroqua

Day, Alta Josephine, Eng .-Hist.

Oakfield

Day, Dorothy Ethel, M. C l.

New Landen

Drew, Harris Eugene, Sc.

Beaver Dam

Gray, Ruth, Eng-Hist.

Oakfield

Gregory, Marie, Eng-Hist.

West De Pere

Hargrave, Rose, Eng-Mus.

Wilton

Harwood, Anna, M. Cl.

Appleton

Herrick, Clarence T., Hist. Pol.

Appleton

Hinderman, Emil, M. CJ.

Marinette

Howard, Anna, M . Cl.

Appleton

Ingold, Daisy, M. Cl.

Appleton

Irish, Hettie, M. Cl.

Baraboo

Jackson, Elizabeth, Mus.

De Pere

Jeffers, Dean Henry Horton, Bio. Econ.

Appleton

Jenkins, Estelle Louise, M. Cl.

Chippewa Falls

Jenks, Arthur H., Math.-Phys.

Lake Mills

Johnston, Roy Kenneth, M. Cl.

Waldo

Johnston, Victoria, M . Cl.

Glenwood
Weyauwega

Kranz, Frederick, M. Cl.
Kranz, Herman, Math-Phys

Weyauwega

Kyro, Vilko Orvi, Eng-Hist.

Kestila, Finland

Leykom, J. Wallace, Chem-Bio.

Antigo
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Sophomore Class Roll-Continued
Lomas, Cora, M. Cl.

Green Bay

Marble, Mina Isabelle, M. Cl.

Eau C laire

McChesney, Helen, Eng-Hist.

Janesville

Mitchell, William Roy, Eng-Hist

Argyle

Moss, Glenn Edgar, Hist-Pol.

Hudson
Appleton

Moyle, Fred G .. Sc.
Murrish, Ethel Mary, M. Cl.

Elkhorn

Newton, Leslie L., Chem-Bio.

Waupun

O'Keefe, Harry, Math-Phys.

Appleton

Orbison, Thomas Eugene, M. Cl.

Appleton

Pryce, Claire C .. Eng-Hist.

Milton Junction

Radtke, William Francis, M. Cl.

Menominee Falls

Ralph, Mary, Eng-Hist.

Cuba City

Reilly, Helen Marguerite, M. Cl.

Appleton

Rcttinghouse, Elsie Amalie, M. Cl.

Fond du Lac

Rice, Lulu Rosina, Eng-Hist.

Eleva
Fond du Lac

Root, Arthur, Sc.
Sawyer, Bert Allen, Eng-Hist.

Waupun

Sawyer, Elva Julio, A. Cl.

Waupun

Sawyer, Mary Olive, A. Cl.

Waupun
Appleton

Schmidt, Andrew August, Math-Phys.
Schunk, Fleetwood Edward, Math-Phys.

Menominee Falls

Smith, Annie Marie, M. Cl.

River Falls

Smith, Willard, M. Eng Hist.

De Pere
Mauston

Souther, Nathalie Ben, A. Cl.
St. Armour, Edna Ruby C. de, M. Cl.

Eau Claire

Theleen, Eva Minnie, Eng-Hist.

Kenosha
Menominee, Mich.

Todd, Clarcne, M. Cl.
Touton, Hazel Agnes, Eng-Hist

Edgerton

Trever, Arthur, F., Germ-Sc.

Antigo

Van Keurcn, Frank Ray, Pol-Hist

Oshkosh
La Crosse

Waters, Julia, Marie, Eng-Hist.
Williams, Una, A. Cl.

Necedah

Wood, Ethel Campbell, M. Cl.

Appleton
Appleton

Woodward, Jean, M. Cl.

Dorlestown

Wright, Parke Asil, Eng-Hist.
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"Blest Be the Tie That Binds."

RESH MAN
Class of 191 0
OFFICERS
Wesley Goodwin
Marcus Volk
Elsie Plantz
Claire Perry
Harry Houghton
Athol Kuckuck

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Yell Master
Sergeant at Arms
YELL
U! Rah! Rah! 1910!
U! Rah! Rah! 1910!
U! Rah! Rah! 1910!
Tiger!
COLORS

Dark Blue and Cardinal
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Freshman Class Roll
Acker, Albert Fred,

Reeseville

Baldau[. Will Amos,

Weyauwega

Barnes, Thomas,

Appleton

Becker, Eugene Champlin.

Rush Lake

Becker, Lillian J osephine,

Ashland

Bennett, May,

Omro

Bishop, Lena Rose,

Coloma

Bleecker, Vera Endora,

Waterloo

Boland, Benjamin H enry,

Waldo

Bunker, Kathryn I.,

W aupun

Camp , Fanny Belle,

Menomonee Falls

Clark, Ora M.,

Belmont

C lark. Vera,

Augusta

Colby, Ernest R ay,

Thorp

Davis, Irvin g B.,

Black Ri ver Falls

Davis, Vera,

Appleton

Dei ly, Mabel Cora,

Altoona

DeWitt, Mabel Frances,

Fond du Lac

Drake, H erbert Stewart,

Juneau

Dunnewald, Theodore J .,

Antigo

Dunning, Bessie Harriet,

Omro

Eldridge, Paul Kissinger,

Menasha

Elliot, John Lester,

Plainville

Erb, Est her,

Appleton

Farrington, Cora Bell,

Portage

Ford, Herbert J ean,

Westfield

Ford, Wilbur Shephard,

Oconto

Frost, Nellie Catheri ne,

Almond

Fry, Robert J.,

. Omro

Gillespie, Hallie May,

Appleton

Goodwin, Wesley Dolphus,

. Antigo

Graule, Edward Jay,

Ind ependence
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Freshman Class Roll-Continued
Greenman, John W.,

Wabash, Ind.

Hagaseth, Gilbert Olaus,

Mt. I loreb

Hall, Marjorie,

. Antigo

Hardackcr. Alys Lauretta,

Appleton

I larris, Ethel,

Kilbourn

I laskins, Stanley George,

Pewaukee

I lodge, Ethel Burrell,

Jonesville

Hooley, Osborne Edward,

Milwaukee

Houghton, Harry,

Milwaukee

Iverson, Mary Anna,

Neenah

Jewell, Orlando Arthur,

Mineral Point

Johnson, Gladys Loretta,

Wausau

Johnson, L. Constance,

Appleton

Johnson, May Ida,

Green Bay

Karnopp, Ella,

Almond

Kendall, John.

Viroqua
Rockford, Ill .

King, Carroll Dewitt,
King, Grace Agatha,

Appleton

Klaus, Louis John,

Gillett

Kuckuk, Athol Orvil,

Shawano

Kuehmsted, Prudence,

Appleton

Kurschner, Laura Anna,

Barron

Ladwig, Olin Albert,

Antigo

Lake, Frank,

I ludson

Laughlin, Vera M.,

Eau Claire

Lawrence, Bradford Alexis, Jr.,

Milwaukee

Lemen, Mayme Ellen,

Viroqua

LeRoy, Maude,

Augusta

Lewis, Sidney,

Weyauwega

Loomis, Helen Verne,

Kilbourn

Louis, Isadore,

Appleton

Lowell, Lillian,

Appleton
Harvey, Ill.

Lundy, Jay Monroe,
Marsh, Roland 0.,

. Antigo

Mason, Harry,

Appleton

McComb, Vila Erna,

Brillion
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Freshman Class Roll-Continued
McEwan, William Ira,

Milton

McKinnon, Anna,

Chippewa Falls

McNeel, Lydia,

Kilbourn

Millerd, Alice,

New London

Minar, Ora Milton,

Oconto

Murdock, Beatrice Maud,

Ashland

Nelson, Pearl H.,

Antigo

Nuzum, Clinton Wright,

Viroqua

Nye, Leland Williams,

Thorpe

Olson, Mabel Sophia,

Prairie Farm

Orcutt, Eva Pearl,

Deronda

Ostrander, Ward Adelbert.

Omro

Owen, Jessie Louise,

Milton Junction

Parrett, Jennie Pearl,

Spencer

Parrish, Robert,

Plymouth

Parry, Anna,

Kenosha

Patterson, Jean Rosamond,

App leton

Patterson, Richard Alexander,

App leton

Peck, Olive R,, .

Chicago, Ill.

Peebles, E. May,

Peebles

Perkins, Judson T.,

Woodman

Perry, Claire Willard,

Weyauwega

Perry, Ida Nellie,

Milwaukee

Pfeifer, Edward Charles,

Sheboygan

Plantz, Elsie Content,

Appleton

Pollard, Luther John,

Appleton

Poppe, Frederick,

Appleton

Potter, Mary Athena,

Waupun

Pribbenow, Alma Wilhelmina,

Kilbourn

Proper, James Wesley,

Brantford, Ont.

Ranous, Lyell,

Green Bay

Roberts, Ethel Irene,

Antigo

Ross, Helen Roberta,

Crystal Falls

Royce, Cornelia Bell,

Kenosha

Scamann, Jesse C.,

Adell

Schaal, Oscar,

Gillett
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Graduate Students
Appleton
Janesville
Appleton

Ames, Alberta, English
Austin, Alva G., Chemistry
Bilter, Minnie M., Geology and Biology
Brigham, F rnncis H., Philosophy and English
Buckland, Katherine, English .
Brooks, Lavern L., Ethics and Sociology
Cooke, Joseph E., English and History
Fuller, Henrietta, Latin and German
Harris, Fred I I., Sociology and religion
Hart. Myrtle, Latin
Hutton, R. Percy, Sociology and Politics
Mealing, A. G., Greek and Latin
Moyle, Thos. H., Mathematics and Astronomy
Paul, J. H., Sociology and History
Patten, Theda, History and Literature
Reeve, Katherine, English
Sackett, Mabel, English
Southers, Genevieve, Latin and German
Stansbury, Clam, English

Wausau

Appleton
Necedah
Richland Center
Appleton
River Falls
Appleton
Mi lwaukee
Appleton
Appleton
Fond du Lac
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Mauston
Appleton
Union Grove
Galesville
Appleton

Thorlacius, Anna, Latin and German

Witherbee, Lillie Gilbertson
Wood, Charlotte, Latin and German

Special Students
Beyer, Charles
Branyen, Leon
Carney, Catherine
Cleveland, Ella
Dwight, Agnes
Erdmann, Ed.
Fox, Ada
Hanson, Ella
Hanson, Fanny
Jewell, Mabel
Johnson, Lina
Knutzen, Mrs. L.
Krier, Peter W.
Logan, Yelters
Mates, Elsie
McNaughton, Barbara
Metcalfe, May

Meyer, Harriet
Morris. Mary
Perry, Eva
Poppe, Emma
Pride, Harry
Raddatz, Wm. G.
Richardson, Rosella
Roesch, Anna
Ryan, Edith
Seidel, H. C.
Thom, George
Thomas, Louise
Yan Wyk, Jennie
Warner, Ralph E.
Weissenborn, Annette
Willson, Winnifred
Winslow, Catherine

Green Bay
Minneapolis, Minn.
Green Bay
Glenwood
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Oconto
Sheboygan
Antigo
Appleton
Appleton
Antigo
Appleton
Belmont
Appleton
Benton
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Watertown
Quincy, Ill
Milwaukee
Appleton
Appleton
Neenah
Ablemans
Merton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Oakfield
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton

CADEMY
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY

OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Percy W. Elwell
Josephine Pallerson
Wilson Pallerson
Cora Brinckley
YELL

Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger! Tiger! Tiger!
Ziss! Ziss! Ziss!
Boom! Boom! Boom!
Ah! Ah! Ah!
The Preps! The Preps!

The Preps!

COLORS
Green and White.
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Academy Roll
Senior Class
Brinckley, Cora,
Clare, Maurice Amer,
Davis, Carl H.,
Farr, J. W.,
Going, Grace Mae,
Hubbard, Margaret Mary,
Hubbard, Robert Lucius,
Ingold, Vivian Johnson,
Kinnear, Anno,

Kuehmsted, Florence,

Appleton
Milwaukee
Irvin g
Appleton
Chicago
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
La Crosse
Appleton

Neh[, George Nathan,
Parkinson, Wilson N.,
Patterson, Abram Conklin,
Patterson, J osephine,
Peterson, Ethel,
Phelps, Edward Milton,
Pond, Martha.
Proper, Walter L.,
Stimson, Irene,

Woodworth , Milton,

Menomonee Falls
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Milwaukee
Solon Springs
Appleton
Brantford, Ont.
Appleton
Kenosha

Middle Class
Arhelger, Louis Herbert,
Bergstrom, Waldemar Deidrick,
Blakeman, Delbert H enry,
Echols, Elmer Allen,
Gregory, Robert,
Hawes, F ranees,

James, Jesse Calvin,
Kunde, George Charles,
Lindsley, Laura,
Mason, Rex,

Oshkosh
Neenah
Bloom City
McLeansboro, Ill.
Lake Nebagamon
Appleton
Bloom City
Almond
Appleton
Appleton

McCray, Marian,
McNiesh, Welcome H.,
Mitchell, Baxter,
Mitchell, Matthew White,
Morgan, Lucile,
Patterson, Wilson S.,
Roberts, James V ..
Schlafer, Barbara,
Tyson, Wm. J. C.,
Van Patter, Frances,

Dartford
Black Creek
Appleton
Appleton
Neenah
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Niagara
Glen Flora

Junior Class
Alexander, Russell,
Banta, George,
Boynton, Ray D., .
Brokaw, Norman E.,
Brooks, Emmett,
Bushey, Lucile,
Clark, Dorothy,
Dickinson, Philetus
Dickinson, Kenneth S.,
Edwards, Grace E.,
Elwell, Percy,
Freund, Edwin,
Hagen, Frieda,

Haight, Harold ,

Oroville.Cal
Menasha
Menasha
Appleton
Omro
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Frederic
Appleton
Black Creek

Hawes, Jeanette,

Knickel, Myrtle, .
McNaughton, H e len,
Morehouse, Nellie,
Nitzel, Fred .
Plantz, Florence, .
Pritchard, Anna M.,
Rowell, Ellen E ..
Seppo, Oscar,
Stimson, Helen V.,
Van Patter, James,
Wiegand, Sarah,
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. Chetek
Appleton
Campbellsport
Appleton
Neenah
Neenah
Appleton
Cleveland
Appleton
Wakefield, Mich.
Appleton
Glen Flora
Appleton

J ohn Seaman Garns

School of Expression
JOHN SEAMAN GARNS
Was graduated from the Drake School of Oratory in 1898. Was Instructor in Oratory
in Drake University in 1898-99. Instructor in Public Speaking in the Y. M. C. A's of
St. Paul and Minneapolis. Atte nded University of Minnesota from 1899 to 1903. Was
graduated from the Boston School of Expression in 1904. The year 1904-05 was spent
m Lyceum work . Was instructor in Boston School of Expression durin g 1905. Instructor
in Public Speaking in Lawrence University since Feb. l, 1906.

Senior Class
App leton

Lowell, Lillian

"Thy actions to thy words accord; thy words
To thy large heart give utterance due; thy heart
Contains of good, wise, iust, the perfect shape."

-Milton.

Junior Class
Bennett, May,

Omro

Appleton
Appleton
Omro
Oakfield
Appleton
Milwaukee
Milwaukee

Canavan, Genevieve,

Farr, Mrs. J. W.,
Fry, Robert,
Grey, Ruth Isabe l,
Herrman, Magdaline,
Lundy, Jay, .
Perry, Eva M., .
Spencer, Elmer E., .
Spencer, Sadie,
Thompson, Verne Roy,

Fennimore

Fennirnore

Appleton

Special Students
Arthur, Hattie,
Barnes, Robert,
Barrett, Ross,
.
Beal, Ada L.,
Belscamper, Amine M.,
Blecker, Vera,
Blakeman, Edward W.,
Brokaw, Norman,

Clilf, Ray Y.,
Johnson, May,
J ohnson, Lawrence,

Murdock, Beatrice M.,
Peck, Olive R.,
Rodgers, Daisy,
Richardson, Rosella,
Bullock, Mary,
Schefletl, Mrs. R. C.,
Thompson. Mildred,
Van Keuren, Frank R.,

Dodgeville
Menasha
. J elferson
Milwaukee
Lancaster

Waterloo
Bloom City
Appleton
In gram
Green Bay
Brandon
Ashland
Chicago
Wausau

Ablemans
Appleton
Appleton
Green Bay
. Oshkosh

Lawrence University School of Music

Lawrence University School of Music
0.

The academic year of 1906-1907 marks an epoch in the history of musical instruction in Lawrence University. The author ities of the college, realizing the increased
interest in, and the benefit which this line of work renders to the student, made
preparation for a distinct course in music. To this end a large building was purchased a short distance from the campus and was htted out to meet the needs of the
department. This building contains an office for the director, Prof. Thomas, and a
studio for each of the instructors. A lso recept ion rooms and numerous practice
rooms, each containing a piano.
0. The school is we ll organized with the view to the best interests of all students.
The faculty is one of superiority and competence and we ll equipped to give the best
possible instruction in their line of work.
0. The School of Music is directly under the control of Lawrence Un iversity and
thus is under the influence of the life of the college. A course in music rightly
belongs to a Liberal Arts education. No one can be said to be thorough ly cultured
without a know ledge of music. Though much may be said as to the va lue of musica l
instruction, suffice it to say that, while music in a we ll rounded education is being
recognized more and more in our present day, Lawrence University is ready to
meet the recognition .
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School o of Music
Faculty
T. DILL WYN THOMAS
Studied at Ohio University from 1889
to 1891. Was graduated from Bethany
College in 1897. Was for four years
Director of Music at Eureka College.
In 1902 and 1903 he was Director in
the Conservatory of Music in Mount
Union College. Director in the Conservatory of Music in Hiram College in 1903 and 1904. In the year
1905 to 1906 he was a student and
singer in New York City. Director of
th e Department of Music and Professor
of Voice, H armony, Composition, and
History of Music in Lawrence University since 1906.

CLARENCE EDWARD SHEPARD
Studied in Paris with Alexander
Guilmanl and Roger Swayne, in Chicago
with Madam Bloomfield-Zeisler, in New
York City with Joselfy and Max Spicker.
Professor of Piano and Organ in Lawrence University since 1906.
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MISS MARION T. BEA TY

Was graduated from the Lawrence University School of
Music in 1905. Instructor in Mandolin and Guitar 111
Lawrence University since 1905.

Students 1n Music
Anderson, Alice
Arnold, Fred
Bacon, Hazel
Balmer. Lottie
Barrett, Dorothy
Bennett, Edna
Besserdick, Hilda
Birmingham, H azel
Brinckley, Cora
Clemans, Mrs. Alice
Cleveland, Ella
Dexter, Edith
Eiler, Hilda
Ford, H.J.
Fox, Ada
Frye, R . J .
Gill, Erma E.
Goodell, Lulu
Ha gen, Frieda
H anson, Ella
H erschleb, Chas. A.
H yde, Gladys
Ivey, Erna
J ewell, Mabe l
Johnston, Ella
Johnston, Victoria
Keac h, Harriett M.
Knickel, Myr tl e 0.
Kuehmsted, Prudence
Larsen, Mayme
Lundy, J.M.
La Victoire, Mae
Lemen, Mayme
Manderud, Lydia
Mates, Elsie
Matheson, Lilly

Waupaca
Appleton
Winneconne

Hancock, Mich.
Appleton
Omro
Clintonville
H ortonville
Appleton
New London
Glenwood
Appleton
Appleton
Westfield
Appleton
Omro
Clintonville
DePere
Black Creek
Oconto
Grand Rapids
Appleton
Ishpeming, Mich.
Antigo
Glenwood
Glenwood
Greenbush
Campbe ll sport
Appleton
Hancock, Mich.
Milwaukee
Appleton
Viroqua

Neenah
Belmont
Neenah
Chippewa Falls
Belmont
Waupaca

McKinnon, Anna

Metcalfe, May
Millar, Ina
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Students

in

Music-Continued
Oshkosh
Neenah
Neenah
Appleton
Milwaukee
Appleton
Appleton
Cleveland
Antigo

Minckler, Frank
Morgan, Helen
Morgan, Lucile
Moyle, Clara
Perry, Eva G.
Plantz, Elsie
Pride, H. D.
Pritchard, Anna M .
Roberts, Ethel
Roberts, L. G .
Scheftels, Mrs. Margaret
Schwerke, Irwin
Shook, Minta
Slater, Ora Maude
Smith, Anna
Stowe, Gaylord
Strate, Helen
Tiez, Mnbel
Van Roy. Martin
Wiegand, Nellie
Witthuhn, Clara
Witthuhn, Waller
Zachow, Meta

Birmingwood

Appleton
Appleton
Chippewa Falls
Tomahawk
River Falls
Appleton
Neenah
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Appleton
Clintonville

Students 1n Art
Green Bay
Iola
LaCrosse
Neenah
Appleton
Neenah
Neenah
Belmont
Green Bay
Neenah
Kilbourn
Appleton
Des Moines, la .
Hortonville
Marshall
Appleton

Black, Lorraine
Hatch, Be lva
Kinnear, Anna
Krueger, Bessie

Lindsley, Laura
Law, Jessie
Lammels, Allie
Males, Elsie
Marlin, Mrs. I. N.
Manley, Bessie
McNeel, Lydin
Millar, Juanita
MelTert, Mrs. S.
Nichols, Miss
Norton, Nerti
O'Harrow, Mrs .

Manitowoc

Potter, Mary
Peck, Olive
Peterson, Mrs. Celia
Pribbenow, Elma
Ross, Helen
Richardson, Rosella
Rettinghouse, Elsie

Chicago, Ill.
Rockford, Ill.
. Kilbourn
Crystal Falls, Mich.
Ablemans
Fond du Lac

Southers, Genevieve

. Mauston

Shook, Minta
Thickens, Josephine
Ullman, AdeJI
Wunderlich, Elsie
Watson, Mary
Wissenbach, Mrs.

Chippewa Falls
Appleton
App leton
Appleton
Appleton
. Kaukauna
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School of Commerce
Faculty

ROBERT WELLINGTON NICKERSON
Received diploma from the Business Educator's Association, Canada, in 1899. Was Principal of Woodstock Business College at Woodstock, Ontario, from 1902 to 1904. Prin cipa l
of Commercial Department of Lawrence University since 1904.

DELORA KIRKDORFER
Qualified Teacher of Gregg Shorthand and
Touch Typewriting, Principal of Shorthand
Department in Lawrence University since 1906.
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School of Commerce
All, Raymond,
Bettner, Mildred,
Davis, Irving B.,

Ironton

Appleton
Black River Falls
Milton Junction

Driver. Emma,

Gantter, W. J.,
Glenzer. Arthur,
Grossman, W. J.,
Helm, Anna,
Jesse, A. A.,
Johnson, B. J.,
Klotsbicker, Marie,
Kerchner, Louis,

Kaukauna

Kaukauna
Omro
Appleton
Horicon
Kaukauna
Marion

Appleton
Antigo
Shawano
Ironwood, Mich.
Hudson
Horicon
Horicon
Horicon
Oconto
Quincy, Ill.
Egg Harbor
Appleton
Oconto
Viroqua
Neenah
Appleton
Peebles Corner
Neenah
Solon Springs
Oconto
Ablemans
Iola
Iola
. Oconto
Appleton
Ironwood
Stockbridge
Appleton
Kaukauna

Krier, Peter,

Kuckuk, Athol,
Kyro, Vilho,
Lake, Frank,
Lewis, A. W.,
Lewis, W. C.,
Lewis, Melvina C.,
Lord, L. W.,
Morris, Mary,
Manney, Wm.,
Mockley, Vena,
Murphy, Frank,
Nuzum, Clinton,
Opperman, Melinda,
Patterson, Richard,
Peebles, May,
Perry, Olla M.,
Phelps, E. M.,
Post, E . C.,
Richardson, E. S.,
Rowland, Fern
Rowland, Ira,
Reed, L.A.,
Schneider, George,
Seppo, Oscar,
Slater, Grace,
Stroebe, Nina,
Vilas, Joseph E.,
Vanderhei, Sylvester,
Whitney, Harry,
Zuehlke, W. W.,

. Marion

Superior, Sta . A
Hortonville
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ROLL CALL

C. C. Aller
AG. Austin
J. P. Ballantyne
Ross Barrett
John M. Baer
A L. Brigham
V. M. Cassidy
Jas. 8. Dinsdale
H. C. Fisk
Harry Flynn
C. F. Herrick
Emil Hinderman
0. E. Hooley
John S. Hoover
Earl R. Jackson
Dean Jeffers
A H. Jenks
0. A Jewell
Lawrence Johnson
Roy K. Johnston
George N. Kinyon
S. M. Zeller
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Fred W. Kranz
Herman E. Kranz
Frank Lake
J. Wallace Leykom
Wm. Ira McEwan
W. Roy Mitchell
Fred G. Moyle
Leland W. Nye
L. E. Orbison
J. L. Perkins
Edw. C. Pfeifer
Wm. F. Radke
Andrew Schmidt
Jesse C. Seamann
Fred L. Sexsmith
Elmer G. Sherger
W. M. Smith
AF. Trever
F. R. Van Keuren
John E. Weston
Raymond B. Voigt

ROLL CALL

Orville Withers
F. E. Drescher
Parke Wright
Percy L. Churm
H. W. Warner
Glenn E. Moss
G. 0. Hageseth
Bert A Sawyer
Lorenz Knutzen
Burke A Lawton
AW. Triggs
Olin Ladwig
Ernest R. Colby
Herbert J. Ford
Luther Pollard
Richard J. White
John T. Kendall
Clinton T extoe
Louis J. Klaus
Albert F. Acker
Robert Parrish
Harvey Stanley
Chas. H. Sanders
Alfred G. White
Robert Barnes

•

John H. Mehne
Harris E. Drew
R. M. Lewis
Eben D. Cornelison
R. E. Hamilton
Chester Wyman
Charles A Herschleb
George Butler
Earnest Hooton
William F adner
Harry Slater
Ray Y erxa Cliff
Alexander Brunner
Henry Steeps
Edward Blakeman
Virgil Buell
Wesley Goodwin
Leland Marsh
Jay Lundy
Robert Fry
Charles Beyer
William Surplice
Harry Houghton
Oscar Schawl
W. A Ostrander
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ROLL

Blanche Bennison
May Bennell
Annie Belscamp r
Cora Bernier
Lorraine Black
Vera Bleecker

ALL

Anna McKinnon
Lydia MeNeel
Ali e Millard
Eth I Murrish
C cile Norton
!lie orlon
Ethel uzum
Jessie Owen
Anna Parry
Ida Perry
Claire Pryce
Anna Pribbenow
Cornelia Royce
Helen Reilly
Ly II Ranous
G nevieve Sherry
Carol Smart
8 ssie Smith
Mary Slack
Mollie Soul s
Beatrice Schumaker
Elizabeth Thomas
Velma Vinal
Wenonah Watkins
Una Williams
Julia Waters
Ethel Wood
Jean Woodward
Cora Zinkgra[

Genevieve Canavan
Fanni Camp
Enola Clark
Francis Dach
Mabel De Witt
Mabel Deily
Marie Gregory
Hallie Gill spie
Sadie Harriman
Anna Harwood
Ethel Hodge
Daisy In gold
Louise Jenkins
Constance Johnson
Gladys Johnson
Elizabeth Jackson
Prudence Kuehmsted
Maude LeRoy
Cora Loomi
Lillian Lowell
Vila McComb
Helen McChesney
Gertrude McGinnis
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ProEessor Nicholson

Professor Dexter P. Nicholson
Died April 28, 1907

A TRIBUTE
(l One by one the men who have labored and sacrificed to make Lawrence University
what it should be, are passing to their reward. Professor Jones and Dr. Lummis still linger
in blessed memory and now Professor Nicholson has finished his work and is with us no
more. The inspiration of the life abides &nd we thank God for having known him. His
connection with the university as professor was longer than that of any man at present
on the faculty, and extended through some "hard days" of the school's life.
(l As a student Professor Nicholson possessed excellent ability coupled with untiring perseverance and methodical habits of thought. He was a thorough master of his chosen
field and alive to the progress of modern thought as affecting his department.
(l As a member of the college faculty, he was loyal to the best interests of the institution
and stood ever ready to do all in his power to advance its usefulness. Quiet, retiring
and faithful to the minutest detail, he gave himself unreservedly to the work in hand.
(l In the class room, the students found him their friend, always ready and anxious to
help them in the realization of their highest ambition. Being himself a student, he was
well fitted to guide others in their search for knowledge.
(l But his highest praise is that he was a man-gentle, straightforward, pure, true, Chrisian-and as such we shall remember him and toward such a life we shall strive.
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In Memoriam

Myron P. Brigham
Died July 7, 1906
(][, Myron will long be remembered as an able student and a Christian
gentleman. He was remarkably apt in all his studies, and his sunny disposition and kind heart made him perhaps the most popular student in
the school. During his two years at college he maintained his high
scholastic standing and was a candidate for several of the 'varsity ath letic
teams. He was popular with the students, as he had been in high school,
and was one of the staunchest supporters the class of 1908 ever had.
Besides honors in Greek he won the Latin prize last year and represented the Sophomore class in the oratorical contest. He was a member of Beta Sigma Phi fraternity and was elected to positions on the
Y. M. C. A Cabinet and the '08 Ariel Board. In his death the many
college friends of the Brigham brothers realize keenly their loss, for
Myron was as loyal and conscientious a student, and as true a gentleman
as Lawrence University ever has seen.

JUDGE SAMUEL BOYD, '59
DIED MARCH 9, 1907

JUNIATA MILLAR
DIED MARCH 10, 1907

GR.ACE LARSEN
DIED FEBRUARY 12, 1907

MRS. WILSON S. NAYLOR
DIED MAY 2, 1907

Our College Pas tor
0. "A

man he was to all the country dear" characterizes in simple language the place
given in the hearts of the students to our college pastor, our friend, Dr. Naylor. The
place he holds in the college as professor o[ Biblical literature is an important one, and
his intelligent, liberal and highly reverend treatment of his subject has given him a powerful upward inAuence on the thought and lives of those who study under him.
0. But withal, highly as his academic work is regarded, Dr. Naylor's real approach to
the confidence --yes,to the affections of the students, is in a much less conspicuous way.
We think of him, not alone as the professor, but as the sympathetic friend and advisor,
the cheerful, unselfish comrade. He is associated in our minds with the environment,
not so much of the classroom as of the campus or the athletic held, of the council or the
quiet of a fellow's room or a fellow's heart.
0. In all these thoughts of him we see another figure by his side- his worthy helpmeet*,
who holds the regard and the affection of the Lawrence girls in as effective and fruitful a
way as does the Doctor with that of the boys. These two exert a powerful inAuence in
the social and religious life of the school. An evening or a meal at their home is a
privilege anticipated and remembered with pleasure. Since their coming the Christian
Associations of the college have prospered as never before. Behind every new ideal
and every new advance can be felt their impelling inAuence, gentle and unseen, but potent.
0. Dr. Naylor is a never-failing source o[ inspiration in all departments of the Christian
work of the school. He is a missionary by nature and by inclination, and the success of
mission study at Lawrence gives abundant evidence of the infectious spirit of his enthusiasm·
In Bible study he has proven a tower of strength, and his normal classes are an object of
attainment to every man. And above all, he is a spiritual-minded man of God, and many
a student in sore distress of soul has been turned toward a nobler and a happier life by
the personal touch and wise counsel of our college pastor.
0. By the Y. M. C. A and the Y. W. C. A and the students in general, this small tribute
is gladly paid to him who is one of us-a friend of the students-a believer in college
spirit-an able and earnest teacher-a devoted Christian-a sympathetic counsellor-Dr. Wilson S. Naylor.

* While this publication is in press our hearts are made heavy by the sad announcement of Mrs.
Naylor's death.
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

W esley Goodwin
Eben Corne Iison
J ohn Mehne
frank Vankeuren
C HAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES

Devotional
Bible Study
Membership
Missionary

A. J. Jenks
f. Drescher
J ay Lundy
,
Leslie Newlon
Hand-book

Music
Social
Interco llegiate
Geneva
Aldis Brigham

Bert Sawyer
Bradford Lawrence
E. Cornelison
C hester W yman

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
President
Vice-President
Secretary

H azel North
Daisy Ingold
.Elsie Plantz
Olive Peck

Treasurer

COMMITTEE CHA IRMEN
Devotional
Missionary
Bible Study

Cora Zinkgra[
Bessie Dunning
Carol Smart

Social
Intercollegiate
Summer Conference
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Anne Harwood
Ina Millar
Cecile Norton

Young Women 's Christian Association

Volunteer Band
MEMBERSHIP

Leader

Charles H. Herschleb, '07

Secretary and Treasurer

Vera Thompson, 'Q7
Wilson S. Naylor

Elizabeth Warner, '08

Elizabeth Erb, '06

Fanny Hansen

Edward W. Blakeman, '07 Ray Y. Cliff, '07
Harry Slater, '07

C. H. Pipher, '06

Glenn D. Adams, '06

Burke Lawton, '07

Andrew Djebaroff, '06

Martha L. Irish, '06

Bessie Hyatt

To the Volunteer Band belong those who have volunteered to take up Foreign
missionary work.

The Volunteer Band is the local organization of the Student

Volunteer Movement.
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Theta Phi
F ratres in F acultate
Dr. Samuel Plantz, D.D., LL.D
Albert Augustus Trever, Ph.D., D.D.
Fratres in Urbe
George P. Hewitt
T. W. Orbison
James Wood
Carl Stansbury
Henry W. Abraham, M. D.
Robert Boyd
James S. Reeve, M. D.
Charles Boyd
W. L. Conkey, D. D. S.
Thomas Moyle
Paul F. Hunter
Fratres in Universitate
SENIORS

John Ballantyne
JUNIORS

James Dinsdale
Fred Sexsmith

Elmer G. Sherger
Hiram C. Fisk
SOPHOMORES

Orlando Jewell
Peter Krier
Wall ace Leykom

Fred Moyle
T. E. Orbison
J.E. Weston

FRESHMEN

Thomas Barnes
Paul Eldridge
Clinton Nuzum
Richard Patterson
Harry Pride
James Sims
George Thom
Markus Volk
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Beta Sigma Phi
F ratres in F acultate
John Herbert Farley,

A M.

Fratres in Urbe
Wilford 0. Clure, 8. 0., LL. D.
Robert Hatch

Fratres

in

Universitate

SENIORS

Captain C. Aller
Harry Flynn
Edw. W. Blakeman
Earnest A Hooton
Lawrence Johnson
JUNIORS

John H. Mehne
John M. Baer

Ross Barrett
Fred E. Drescher
SOPHOMORES

Victor M. Cassidy

Emil Hinderman
Willard Smith

FRESIIMEN

Wesley Goodwin
Olin Ladwig
Frank Lake
Bradford Lawrence
Roland Marsh
Claire Perry
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Delta Iota
SENIORS

Ray Y. Cliff

Alexander F. Brunner
Charles M. Herschleb
JUNIORS

Eben D. Cornelison

Earl R. Jackson
SOPHOMORES

Arthur F. Trever
Percy L. Churm
Leslie Newton

Harris E. Drew
Aldis L. Brigham
Parke Wright

FRESHMEN

Charles Beyer
Elmer Echols
Osborne Hooley

Louis Klaus
Jay Lundy
William Surplice
Jay Youmans
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Kappa Upsilon
PATRONESSES

Mrs. J. A Hawes
Mrs. N. D. Harris
Mrs. C. M. Bright

Mrs. W. H. Killen
Mrs. W. H. Holcomb
Mrs. W. L. Conkey
Mrs. C. B. Pride

HONORARY MEMBERS

Mrs. Kirby White
Mrs. H. Blackburn
Henrietta Fuller

Mrs. Bert Pride
Mrs. Howard Reeve
Millie Wambold
Helen Waldo

Sorores in Universitate
POST GRADUATE

Katharine Buckland
JUNIORS

Enola Clark

Carol Smart
Mary Slack
SOP! IOMORES

Elizabeth Jackson
Cora Lomas
Helen Reilly

Ethel Wood
Daisy Ingold
Mabel Deily
FRESHMEN

Annette Weisenbarn
Bessie Smith
Constance Johnson
Mabel DeWitt
Anna McKinnon
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Alpha Gamma Phi
PATRONESSES

Mrs. James Reeve
Mrs. Thomas Orbison

Mrs. H. W. Abrahams
Mrs. Peter McNaughton

HONORARY MEMBERS

Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Miss

George Hewitt
Katherine Reeve
Margaret Winslow
Clara Stansbury

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Charlotte Foye
Margaret Mower
May Harwood
Stella Goodenow

Sorores in U niversitate
SENIORS

Ethel Nuzum

Sarah Harriman
SOPHOMORES

Louise Jenkins

Anne Harwood
FRESHMEN

Lydia McNeel
Jessie Owen
Lyell Ranous

Genevive Sherry
Fannie Camp
Wenonah Watkins
SPECIAL

Jean Johnston
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Zeta Omega Phi
PATRONESSES

Mrs. Samuel Plantz
Mrs. N. H. Brokaw
Miss Emma Peabody

Miss Barbara McNaughton
Mrs. L. Marston
Mrs. 0. P. Schlafer

Sorores in Urbe
Etha McCallum

Margaret Schlafer
Edna F. Hubbard

Sorores in Universitate
SENIOR

Mabel E. White
JUNIORS

Doris K. Edwards

Ina 8. Millar
Nina Hall
SOPHOMORES

Hazel A Touton

Ruby C. de St. Amour
FRESHMEN

Marjorie Hall
Elsie Smithies

Vera Laughlin
Madge Young
Elsie C. Plantz
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Glee Club
President
Director
Manager

C . C. Aller
Professor Judson G. Rosebush
. Ed. W. Blakeman
Professor John S. Garns
Willard Smith
H arry Slater, Leslie Newton
Professor John Seaman Garns

Impersonator

Pianist

Violinists
Soloist
QUARTET
Burke R. Lawton
A. W. Triggs .
Fred Drescher
Professor J . D. Rosebush

First Tenor
Second Tenor
First Bass
Second Bass

FIRST TENOR

SECOND TENOR

A. W. Triggs

Burke R. Lawton
Roy M. Lewis
Alex F. C. Brunner
Bert Sawyer

C . C. Aller
Leslie Newton
Orlando Jewell

FIRST BASS

SECOND BASS

Ray C liff
Fred Drescher

Judson G. Rosebush
Earnest H ooton
H arry Slater
Robt. J . Frye
T. Dillwyn Thomas

Harris Drew

Victor M. Cassidy
C lai re W . Perry

Tour of 1907
Waupaca, Weyauwega, Antigo, Wittenberg, C lintonville, New London, Kaukauna, Neenah,
De Pere, Brandon, Waupun, Oshkosh, Appleton, Omro, Manitowoc, Sheboygan.
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Aeolis Ladies Chorus
Lawrence School of Music
T. Dillwyn Thomas
Miss C laire Pryce

Conductor
Accompanist

Aeolis Personnel
FIRST SOPRANO

SECOND SOPRANO

Ina Millar
Ada Fox
May Bennell
Nita Mitchelstetter
H arriet M. Keach
Elise Stroud

Erna Ivey
May Metcalfe
Kat hryn Bunker
H ilda Besserdick
Magdalene Herman

FIRST ALTO

SECOND ALTO

Grace Going
Elsie Pl antz
Ella H ansen
Eve Theleen
Vera Bleeker

Clara Moyle
Victoria J ohnston
Ella C leveland
Cora Brinckley
Ella Karnopp
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Lawrence University Orchestra
Willard Smith
Ross Barrett
Leslie Newton

Director
Business Manager
Treasurer

First Violins
Second Vi olin
Flute
Clarinet
Cornet
Trombone
Piano

Leslie
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ewton, Delton H oward
Claire Perry
Ross Barrett
Aldis Leondis Brigham
Elmer Shcrgcr
Clarence H errick
Willard Smith

Latin Club
MOTTO:

"Amnt Victoria Curam."

Lesli 1cwton
Earn st Hool n
Ross Barrell
Willard Smith
Robert Barnes
born Hooley
Elma Snyd r
nne Harwood
Mary Wood
Fannie Bell
Daisy l ngold
Grace Kinf!
Beatrice
humacher
Alice Winkic
B II F arringlon
Mae John on
ora Wolfram
Anna Perry
Lydia Bush
Francis Brayton
Marie Pond
Marguerite Hubbard
Hel n McChesney
Ethelyn Murrish
Mabel Olson

Bernice Vine ent
Sarah Bemis
Jeon Woodward
Helen R illy
ConstanceJohnson
Cora Lomas
Elizabeth Jack on
Lorraine Black
Elsie Plantz
era Laughlin
Ruby t. rmour
Marjorie Hall
Elsie Smithies
Belle Marble
athalie Ben Souther
Blanche Christenson
I latti Arthur
Louise Jenkins
Jean Patterson
Ly ell Ranous
Elsa Sawyer
Mab I White
James Sims
Jay Youmans
Roy Johnston
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University Club
OFFICERS
. President
Vice President
Secretary

E.W. Blakeman
Belva Hatch
Velma Vinal
Alexander Brunner

Treasurer

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
E. W. Blakeman
Belva Hatch
Velma Vinal

Chester Wyman
Alexander Brunner
J.P. Ballantyne
J. H. Mehnc

Departments
Department of Athletics
Department of Oratory and Debate
Department of The Lawrentian
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America Club
A lecture course give n under the direction of Dr. Naylor and the Mission departments of the Y. M. & Y. W. C. A for the purpose of studying
foreign immigration in the United States. Organized February 8, '07 with
a membership of one hundred and forty.
The A lien Advance

Dr. Frank Sheets

II
Professor J. G. Rosebush

Alien Admission and Restriction

III
The Foreign Peril of the City

Rev. George L. McNutt

IV
Professor J. G. Rosebush

Problems of Legislation and Distribution

V
The Slavic Immigration

Discussion by students

VI
Immigration and the National Character

Dr. Richard Edwards

V II
The Home Mission Opportunity .

Dr. Wilson S. Naylor
TEXT BOOK
Howard B. Grose

Aliens or Americans
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Board of Control of Oratory and Debate
Professor J. G. Rosebush
Professor J. S. Garns
Charles Herschleb
Mable White

W. 0. Clure
Hattie Arthur
John Mehne
Aldis Brigham

Wisconsin Intercollegiate Oratorical Association
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

1906-'07
Samuel Kidder, Ripon
Charles Boardman, Beloit
Chester Wyman, Lawrence
Eben D. Cornelison, Lawrence
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Wisconsin Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest
Lawrence Orators

Edward W. Blakeman

AT
APPLETON

MARCH 29
1907

Ross M. Barrett
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First Annual

Carleton Lawrence Debate
April 19, 1907, at Appleton

Eben D. Cornelison
Aldis Brigham

Allred G. Wh ite

QUESTION
Resolved: That the history of trade unionism during the
past twenty years shows a tendency detrimental to the best
interest of the United States. Negative supported by Alfred
G. White, Eben D. Cornelison, Aldis Brigham.
Decision for Affirmative.
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Second Annual

Hamline~Lawrence Debate
May 3, 1907, at St. Paul, Minn .

L. C . J ohnson
R. M. Barrett

J. H . Mehne

QUESTION
Resolved: That the cities oE the United States should
own and control the ir street rail way systems.
Affirmative supported by Lawrence C. J ohnson, J. H.
Mehne, R. M. Barrett.
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Second Annual

Beloit~ Lawrence Sophomore Debate
May 3, 1907, At Appleton

Emil Hind e rman

Gl e n M oss

Willi am R adke

QUESTION
Constitutionality conceded; Resolved: That the Wisconsin
Legislature of 1907 s hould pass a graduate income tax law.
William Radke, Glen Moss, Emil Hinderman.

14 3

Third Annual

Ripon~Lawrence Freshman Debate ·
April 12, 1907, At Ri pon

Bradford Lawrence

James Sims

Jay Lundy

QUESTION
Resolved: That the history of Trade unionism during
the past twenty years shows a general tendency detrimental
to the best interests of the United States. Negative, supported by Jay Lundy, Bradford Lawrence, James Sims.
Decision for negative.
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Publications

THE LA WRENTIAN
Published bi-weekly by the Students

COLLEGE LIFE AT
LAWRENCE

THE CATALOGUE
Published by the University

Published by the University

THE ARIEL
Published by the Junior Class

THE HANDBOOK
Published annua lly by Y. M. C.

THE CALENDER
A and

Y. W. C. A

Published by the Y. W. C. A

WHY AND WHERE

THE LAWRENCE LATINIST

An Advertisement published by the
University

Published by the Latin Department
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THE LA WRENTIAN
Appleton, Wisconsin, April 17, 1907
------

Established in 1883 and Published Semi-Monthly in the
Interest of Lawrence University

-------

Entered at the Post Office at Appleton, \Vis .. as Sec : :m d-Clas5 :Mauer.
H IRAM FISKE,

'08

{First Semester)

.

Editor-in-Chief
Editor-i n-Chief

CHAS. A. H ERSCHLEB, '07

M an aging Editor

\V. FREDERIC FADNER, '07
1
MARY SLACK 08
I
A RD
' 09
ETHEL NUZUM, '07
I
H ARRY FLYNN, '07
)
'09
ANNE H ARWOOD .
BELVA HA TCH , '07
A. EUGENE ORBISON, '09
T. F. TREVER, '09
.
CHESTER A. WYMAN, '07

Literary Editors

WILL SMITH.

Loca l Edit0rs.

Exchange Editor
Alumni Editor
Athletic Editor
Business ~I an ager
Assi~tant Business :\lanagtr

TERMS:
The year
The copy

$1.25
.IO
ADVERTISING RATES

F l'R,,JSIIEL> ON REQUE~T

EDITORIAL
THE LAWRENTIAN box is on the second floor
of Main llall.

*

*

·:+

The Baskes tball Tournament
SPIRIT
IS RISING was a success i1_1 every way.
It
was watch ed with great interest
by every High School in th e state, and the intense interest that was shown by those schools
which were on the border line of eligibility
was remarkable. Still, one factor that helped
to make the Tournament a success must not
be overlookccl. Lawrence students felt a personal responsibility toward the Yisiting teams.
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THE LA WREN TIA

IN COLLEGE DAYS

Board of Control of Athletics
Eliot Varnum Graves

Director of Athletics

J ohn P . Ballantyne

President

Emil Hind erm an

S ecretary

Earl R. J ackson

Treasurer

Prof. W. S. Naylor

R ay Y. Cliff

Robt. C. Wolter

C. C. Aller

Chas. Beyer

Departments
Captains
Elmer G. Sherger
Mark H. Volk
Chas Beyer
C. W. Otto

Managers

Football
Basketball
Track
Baseball

15 7

R ay Y. Cliff
Alfred G. White
J ohn H. Mehne
Harold Warner

Coach

Elliot V. Graves

Captain

Elmer Sherger

Manager

Ray Y. CliA

POSITION

NAME

Right End

Aller

Right Guard

Ballantyne

Right Half

Beyer

Left End

Cassidy

Quarterback

Hinderman
Klaus

Left Tackle

Lake

Right Tackle

Patterson

Left Half

Weston

Left Half

Sherger (Capt.)

Center
Left Guard

Taylor

Fullback

Volk
Wright

Right Tackle

Baer

Sub Lineman
Sub Half and End

Brigham
Captain 1906
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Football Schedule

Wisconsin's Sched ule

THE 1906 SCHEDULE
September 29
October 13
October 20
October 27
Novem ber 3
ovember 10
November 17

0
0
29
10
16
12
6

Lawrence

Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawre nce

Lawrence
La w rence
Lawrence

Emil Hinderman
160

73

St . Louis

6

Wisconsin

5

H am line
Beloit
Northwestern
Marquette
Ripon

0

5
0
0
18
Opponents

34

Second Football T earn
Coach
Captain
Manager

Prof. J ohn Farley
Peter Kri er .
James Dinsdale .

THE LINE UP
Lcykom
Lundy
Schunk
Steeps .
Alexander
Voigt, Elliott

Perry, Kuckuk
Patterson, Voigt
Chunn
Lord

I. e.
I. t.
I. g.
c.

Krier

Nch[

r. c.

r. t.
r. e·

q. b.
I. h.
r. h.

[. b.

Lewis

SECOND TEAM SCHEDULE
September 29- Second Tea m, 0; Appleton Hi gh, 0.
October 12- Second Team, 0; St. John's 60.
October 20- Second Team, 16; Oshkosh Normal 2nd, 0.
November 3- Second Team, 15; Menasha Hi gh School. 0.

Elliot Boyd Graves
"Mascot"
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C harles Beyer, '10
Ca pt ain C. A ller, '07

Captain
Manager

Track Tearn Candidates 1907
C . Beyer
W . Surp lice
M. Volk
E. Sh erger
P. C hunn
F. S cxsmith
A . Bri gham
C . W . P erry
E . Hinde rman
T. Barnes
R. Whit e
D. J elTe rs
H . M ason

W. Goodwin
J . Perk ins
E. R . Jackson
J. H oover
B. Sawye r
P . Kri er
H . H oug ht on
G . Dinsda le
G. Butler
0 . H ooley
P. El well
A . C lare
V . Ingold

Capt. C has. Beye r

1906 Track Tearn
S herger
Bu tl er
Di nsda le
C hurm

Beyer
H inderman

Sawyer
W inkley
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Jackson
V olk
Scxsmith
W olter

TRA C K TEAM

Track Schedule For 190 7
April 27
May 14
May 17.
May 24

Oshkosh Normal al Appleton
Marquette College al Milwaukee
Ripon College al Ripon
Triangular Meet, Beloit, Ripon and Lawrence al Appleton

Athletics, Law rence R ecords
50 yard dash, 1900
100 yard dash, 1895 .
220 yard dash, 1895
440 yard dash, 1895 .
880 ya rd run, 1902
1 mile run, 1896
2 mile run, 1902 .
120 yard hurd le, 1903
220 yard hurdle, 1902
Hi gh jump, 1906
Broad jump, 1900
Pole vault, 1903
Hammer throw, 1906
Shot pul, 1906
Discus, 1906

Hall, 5 2-5 sec.
Merri ll, 9 4-5 sec.
Merri ll, 23 1-5 sec.
. Babcock, 53 sec.
Hanson, 2 min. 5 sec.
Voss, 4 min. 48 sec.
Wilson, 10 min. 42 3-5 sec.
Adams, 16 2-5 sec.
Andrus, 27 sec.
Sherger, 5 ft. 7 1-5 in.
Grant, 21 ft. 9 in.
Adams, 10 ft. 4 in .
Beyer, 142 ft. 9 in.
. Beyer, 38 ft. 4 in.
Beyer, 110 ft. 4 1-2 in.
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WEARERS OF THE

The following lisl conloins the names of the men who have won "Ls" in any
deportment of a1hletic ot Lawrence University. from 1895 when the official •·L"
was first awarded.

1895
Willard J. Merrill
Bcnjami n Babcock
William M. Jolliffe

1896
Robert L. Grant
Rolph E. White
Mark . Kline

1897
William Hecker
Wm. Holstein
. 11. Pipher
J. Laird
Ira Lee
C. Stansbury

l 98
H. G. Goodsell
laudc ale
Arthur Jolliffe
Ralph Thomas
Freel Harris
Robert Boyd
Rolph Voss
B rl A. Pride

1900
Lawrence Wilson
Forres! Kellogg
Archie Benne!
Delbert Lean
Arthur H ansen

1901
Oromel Bigelow
addy Smith
harlcs olc
John Babcock
hos. Melby
Roy . Pride

1902
. Gochnauer

I. W. Chur h
Claude M. Paris
Jack S hn idcr
liff Pier C
R. K. Wolter
A. D. Andrus
A. J. Roesch
W. 11. Spaulding
Chns. Sorenson
H. M. P ck

1899
Guy rump
Allan L. Boydon
F. C. chn •lier
Fred Henneman
M. G. H all
F. . Toulon

J. E. Dinsdale
Edw. St. laire
I Henry Mey er
F. L.
smilh
11. 11. Patzer
J. D. Ballantyne
. M. St ph enson

1903
G. F. Jolliffe
. 1-1. Wingcndcr
aptain Aller
Leonard S hncllcr
E. G. Sh rgcr
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1904
Dana
M. J. Kirwin
Harry arson
Roy Wood

1905
harl es B yer
John Weslon
John elson
Emil I dinerman
Louis Klaus
Earl M. Jackson
William E. Sawyer
eorg E. Butler
George Wink! y
I arry Mason

1906
Victor M. assidy
Frank Lake
Richard Pnllerson
Ross Taylor
Mark Volk
Parke Wright

Baseball
TEAM OF 1906
Capta in

C. W. Otto

Manager

G. Warner

Catc her

C. W. Otto

Pitcher

Henry Perry

Pitcher

Louis Kl aus

First Base

Irving Church

Second Base

Guy W arner

Shortstop

Ha rold Warner

Third Base

Louis Kl aus

Left Field

Luth er Beal

Center Field

Chas. W ingender

Right Fie ld

C. H. Pipher
SUBSTITUTES
D. H . Stevens

Capt. C. W. Otto

CANDIDATES FOR 1907
Lou is Klaus
Ross Taylor
Luther Beal
J ames V an Patter
C. W. Otto
Ralph Warner
Robert H amilton
Chester Wyman
Alex Brenner
Willi am McEwan
W. W. Zuehlke

SCHEDULE FOR 1907
April 20-Grcen Bay Y. M. C. A.
April 25- Green Bay Stale League
April 27- Fond du Lac State League
April 29- 0shkosh State League
April 30-0shkosh Stale League
May 4- Ripon College at Appleton
May 11- 0shkosh Normal al Appleton
May 15- St. Norbert's College at Appleton
May 22- N. W. University of W ate rtow n
May 27 Ripon College
June 1- 0shkosh Normal
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H arry R. Taylor

Basketball Tearn

Coach

Eliot Varnum Graves
Markus Volk

Captain

Alfred White

Manager

Team
Fred Scxsmith

Right Forward

Harry Pride

Left Forward

Markus Volk (ca pt. )

Center

Ha rry Houghton

Right Guard

. Alfred W hite

Left Guard

Substitutes:-Vivian Ingold, Wesley Goodwin and Elmer Sherger

Capt. Mark Vo lk

Schedule
Dec. 16

Co. I, Neenah

28

Lawrence, 53

Jan. 11

Oshkosh Normal

17

Lawrence, 45

Jan. 19

Oshkosh Norma l

33

Lawrence, 58

Feb. 9

Beloit College

21

Lawrence, 35

Feb. 16

Appleton High School

6

Lawrence,

44

Feb. 21

Carroll College

44

Lawrence,

24

Mar. 6

Co. I, Neenah .

43

Lawrence , 33

Mar. 8

Carroll College

32

Lawrence, 34

Mar. 16

Carroll Coll ege

23

Lawrence, 13
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Girls' Basketball Tearns
1909
Marguerite Brown

Ella Cleveland

Louise J enkins

Vila McComb

Eva Th eleen

H azel T outon

1910
Helen Loomis

Elsie Stroud

ElsieSm ithies

Marjorie H all

Prudence Ku e hmsted

Academy
H e len Stimson

Jeanette H awes

Cora Brinckley

Dorothy Clark

J osephine P atterson
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Irene Stimson

Pentathlon
Results
Freshmen

first

Juniors

S eco nd

---CLASS SCORE
RECORD
'07

-

-

' 09

' 08

--

' 10

Hi ghest Ind ividual Poi nt Winner

-- - - -1

3

-

3:0

5

-

-3
---

Th omas Barnes

' 11

1

4:0

5

--

Ye

3

4:0

-- - - -6

3

59
--·

5

3

1

2:26:2

--3

5

--

--

1

5:31:3

- - -- - -

8

1

11:54

--

--

1
--

37:3

8

-4

I

5

8:3

3

5:6

--

5

---3 I 6
5

19:9

3

4:6:2

----

·--

-- - -

3

-- --

--

--

27
--

26

--

-

-- -Earl Jackson
Second in Individua l
Score
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FRESHMAN TEAM
Mason
P feifer

Surplice
P e rry

Volk

Lun dy , Mgr.
::::;Beye r

Becker
\Vhite

Barn es
Houghton

JUN IOR TEAM
H oover

S he rge r
C orn e liso n, :M gr .

J ac kso n

THIRD ANNUAL

High School Basketball Tournament
Held April 4, 5, 6, 1907
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Ray Y. Cliff
Mark H . Volk

Captain C. Aller
Eliot V. Graves

H IGH SCHOOLS COMPETING
App leton
Oshkosh
Sparta

Antigo
Fond du Lac
Milwaukee West Division
Superior

West Green Bay
Sheboygan
W aukes ha

RESULTS
First

Oshkosh
Delta Iota Cup and Gold Medals

Second

Superior

Silver Medals
Sheboygan

Third
Bronze Medals
Conduct and Appearance
Matt Scbmidt & Son's Trophy Cup

.

Superior

RESULTS OF THE 1906 TOURNAMENT
First
Second

Appleton
Sheboygan

Third
Conduct and Appearance
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Oshkosh
Milwaukee

SEVENTH ANNUAL

Northeast Interscholastic Track and Field Meet
May 18
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Eliot Varnum Graves
James Dinsdale

Victor M. Cassidy
Fred Scxsmith

RESULTS OF 1906 MEET
Oshkosh

First
Second
Third

Wausau

Appleton

HISTORICAL
The North-East Wisconsin Track and Field Meet was organized in 1901, and six meets
have been held under the direction of the Athletic Association of Lawrence University.

It has

been the policy of the Board of Managers to extend invitations to all high schools within 150
miles of Appleton that have signed the State Inte rscholastic Agreement.

A handsome troph y

cup, the gift of G. W. and Frank Jones, is held by the winning school for one year, but be
comes the property of the school which wins it thr •e times.

The names a lready engraved on

the J ones Cup are- Wausau H. S., 1901; Marinette H. S., 1902; Wausau H. S., 1903; Fond
du Lac H. S., 1904; Fond du Lac Hi gh School, 1905; Oshkosh H. S., 1906.
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Love rs' Lane

The Mission of Music
"Play me something that shall fit
Mood and time," the maiden said.
"Let joy find a voice in itLet us fancy care is dead.
Let it sing of sunny weatherH eart as light as any feather,
While the rose, on yonder spray,
Bids us sip life's sweets today.
Pain and loss, and care and sorrowLet us think of them tomorrow!
Spring is here, but will not stayThen enjoy it while you may,
So play something that will fit
Youth, and all the joys of it."
Th en the gay, glad, care-free measures
Of the old "Blue Danube's" strains
Sent their thrill of wordless pleasures
Tingling, win el ike, through her veins.
"P lay me someth ing that can voice
Thoughts of love," the lover said.
"I am dumb before the joys.
Li[e has in my pathway spread.
Bliss that is akin to pain
Makes my heart ache with its stra in.
Speak for me." Then low and sweet
Music speaks. His pu lses beat
Swifter, in strange ecstacy.
Love! 0 sing it, wind and sea!
Sing it, bee that woes the rose!
Gladder yet the music grows.
R aptu re seems to give it wings.
How it soars, and soaring, sings!
And the soul that could not find
Words with which to voice its bliss
Feels that music was designed
For such ministry as this.
Pl ay me something that sha ll bring
Peace to my poor heart," said she
Who was all too sad to sing.
"Let some great soul speak for me."
Softly, lowly, on the air
Came a sound that seemed lik e prayer.
Sadly through the solemn strain
S eemed to cry a human pain,
Sobbing sorrowfully beneath
Notes that to ld of li fe and death.
She who listened seemed to hear

Choirs of angels coming near.
Holy voices in the room
Made sweet sunshine oE its gloom.
And it seemed as iE a peace
Never known before was there,
Bidding doubts and sorrows cease
In Beethoven's wordless prayer.
"Sing me something that shall be
Like a message from above,
Out oE God's infinity
Earthward sent to those we love."
So said he whose thoughts went out
To the land we dream about
When the friends of youth have gone
On beyond the hills oE dawn,
To God's New World. Sweet and low
Sang a voice of long ago.
Out oE Heaven it sang to him,
And the old man's eyes were dim,
As he listened, in the spell
OE a peace unspeakable.
For the music that he heard
Was an echo, far and sweet,
From a song too grand for word,
Sung before the King's white seat.
EBEN E. REXFORD

Spring Fever
I know I ought to study, but-0, my!
When the grass is green without, and the sky
Is a clear cerulan blue,
Here and there a cloud Aecked through,
And each old time place seems new;
Why I can't- though I try.
I hear the river calling, and I know
My canoe is pulling eager with the Aow,
There's a freshness in the air
That's an anodyne Eor care.All the world is young and £air,
And it beckons,- ! must go!
I know that I am lazy that to Aing
Cicero across the room is not "the thing;"
But a thousand voices call,
On my soul enchantments fall,
Books are nothing- life is all,
And I go-it is Spring.
WM. SMITH, '09.

Our F acuity at Home
and Abroad
(illustrated by McC!utch 'em)

ff.

We herewith present to you Padlock Holmes
our wily detective who has ever been on the
alert at home and abroad for material for the
ARIEL. The first incident must have been told
by the professor in class as it came to our desk
written on a leaf torn from a student's note book
surreptitiously taken by our detective.
It reads
as follows:

ff.

"Professor Christophelsmeier said: "J was
making a tour of Germany upon my bicycle. One
day I came to a very steep hill down which a
narrow road led between high embankments.
As I started down the hill I turned aside to avoid
a team that was coming up and in so doing my
feet s lip ped from the pedals of my machine and
I could not regain them again.

ff.

"Headlong I was carried down, it being all
that I could do to maintain my balance on the
wheel, when to my horror I saw before me a
woman with a baby cab towards whom I was
being carried. I gave a warning cry but too
late, I struck the cab overturning it and was
myself hurled into the ditch partially stunned.
The first words I uttered upon regaining my feet
were, 'Wfzere is tfze clzild?'

ff.

The baby cab was empty, the woman iesticu"You
lating wildly and scolding in German.
stupid lout! See what you have done? Bring
back my pigs- my Pi~sf" and she pointed towards two small porkers who were running
away as fast as their legs cou ld carry them. I
succeeded with her help in restoring the piggies
to their carriage but was more ex hausted by the
effort than I usually was after a 'century run' on
the wheel."
JSQ

(l The two following incidents were brought
back by our detective, taken from notes jotted
down while at sea.
(l Miss Carter was the heroine of an adventure.
(l One evening as she and her friends were
about to leave deck they were persuaded to
remain longer by an English gentleman who
assured them that in about an hour they would
be in sight of a city which as reAected in the
waves of the ocean was well worth remaining
to see. It was fully three hours before the city
came in view. There being no light but moonlight and both the gentleman and the lady being
in their wraps they did not recognize each other
at breakfast the next morning. The gentleman's
identity was made known by his repeating a remark that he made the night before.
(l Miss Carter smiled a recognition. The next evening as she and her friends were again
viewing the ocean by moonlight they were joined by the Englishman who made this complimentary remark: "I cawn't get over it, doncher know- you look so different now, Miss
Carter, from what you did this morning- It's a bloomin' shame- why, by moonlight you
look positively beauti[ul - doncher know."
(l Upon the steamship which carried Professor Rosebush to a foreign
shore was a very beautiful girl.
After several days the professor became acquainted with her and was
not only devoted, but more so, as you
may judge from the fact that at the
first interview he talked to her almost
/ivehours- forgetting to go to dinner."
(l Our detective was also the unbidden and unseen guest at a banquet
to which the F acuity only were invited. Padlock Holmes did not come
away hungry and he also brought
with him souvenirs of the intellectual
feast, o[ this occasion; it being imposed upon each invited guest that
he tell an anecdote of his own experience, our detective thought: "This
for the Ariel!" and his ready pen

jotted down the words as they fell from the lips of the merry revelers.
Alas! they lose much in cold type and unfortunately our cartoonist
McClutchem did not succeed in smuggling into the banquet hall but was
thrown out of the entry and barely escaped getting pinched.

0..

President Plantz in giving his experience said: "The most amusing thing
I remember of having taken place when I was abroad occurred after my
wife and I had taken rooms in Berlin for the winter. In these rooms were
the typical German beds with feather ticks for coverlids. One was large
and heavy, containing bushels of feathers, and the other was light with a
moderate amount of stuffing. Before retiring my wife chose as her special
own the bed with the lighter covering, and had considerable to say about her advantage.
I retired at the appropiate hour but not to sleep.
0.. Soon realizing that I was in the same predicament as is a potato in a hot oven. The
perspiration I was producing far exceeded any I had from taking quinine and hot lemonade,
or even a Turkish bath. After sweltering awhile under my mountain of feathers I ventured to call out, "Wife are you asleep?" "No", said she. "What's the matter," said I. "I don't
like this miserable feather bed business," said she. "It's no substitute for coverlids. The
thing doesn't fit. The feathers are all at one end, and when my feet are warm my shoulders
freeze; but if I pull the thing up to warm my shoulders my feet are out in the air." "Too
bad" said I. Mine doesn't serve me so at all. You see it has enough feathers so that
they don't shake down like a peck of oats in the bottom of a bag. I am plenty warm
shoulders and toes, and as snug as a 'bug in a rug." I guess the Germans know a thing or
two we haven't caught on to about coverlids. Good night." Pretty soon I heard, "Come
now, let's trade for awhile." "Not much" said I, "you took your pick and chose the light
feather bed and gave me the heavy one. Let's keep what we've got." Now any one who
knows the nature of woman will realize that I had started an insatiabe desire for the particular
feather bed which was causing me to reek with perspiration from head to foot. Again and
again the plea; "Be nice now, and let me try your feathers." Finally I said, 'Tm a selfsacrificing man and if you are really uncomfortable I could not refuse to contribute to your
happiness, but this pulling of feather beds to and Ero is not according to the postulates of
my theology, or in accord with my ministerial dignity. Now if you want this feather bed I
will give it to you but it must be on this condition; if we trade we trade for good; and you
must shake hands that no matter how uncomfortable I am you will not speak about trading
back again." With some reluctance she accepted and the exchange was made. I found
that by evenly distributing the feathers and taking care in getting under the thing I had a
very comfortable coverlid. But if you had heard the nightly imprecations which came
from under the mountains of feathers I had shaken off, and the repeated entreaties for
another swap you would see that for once a son of Adam had gotten even with a Daughter
of Eve for that apple scrape of long ago.

0..

Professor Y outz related the following amusing episode: "It was years ago when I was
trying to nourish some young ideas into germination in a western railroad village school.
The school had two teachers. One was a woman, an inhabitant of the town for many
years, who knew the characteristics of each resident, especially the patrons of the school.
The other was my own innocent and inexperienced self. fresh from classic halls and overRowing with untried idealisms.
0.. "Being so called principal of the educational grist mill many matters fell to my lot
even though they more directly concerned the other teacher's busy (?) workers. Notably
among these were items of discipline, especially the correction of pupils that the already
'put wise' teacher below me did not care to meddle with, either for fear of her inability to
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carry the project to a successful issue, or for fear of a sudden reaction on her in the shape
of a retaliation furnished by the fond parent of the culprit needing correction.
0. "A climax came when one day a small urchin of seven or eight summers, who had
repeatedly violated school ma'am law, was sent by the knowing teacher to the principal
for the long deferred but much needed correction. Drastic measures must be adopted so
Miss Already Put-Wise informed me. Settle the question once for all was my motto. A
limber willow was applied greatly to the humbling of the much frightened but unpained
'kid.'
0. "But the end was not yet. This occurred at 11:45 a. m. Exactly at 12:55 p. m. after
the lad had once more trodden the sacred precincts of the place he called home, and with
much bias of mind had related to his fond mother all his woes, and when after the noon
repast I was again at my post almost ready to call the eager students to their tasks, I
suddenly noticed a commotion on the grounds as I glanced through an open window.
There racing across the lot was a woman stout and angular. A scowl and determined
look o'erspread her face, and a club four feet long swung on her shoulder. The students
shouted 'Digby, Mother Digby.' A glance and the truth
was plain. It was the mother of the willow switched
boy. She was saying as she strode swiftly toward the
school, "Where is Y outz I want to get at him. J'll learn
him how to 'tech' my boy.' Action must be quick.
No time for words or the application of theoretical forThe heavy iron poker of the bowl and drum
mula now.
stove, and I, quickly appeared at the entrance door of
the building. Three was a crowd. Only two would
play at that game. Digby with club and Y outz with poker
met face to face.
0. 'The remainder of the scene is a cloud of realistic
unknowns. I think the club for once refused to follow
out the mission on which it had started. All I remember
now clearly was a melee of words for a few awful moments,
an ejection with desperate effort of angry woman, a closing and baring of door, a gradual quieting of much frighte ned urchins, and when I realized myself again it was'8 arithmetic will now recite.'"

0. Professor Lymer responded with an account of "A
Wedding Among the Four Hundred." The four hundred refers to the prairie dogs that
were noisily encamped about the little western town situated in the valley of the Platte.
0. A thread of green the valley lay, between dreary wastes of sand and cactus on one
side, and a score of miles of cactus and sand to the west reaching to the foothills, above
which. a little to the north, towered Long's Peak with the ragged contour of the range
winding its way southward to where Pike's Peak, glittered in the sun. Amid these inspiring scenes, many commonplace events occurred.
0. I was invited one day to officiate at a wedding in a country home. As I afterward
learned the groom had been carefully instructed by his mother to invite the minister's wife,
but this he forgot in his confusion.
0. He did succeed however, in making me understand what he wanted, and I went at
the appointed time.
0. Desiring to rehearse the ceremony with the young couple I was ushered into their presence. The groom did not think to present me to the bride whom I had never met, but
after introducing myself, the questions and answers were carefully explained. To the
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sound of the timbrel, harp and psaltery we marched to our places, and the ritual was duly
read. Filled to overAowing with his firm resolve the groom after each question mark,
semicolon and comma, fervently responded "I will."
(l The congratulations offered, the n.ext thing was the dinner which was announced. The
call seemed as welcome as the blast of the horn to the ears of harvesters, and the eagerness to secure a place was equalled only by the task set before us.
(l The meal was a one course dinner consisting of all possible combinations of the products of the farm, the dairy and the village store.
(l On the top of the bride's cake, a rich yellow, stood two figures, hand clasped in hand,
symbolic, as I have since thought, of the event of the evening.
(l Little was said the lirst part of the meal. Indeed, I do not remember the conversation
until the groom folding his napkin and turning to the bride said: "Well, let's give some one
else a chance." And together they left the table. The guests, nothing daunted, remained
until their appetites were appeased! I did not stay for the dance on the new barn Aoor.
(l Some days later I met the groom who said he "intended to pay for that," but didn't have
any money with him.
Meeting me again he asked, "how much do I owe you?" I explained
that there was no regular fee, but he insisted; "I never set a price on another man's work."
When I again refused to name any sum he said as he took out a hand full of change and
counted out two dollars and a half into my palm, "ls that enough?" I said it was; and so the
matter ended.

(l Professor Trever being called upon said: "Many humorous experiences of travelers
arise from the difficulties of a foreign tongue.
(l "The following anecdote is a sample. During my lirst month in Germany I lived with
the family of an architect.
(l "Though I knew the German of the schools, yet my practical knowledge of it was very
meagre.
(l "In my eagerness to learn I lost no opportunity to talk with the older members of the
h11.nily, the children, or even the maid of all work.
(l "One evening I heard Frau D- joking the maid about a country fellow who had called
upon her, the previous evening. Anxious to have a part in all German conversation, I
interposed.
(l "Now I intended to say that I would perform the marriage ceremony for her; and so
should have said: '!ch will sie trauen.' But not recognizing the fact that German is not
guilty of English ambiguity in the use of the word 'marry,' I did say '!ch will sie heiraten,'
(I will marry you.)
(l "It was at once evident that I had made a grave blunder. The maid blushed scarlet
and looked at me in blank amazement that I should be so bold, as to make such a proposal when my wife was standing by my side.
(l "It was a source of great merriment to the family who with much difficulty, explained
to her my innocent intentions.
Moral: Never joke with the
hired girl, or if you do don't try
it in German."
(l The next one to respond was
Professor Farley and Padlock
was prepared to hear something
of unusual interest, it not being
the lirst time he had had a chance
to jot down anecdotes of his
experiences, one of which related to the time that his neck-

tie [ell in the soup plate at Ormsby. But the incident now given by
the professor referred to a time when he was a student at Lawrence.
"Andrew Bennett and I were rooming over here on College avenue.
We thought we would play a prank on our neighboring room-mates.
So after the lights were out and we were sure they were in slumberland, we crawled into their room, carried away all their clothes, and got
safely out through the window just as th ey woke up. A pitcher came
sailing after us, but did not overtake us. Sy the time we were ready
lo enter the house again, we found all the doors and windows barred
and for a time we thought the joke was on us. The lady of th e
hous e, who had seen the whole episode, came lo our rescue and le t
us in through a secret passage. W e were still in the . possession of
stolen apparel which was not return e d until the next day noon, when
a compromise was effected, by which hostiliti es ceased and our companions were again
enabled to return to their classes."

0.. The
'57.

following is an extract from the letter rec e ived from Mrs. F. M. Buck, class of
She declined lo send her photograph.

"I wis h success to your work and a pleasant semi·centennial to our Alma.

If

the mountains were not so

high and th e valleys so broad be tween us, I mi g ht possibly take to he r on that occasion. some offerin g. A vot ive
offerin g perchance, with rosemary for love; forget-me-nots for memory; and plenty of pansies-

purple pansies for

hea rt 's ease; with a wreath of bays and of palm for her victories. She is worthy. quite worthy of a ll these and
much more.

I have watched her career from a distance, with pride. and though I have done nothing for her advantage,
I have well-wished her in th e ex treme.
I sha ll watch for your bulletin, and though I may sk ip the page whe re the o ld new pictures are, I know
that I s hall enjoy it.
ls the winter scenery on that old campus with the mists from the Fox hang in g over, as beautifu l as it used
to be? I have on ly once, in the fifty years seen anything to compare with it.
Respectfully Your Elder Sister,"
FANNIE M . BUCK,
713-4th Ave, Spokane, W as h
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WHO

WON?
Who Won?

( Th e Judges decided that the auth or of this poem won the first honors in
th e Ariel prize poem contest )

Good Brother Joyce, the minister, laid his newspaper down
And to his patronizing son remarked with puzzled frown;
"Jabez, reports have come to me that Lawrence youths delight
To tear off one another's clothes, to bicker and to light.
Sometime ago I read about a most outrageous act.
They stole and spirited away a chi ld. Is that a Eact?
You mention in your letters home their large Y. M. C . A,
About the weekly prayer meeting, you have a lot to say,
Revival services, you state, you go to every night,
But all this on kidnaping babes, sheds very little light.
You spend your leisure time you say in persona l Christian work.
Pray tell me does some hidden wrong in this devoutness lurk?"
"O Eather," quote the pious youth, "Your words give me a pain,
You must have spent your three score years upon this earth in vain,
IE you don't know the right devolves on every Lawrence Soph,
To show the verdant Freshman mutt just where he should get off.
But I'll excuse your ignorance, and make it plain to you,
Just how we nabbed the Freshman ace and made the pack skidoo.
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We found to our amazed disgust, when school began last fall
That, though each Freshman bunch is green, this year's was worst of all,
And, furthermore, they chose for them as Freshman president,
An elongated clothes pin, who on local fame was bent.
And headed by this lumber-jack they so obnoxious grew
It nauseated all the school and made Doc Sammy blue
But finally the noble Sophs to a decision came,
They'd muzzle the whole Freshman class and make their lion tame.
And so the presidential Fresh one night when it was dark
Was artfully decoyed away into a lonely park,
And then from down behind the trees sprang up the valiant pack
Of Sophomores, full half a score and jumped upon his back.
"And were you in that mighty fight, my gallant, fearless son?
When all those glorious Sophomores so grandly vanquished one?"
Thus questioned Brother Joyce, his face suffused with martial glow,
And breathlessly leaned forward; would he answer "yes" or "no?"
"Yea, father," back the answer came and soon relieved his mind,
"J boldly grasped a ten foot pole and tripped him from behind
And then as he fell forward and lay upon the ground,
Six dauntless spirits sat on him until his hands were bound."
"What daring youths," cried Parson Joyce," thus does the college serve
To foster patriotic men of gallantry and nerve!"
"So when the foe was vanquished," Jabez went on to say,
"We bravely put him in a rig and boldly rode away.
On, on, we went through the dark night for two long miles or more

And then pulled up our fiery steed at Winnebago's shore.
We led our captive through the woods until it came to pass
We reached a lone, deserted house within the dark morass.
In this we spent a wretched night, all squatting on the Roor
And shivering Fresh and sodden Sophs in dire discomfort, swore."
"What fearful hardships you endured!" shuddered his father proud,
"But while this mighty work was wrought, where was the Freshman crowd?"
"O spare me pa!" young Jabez roared with hand clapped on his side,
"Their frantic hordes were scouring o'er the country far and wide,
While through the college campus, on pillar, tree and fence
Large bills proclaimed- "Lost Preside nt! Reward for him - T e n Cents."
Late in the day, the Freshies guessed th e place where we must be,
And then you bet your whiskers, dad, for us 'twas twenty-three.
W e dragged the balky Freshman jack through water and through slime
While after us a hundred more were working [or that dime.
And all the time we galloped, I so faint and hollow felt,
My vertebrae seemed grating on the buckle of my belt.
And when at le ngth we reached the town, we had no further use
For such a half-baked article, and so we turne d him loose.
And when we contemplate the deed, we scarcely can believe
That such a famous victory Naught-Nin e could e'er achieve."
Said Pastor Joyce, "You 're satisfied my bold, triumphant son,
But now the question in mind is, which class realty won?
For of th e Freshmen, only one endured privation hard,
Whil e three Sophs had a much worse time in keeping up a guard,
And being chased o'er hill and dale harassed with dea dly fear
And dragging, too, a lusty lout who kn ew that help was near."
"Oh rea lly, pa, you make me tired," was all that Jabez said,
And fading out into the gloom, he slunk away to bed.

E. A H OOTON, '07

The Faculty Garden
Upon a bright Spring morning in 1906, the H ead Gardener and Designer of the Faculty Garden proceeded lo beautify the same.
Firs( he ca lled lo him the L YMER and said: "Wit h lime and line proceed lo lay out a Lawn Tennis
Court and outside of that arrange for wa lks, and for Aower-bcds for my PLANTZ as to you seemetl1 best. And
the limer rep lied:
"Even so will I do, and no man w ill have reason lo com1,lain for my object in life is lo TREAT all men
WRIGHT," and he wenl about his work.
Nexl the ga rd ener said to the professional NAYLOR:" S ee lo it that the fences, the arbors, and, above
a ll , the sui>port for my beautiful ROSEBUSH is made secure. Las! year a GREENMAN had it nigh ruined by
having it fall to the ground, not knowing that it was of the running variety."
And the nai lor sa id "So be it," and he went his way. Then trundling by came a two-wheeled ea rl and
the gardener said to the CARTER, "Get busy! here are stones lo be removed and these humps of earth that
look like GRAVES must be leveled down, and the carter went to the task c heerfully singing: "O, Wont You
Come H ome Bill BA IL EY.
Now near to this garden was a river with a hi gh bank and on the BRINKLEY a Jillie man and not quite
so FARLEY another man - both laking their rest.
All at once they were start led by a loud whoop as if a band of savage YOUTZ was bearing down upon
them. It proved lo be a band of Sophomores and Freshmen trying to see whi c h could land the ot he r into t he
cold waters of the Fox.
Close upon the heels of these unruly savages came three professors TREVER, GERECHTER, and
C HRISTOPHELSMEIER. The latter, being burde ned with his name, fell by the ways ide wai lin g, "This beats
the Dutch!" Just then Gerechter fe ll into one of the grave- like formations cryin g oul "forges mir nicht." But alas!
for the las! of this unfortunate trio. He became so excited that he could say not a word. But he struck an
att itude and was !urned into a Greek Statue and it was ca lled ALBERT AUGUSTUS.
The lwo men that lay upon the bank of the river having recovered from the st renousness of th e hour
resumed their phi losop hical reveries. Said one "pray what would you ca ll a hill leading to Cork?" "Why a
CORK HILL of course," rep li ed the other . Then as the eyes of the younger man wandered lo w here the sun
was setting in the W est in all its glory he said:
"How calmly sinks the setting sun,
Yet twi light lin gers st ill ;
And beautifu l as dream of H eaven
It s lumbers on the hill,"
"which reminds me that it is time that we return home." "True" replied the ot her and they both arose and
wended their way throug h the Facu lty garden over w hic h the shadows had begu n to fa ll .
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SKIDOO CLUB
This poem won honorable mention in the Ariel Poem Contest.

'Twas a night lit for revels and all through the hall
Not a creature was stirring, nor was heard a footfall.
The gong had been sounded, the dean really thought
That each little maid was ,isleep in her cot.
She blew out her candle and crept into bed,
The thought of her darlings quite out o[ her head.
The girls had been home and the "eats" cooked by mother
Made them think for the time they could live on no other.
So each maiden packed up a line, lucious bit,
And hither to Ormsby for revels did Ait;
They smuggled them in and together did plan
In the dead of the night to muster their clan;
After all preparations were made for the feast,
The maidens retired until all noise had ceased.
Then forth from their chambers they stealthily crept,
At the striking of midnight, when all Ormsby slept.
They bore in their arms most monstrous line cake,
And jellies and cookies as mother can make;
The second Aoor swarmed with these maidens so fair,
Whose numbers increased as they mounted the stair;
For a bunch from the third Aoor joined in the spree,
The clan all assembled just made twenty-three.
Now when they attempted to ascend to the attic
Though tiptoeing softly they made quite a racket.
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An assistant was lying in sleep near the scene,
And thought as she wakened, "[ must help the dean."
She Rew out of bed as quick as a Rash,
And down to the dean's room she made quite a dash;
She roused the poor lady from innocent sleep
And told her of treachery sinful and deep.
Meanwhile the maidens had wended their way
O'er boxes and trunks in the candles' dim ray;
(They did make some noise, to that we agree,
But what would you have, when there"s full twenty-three?)
They finally came to a nice open space,
Where satchel or trunklet had never found place;
They sat in a circle like Indian braves,
And brandished their knives like a band of wild knaves,
They slashed into chicken, and dealt out the "goo,"
'Twas surely a sight for a soul that was blue;
They dived into cookies, and olives, and rocks,
The sound of their revels was heard several blocks;
Then all of a sudden was seen a dim light,
Ascending the stairs in the dead of the night.
Full well did they know what this omen might mean
Since attached to that light was the long-suffering dean;
In stentorian tones she gave forth the decree;
To haste down at once and to leave the "eats" be!
But there stood the cakes, in tempting array,
So each snatched a hunk as she hastened away.
Hysterical giggles and chuckles of glee
Were hardly suppressed as they Red from the spree.
Until the last maiden had quitted the scene,
Alone in her wrath stood the much enraged dean;
And so from that night when they had to skidoo,
The club got its name and its membership, too.
And thus from their trials was created the bond
Which united them all in a fellowship fond.
Their stunts and their frolics are a thing to behold,
And will long be remembered by all in the fold.
No crowd is so jolly, no mirth is so free,
As happy Skidooers when off on a spree.
ETHEL MAY NUZUM, '07.
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"Sport" Spinie
"Oo-0-0-0, W a-a-a-a
"W a-a-a-a, Oo-0-0-0,
"L-1-1-1-1, U-u-u-u-u.''
As this eminently intelligible, perspicuous vociferation exploded from the lusty larynxes of a hundred enthusiastic football
rooters and players, and, for the time being, utterly drowned out
the roar and rattle of the thundering train that was carrying me
toward my office in the city, I abandoned the futile attempt al
gulping down some of the morning news, and good-humoredly
throwing .aside my paper, I leaned back on my cushioned seal and
beamed an indulgent smile upon the zealous admirers of the unshorn chasers of the oval pigskin.
Up through the hazy vista of twenty flown years arose tumultuous visions of the pasl, so obstreperous, in fact that my tongue
was seized by a violent longing lo metamorphose itseH into a paint brush and dash off a
few word pictures of the remembered college scenes that were so vivid ly conju1 ed
up by the eager shouting and singing of the college enthusiasts before me.
Turning to my seat companion, a middle-aged, afHuent appearing, good- looking gentleman with penetrating gray eyes and faded sandy hair, I remarked, "Brings up old coll ege
days; are you a '!um'?"
"No," replied the stranger beside me, looking al me sharply as though searching some
ulterior motive to my freemasonry. "No, I only spent one year in College. What
college did you attend?"
"I received my sheepskin at Lorunce, way back in the eighties. Great class. Brightest class the institution has ever turned out, and all that you know. But it wasn't a s low
class, I'm here lo tell you, especially during the Junior year, when we had an exceedingly dull and rough F res hie upon whom to sharpen our wits and lo cul big holes out of the
curtain of monotony." I was warming up lo my subject now.
'This F reshie, who was as ineffective a grind in his studies as he was effective as a
grindstone to our lagging wits, bore the unpretentious name of Oscar Spinie. A very
perspicacious sophomore discovered Spinie on the train and straightway dubbed him
'Sport' Spinie, for the reason that the neophyte was not more dissimilar to anything than
he was lo a real sport, and at the same time this antithetic sobriquet fulfilled all the requirements of euphonious alliteration.
"'Sport' cut a very striking figure, if not an attractive one, as he clumped awkwardly
along the main street, stepping high as is the wont of persons accustomed to the unevenness of cow pastures. He stopped in front of a men's furnishing store and innocently
asked an unresponsive lay figure the direction to the college; then he asked a policeman
where the engine was that had pushed the car up the street, and stood as though transfixed as an automobile sped past.'
With open-mouthed intentness of vision, and with ear-supported hat almost entirely
obscuring the glory of his fire-red, tousled hair, the rustic slopped before a sma ll 'sheeny'
store to inspect a copious display of coll ar buttons.
"Say, look out or you' ll fall in that hole there," was the benevolent warning of a philanthropic Juni or.
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"Sport looked down at the cement walk in front of hi.m and then spared himself the
trouble of bringing up his nether jaw, by saying through his nose, 'I don't see no hole.'
"'Of course you don't' replied the upper-class man, 'you're looking too far away; the
orifice of the captivity to which I refer is just below the apex of your nasal appendage.'
" 'Aw, you g,wan', was the brilliant retort.
"This illuminating repartee en kindled a bright idea in the Junior's quick brain.
" 'Look here', he said, 'have you been void of the advantage of having some one
coach you in college etiquette? Don't you know that it is exceedingly vulgar, and poor
form for a new student to be seen carrying his grip up the street? If yon wish to avoid
a storm of deserved ridicule, it behooves you to leave your satchel here with us and trot
back to that carriage livery and engage a hack to take you up in due and proper form and
deposit you at Arms by Hall. Furthermore, this is the proper headgear for a freshman to
wear,' as the junior replaced the rustic's hat with a green skull cap that boasted the decoration of a large pearl button in the rear.
"Spinie swallowed the bait, hook and all. There was no boys' dormitory in connection with the college and when he was told to apply for a room at Armsby hall, the rustic never dreamed that it was a girls' dormitory.
"When 'Sport' returned to get his baggage, he was dumfounded by seeing his grip
suspended from some telephone wires near the top o[ a high pole, with the inscription
'Sport Spinie' emblazoned upon the satchel with paint as fiery in color as Spinie's hair.
"A crowd had gathered to see the spectacle, and all were models of innocence; no
one knew that the paint had been procured at a nearby paint store, and no one knew how
the 'suit case' had reached its lofty pinnacle
"G' wan you Cellars; git that down. I want my hand bag near me.'
" 'Oh, if that is all you want,' replied a husky sophomore, winking at the rest of us,
'we can easily accommodate you to that slight extent. Here, fellows, bring out that rope
and we will string him up so that he can be near his satchel.'
"As some of the students made a pass at Spinie, he bounded towards the pole and was
soon clumsily climbing up the linemen's rod ladder amid the laughter and hooting of the
crowd below.
"In endeavoring to detach the satchel from the wire, the cord that held it broke prematurely, and the satchel reached the ground considerably sooner than' sport.' The sharp
collision that resulted from the drop, forced the grip open and there lay--, well, divers personal effects all smeared over with a cohesive coating of raspberry sauce, which had been
confined in a glass jar within the satchel.
"Sport was mildly wild. He raked up the scattered paraphernalia,
threw it pell-mell into the grip, licked the sauce from his hands, jumped
into the hack and whirled away to Armsby hall, while the crowd that
had assembled roared with convulsive laughter.
"'Sport's sensibilities were scarcely more refined than were his manners, so our consciences did not trouble us much in making the dullard
the buttor means of our college iokes, and many were the instances of fun
produced at 'Sport's expense. 'Sport Spinie' was justifying his universal
appelation; he was a sport producer, if not a sport in any other sense of
the word. Seniors, juniors, sophomores, and even the unity-lacking
freshmen, all vied with each other to see who could produce the most fun
at the poor fellow's expense. All manner of mock initiations' fool errands
and dunce-biting hoaxes were resorted to, but I believe the cleverist and
the most far reaching coup de theater found birth in the resourceful Junior
mind.
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"It occurred at the time the seniors made their first appearance in cap and gown. Never since we were freshies had
we forgiven this senior class, then sophomores, for disrupting
our freshman spread at the Sisters' Hostelry by liberating a
copious supply of hydrogen sulphide in the dining hall, and
then running off with our sleighs. At last we recognized the
opportunity of an unprecedented, striking, and effective revenge
upon our hitherto exulting upper-class-men, and we perceived
in 'Sport' Spinie the probable means of a novel retaliation.
"I appointed myself chairman of a committee of three to
wait upon 'Sport' at his lodging at ten o'clock p. m.
"In a solemn voice I explained it to him:
'Oh, Spinie,
tomorrow morning the seniors are to appear in cap and gown
at Chapel exercises. There is a ceremony to be observed on
this occasion which is in accordance with directions given the junior class through the
medium of a vision that appeared to the Junior Sage. It is simply this:- The members
of the senior class at this time are to be purged of their sins, and this, of course, necessitates a scapegoat. Now, now, don't balk, you'r not to be the scapegoat.
You're all
right at !'butting in' but that isn't the essential thing in this case. All that is required is
the presence of the goat in the Chapel at the morning service. According to the revelation to our Junior Sage, the goat is to be taken into the auditorium at midnight preceding
the day of the ceremony and placed within the alcove at the bottom of the pulpit. The
goat will be directly under the bible when the president, with left hand upon the good
book and the right hand extended towards the mystic realms above, pronounces the magic
words that are to convey the sins of the seniors to the goat.
" 'Entire secrecy is essential for the successful carrying out of the charm, as the ceremony is known only to the Junior class, in whose charge this solemn function has been
placed. Another requisite is that the goat shall be placed within the altar by a person
having red hair.
"'It is a great honor to be initiated into this grave secret and I am pleased to say that
the Junior class has unanimously chosen you as the favored agent in this case, by virtue
of the distinctive hue o[ your hirsute adornment.
" .If you care to accept this rare honor, you will go at midnight to the foot of the hill
and borrow Smithson's goat for this solemn occasion and proceed to quietly place the
bearded animal within the said pulpit. You will find no doors locked against you, but be
sure to securely hook the latch on the little door of the pulpit after the goat has been imprisoned.'
" 'Sport' was quite overcome with the distinction our preference had endowed him
with, and, after vowing rigid secrecy, we detailed a watch over Spinie to make sure that
he lived up to his promise."
At this juncture of my reminiscence I was interrupted by a volley of"Rickety-rackety, cat-trap, siss boom ba's." and then the overflowing exurberance of
the jolly crowd in the car subsided into a comparatively quiet recital of youthful anecdotes,
allowing me to resume my story.
"Early in the morning following our visit to 'Sport's' domicile, we were apprised that
the goat had been successfully cooped up in the alcove of the pulpit:
"When the five hundred students, exclusive of seniors, waited in the assembly room
for the entrance of the decorated seniors, many junior hearts were palpitating with various
hopes and fears.
"The bedecked seniors in somber gowns and caps stalked in decorously amid friendly
cheers and hostile hisses. The class was determined and prepared to resist any rough

lrealment at the hands of the juniors, but the latter maintained a dignified neutrality. Well
we might, for we had a trump card up our sleeve.
"The seniors took their places and the assemblage was given the signal to be seated.
"The college president strode with approved pedagogical di gnity and austerity to the
pulpit desk and stooped down to remove the bible from a little shelf in the alcove. It was
a climacteric moment in the history of our class. We held our breath in tumultuous excitement and fearful expectancy. The august president released the latch on the little door.
'Then something happened!
"With a stentorian vociferation of goat joy, expressed in vernacu lar peculiar to goats,
the liberated animal, overjoyed by his sudden deliverance, gave more active expression to
his exuberant feelings by effecting the dual coup d'etat of sending the pulpit off the rostrum
with his rear pedal extremities, and spilling presidential dignity all over the platform with
his horned top piece.
"When the goat heard the crash of the falling desk and saw the president sprawling
upon the platform Aoor, Mr. Goat by some occult intuition divined that the sombre lin e of
black gowns was in some way responsible for his unwonted incarceration, and he no sooner
arrived at this sou nd conclusion than he turned and leaped from the rostrum in quest of
ve ngeance upon the offending seniors.
"When the goat jumped from the platform, pandemonium broke loose in the hith erto
spell bound assemblage. Billy immediately began to burrow his way through the senior row.
"During the successful, effective and rapid progress of the four footed warrior down
the line of seniors, the college president, who had regained a more becoming attitude
upon the rostrum, but who, nevertheless, considered his first solar plexus blow so incompatible with presidential dignity and personal comfort that he was utterly averse to inviting
a repetition of the goat's striking manifestation of his butting powers by again coming into dangerous
proximity to the demoniacal quadruped, wisely remained upon the platform and called frantically upon
some of the young men to check further devastating operations o[ the maudlin animal, but his shouting
was utterly lost in the bedlam uproar, and his futile pantomimic gestures utterly ignored by all eyes,
which were insistently turned towards the termagant quarters of the wretched seniors. Billy kept
right on to the end, and when the last male senior left his temporary seat upon the goat's horns his
surplice became entangled upon the animal's ant lers. Some of us gallant juniors, fearing the senior
girls might be injured, took th e goat into captivity. The senior girls had been despoiled of th eir
caps by the girls of our class, and we felt vindicated, gloriously revenged.
"It was utterly impossible to restore order out of all this chaotic confusion, and we were treated
to an extra haH holiday.
"0[ course, a zealous effort was made by the faculty to detect the so called perpetrators of the
so called Aagrantly reprehensible prank, but it seemed to have been of spontaneous origin, for no
authors were discoverable.
" 'Sport' Spinie was a changed boy after this extraordinary episode. It seemed to have knocked
a copious chunk out of his hitherto slowly changing pristine credulity. During the remainder of that
year he allowed himself to be the butt or cause of but very few practical jokes.
"The fo llowing year our popular 'Sport' Spinie failed to return to college and we never heard of
him after that. I have often wondered what became of that stupid fellow" I concluded musingly.
"I believe I can tell you what became of him," said my companion quietly, then continued without letting me speak: "After his year's fiasco at college he emigrated to South America, prospected
for gold, struck a rich lode, took out a good fortune, invested it in a coffee-bean plantation, and today
is a millionaire."
"You - a- , you are acquainted with him?" I asked in surprise, much nonplussed by the fear
that my glibness of tongue might have offended some friend of Spinie's.
"Oh, yes, I am well acquainted with him."
"I wish you would remember me to him," I said in a conciliatory tone, seeking to hide my
confusion.
::1 s~all be glad to," sai_d my companion, letting those sharp eyes rest upon me.
Let s see, your name ,s- -a--?
"I pleaded guilty to my own appellation, then said politely: "And yours?"
"Oscar Spinie.'
Harry M. Graves

Earth's Dearest Prize
One morn a monstrous, bird-like thing
Came flying through the air;
It paused upon the college dome
As if 'twere resting there.
The College people gathered 'round
To see what it might be;
It gently Buttered to the ground,
And lo! what did they see?
A door in the side of the creature
Was suddenly opened wide;
Out stepped two of the queerest men:-T o questions they replied.
"We've come 0, denizens of this sphere,
From Ear and distant Mars;
To find the dearest prize on earth,-The [airest of the stars!
"We stopped at Paris and at Rome,
At London and Cathay;
And everywhere we heard of you,- OE Lawrence, Ear away.
"Now after weary wandering,
Earth's fairest thing we've found;
And when we tell of its wonders
Mar's sons it will astound."
They spent three days at Lawrence,
They studied it very well;
As a souvenir of earth's dearest prize,
They took an ARIEL!
ROSE HARGRAVE, '08.
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Seeing Yourself
As Others See
YOU
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You Can Always Tell
Anna by her Pride.
Barnes by his ta lk.
Drescher by his eyes.
Grace King by her walk.
Greenman by his hat.
Ingold by his modesty.
Kuckuk by his avoirdupois.
Lundy by his solemncholy.
Newton by his bowing.
Marsh by the tilt of his hat.
Seamann by his sideburns.
Sanders by his smile.
Wyman by his blush.
Zinkgraf by her superlatives.
F adner by his wise looks.
Belva Hatch by her good looks.
Miss Ozanne by her love of books.
Bill Otto by his home-runs.

We'll All Be Glad When
R ob Gregory learns to be seen and not heard.
Kinyon wears a happy smile.
Hersch leb's jokes make a hit.
Jenks gets a shave.
Farley finds his memory.
Prude subdues her voice.
Ethel Hodge is ready on time.
Allie has nothing to manage.
Johnson has no chance for argument.
Earl Jackson settles down.
Our debtors settle up.
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THOSE

WHO

DESERVE

A

CARNEGIE MEDAL.
Cecile Norton-For allowing Ernest lo go to Champaign.
Leila Johnson and Kit Buckland- For carrying waler lo their favorite instructors.
Miss May Esther Carter - For admitt in g lardy co-eds a l night when a Ali cted with proverbial headache.
Ikey - For ringing the bell five minutes early at noon.
Elma Snyder and V e lma Vina l-For vo lu nteering in classes al every opportunity.
ProL Rosebush- For refusing to "treat' during his political campaign.
Ina W olcott-- For the model way in which she conducted her "case· about the campus.
Mi ss Smith

For her un limited patience and constant watchfu lness over Andrew's library.

Bucket For his good broad smi le.
Mark- For paying us an honest price for second-hand books.
Charles H ersch leb- For invoking the professor in twenty minute discussions in every German class.
Any Dub-For ca llin g one out of c lass in the middle of th e recitation period.
Churm- For entertaining the girls at meal time.
Dr. Naylor- For unconsciously neglecting to call upon football men lo recite in the fall.
The pal - For hand in g in your c hape l slip on T,,esday morning.
The Plumber- For keeping the steampipes out of repair so that we do not have to do reference work 1n the
lib rary.
Olin M ead- For informing Seniors at least forty times how their cred its are up.
H arry Graves For keeping the girls quiet in the cloak room.
Miss Carney- For captu rin g a Teddy bear.
The Janitor-For removing ink spots from the Aoor in Andy's Library.

L. "Bill" Nye- For s ilently suffering al the hands of Kaukauna desperadoes while the Philal Athenas ban quetted.
The Chapel Speaker-For cutting into the 9:20 class period.
The Out-of-Town Friend- For sendi n g the Ormsby gi rl he r theatre and dance permit.
The Dig- For handing you your problems on your J onah day.
The Easy Money Oration Bureau- For supplying class orations.
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Funnygraph Records
Arielslam R ecord Company
"Just Stay in Your Own Back Yorcl."
Composed by Miss May Esther Carter
Dedicated to Elmer G. Sherger.
Sung by the Ladies' Glee Club.
"The Arm Broken Bucket" (the latest).
Sung by MetcaH at the Sympathetic.
A hit , Pentathlon night.
When Fanny Camp is Singing
" I Am Sitting by the Campfire."
hcstcr Wyman, "The Midni ght Pieman."
Sung to the lune of " In the Little Cozy Restaurant."
"Rip Van Winkle Is an Ubiquitous Man."
Note the first two lines:
"Rip Van Winkle on the mountain Steeps,
You· re not I he only one that s leeps."
"Youman's Whistle"
Must be heard to be appreciated.

"Take Me Back, 0 Take Me Back."
Sung by the C-a-n-n-e-d Chorus.
"Miss Corter. "Won't You Throw Out That Key."
Sung by the Ormsby Nightingales.

" In a Cabin By the Cliff."
Note the Chorus:
"In the cabin by the Cliff,
Dwells a white-haired girl.
When seen by the sun's bright Ray,
Her hcod shines like a Pearle."

Our Glee Club
Juddy Rosebush, Professional Beauty
Director
(No one else would have it.)
Romco .. Garns, Court Jester
Pride of the Ball
Wearer of the Plate Glass Front
Alex Brunner, Dutch Songster
Keeper ol the "Rusted Pipes"
"Fleeting" Sawyer,
Originator of the Overtones
Captain Aller
"Look Wisc" J ewell
Wardrobe Mistress
Receiver of Floral Offerings
Leslie Newton
"Nigger Jim" Triggs
The Roman Singer
Plug Baritone
Mick Cassidy
"Fritz" Drescher
Perpetrator of Flat Tones
The Pet of the Regiment
Harris Drew.
Manipulator of the Calcium
Claire Perry
Loser of the Tune
Robert Fry .
"Happy Hooligan" Hooton
Dispenser of Fatherly Advice
Assistance··
Harry Stoler
Pitcher of the H ig h Tones
"Silent" Lawton
Kick Receiver
Eel Blakeman
.
.
.
(Time all filled till June 8)
H armony Disturber
Ray Y crxa Cliff
Bootblack and H airdresser
Willard Mallalieu Smith
0

Clairvoyant and Palm Reader
A vision into the future events of your
love affairs, credits and positio ns.
Mi ss

Wanted!
A girl to do housework .
si tion to th e right girl.

B UTLER 's B OAR DING CLUB.

Ormsby IIall

IRMA I VEY

Madison Brand Canned
Goods
- - A T T HE - -

CAS H GROCERY

Permanent po-

Notice!
Dancing will be omitted this week on
account of the cond itio n the floors were left
in last week.
E. M. C.

Wanted!

Notice!

A G uaranteed "FAT REDU CE R"

We are always in market for high grade
"TOBACCO CLIPPINGS"
regardless of
cost.
A. F. TREVER
W. FORD
C. W. PERRY
H. HOUGHTON

Would

prefer a remedy that wi ll work on
o ur W a istline.

A. 0 . Kuckuk

John Eliot

Leslie

N

ewton

We ha ve d ec ided to orga ni ze a GINGER UP L UB. O ur club is open 10 anyone who will
exert himself e nough to walk in a nranner that indicates 111odera1e hea ltlr a nd prosperi1y.
Especially attractive on the street and go in g by Ormsby ll all.
FRED

NITZEL

H ENRY STEEPS
WM.
TYSON

J.

For Sale!
A

J UN l OR

CASE. A little damaged by
"waters. " T am leavi ng and must dispe nse with it a t o nce.

B.
E.

LAWRENCE
ORBISON

MARK VOLK

Spooner's Retreat
Guarant eed to be an inspiration for new
cru shes .

MI SS ARTIIUR.

For Rent! Some Dress Suits!
Thev are nol torn (?)
Nor- are they worn (?)
\Vo ulcl do to adorn
Some Freshie forlorn
L. U. GLEE

I am studying for exams.
Do nol come in until the tort ure is over.
L . JENKINS
CLUR.

Wanted!
A five- minute intermittent alarm clock,
with two hours runni ng power to arouse me

from the depths of Sleepy 1Iollow .

Miss Baily 's exams wi ll occur in Prof. C hristophe ls meier's room
TO DA\'

MABEL DEILY.

\Ve have retired, so please keep qu iet.
Girls need sleep.
Jess and Mabel are girls.
Therefore they need s leep.

The Manager of The LA WRENT IAN, (a
bi-weakly) promises to give away free to the
co-eds, a box of Talcum Powder, patent
applied for, with a picture of a handsome
man in it, to every new subscriber.

Two Maids
II
0, SUNSHINE MAID, our hearts rejoice
In thy sweet smile, dispelling sadness;
Like song of bird thy cheerful voice
Doth fill the world with hope and gladness.

0, KNOCKER MAID, how sad the fate
Of all who dare to cross thy portal;
Thy mission is to crack the pate,
And squelch the soul of every mortal.

Said freshie, I have half a mind
To never study any more;

My lessons I forget behind
As fast as I learn them before.

The Hall's growing older each day,
The Hall's growing colder they say,
The Hall is no place for a dreamer of dreams
Mae Peebles gels up al three-thirly it seems
Dreary- so dreary;
O! how can I smile when there's nothing worth
while
But "spreads" and beds, my dearie.

Jack and l:lucket Leaving the Team

Football Menu
FRU IT
Fruit (in season.)

Peaches.

Hinderman was out of season

OYSTERS
(Al ) cove Oysters.

Blue paints or an oyster isolated in a stew.

SOUP
Koodles, poodles, ki'oodles. Brigham's favorite soup
ROASTS
Canvas-back Duck. Ike reads it, "Camel's-back duck"
"Take back your heart, I ordered liver." Mr. Taylor had the impropriety to say this to the
waitress to the embarassment of all the team
"Prim Roast Beef." Dick thought this would be neat
ENTREES
Sauerkraut and Weiners.

"Louie"

Hash. "I want to know what I am eating."- The Coach
Ox Joints, Braised. "I don't know what it is anywoy."- Mark
VEGETABLES
Murphies a la Shamrock. '"Mick"
Ex Asparagus on Toast. "Jack" Ballantyne
DESSERT
The Team all had (to) desert except Ray Cliff and Coach Graves
Great commotion! Shorty takes the gooseberry pie away from Voigt
BEVERAGES
Sweet Buttermilk. Parke Wright
Punk, Spuds and Sa lve served with al l meal orders
Those wishing Water lake the "bucket" to the "Lake"

Things We Are Paid
To Keep Mum About

To Advertise
1.

1. Please don't put Fred and me in this year.
We got enoug h last yea r.-Bess Jackson.
2.

"When I was in Madison"- Katherine Mc-

Murtery.
2.

Don't mention my crus h on Miss Carter-Lelia

'· All my love affa irs for I wi ll be prominent"-

J ohnson.

Grace Going.

3. I'll ski n you alive if you mention H arris and
me.- Hazel Touton.

3. "My case on the Buckland family" - Mary
Morris.
4. M y different poses in the class room - Prof.
Rosebush.

4. I got e leven s lams last year; please leave me
out-Kit Buckland.
5.

Don't "harp" on our men-The Norlons.

6.

Don't tell that I was taken for

5.
me''-

Professor

6.

C hrislophelmeier's wife- Miss Zelia Ann Smith.
7.

Don't peach that I was editor of the slams in

7. " I hale girls and they can't make me lake
one anywhere"- Bill Surplice.

Don't let people know that my suit case busted

8. If I gel any slams lay it up to my gentlemen
friends "on the Ariel Board" -- H atlie Arthur.

in the presence of gentlemen friends - Ella J o hnson.
9.

"My reco rd as a heart breaker (?)" - Pete

Krier.

the '07 Ariel-Earnest H ooton.
8.

"The number of fellows that have cases on
Fannie Camp.

"Change of Class in reference lo Class scraps

9.

o r other scraps"-Ross Barrell.

That Dan Stansbury has a case on me - M arie

Gregory.

A Mathematical Formula for Spreading News
Number of ~iris receiving news

2 gir ls X the last girl - first gossip .
Just a couple g irl goss ips- I gossip.

Number of girls rece ivin g n"ws = 256 girls.
Thus:- ![ lwo girls know a spicy piece of gossip and each tell two other gi rls, by the lime the news reaches
the seventh girl in series, 256 girls are put wise.

RURALITE DAIRY

1 Pint Milk
I. M. BUTTER-INSKI, Prop.
A FRESHMAN MEAL Tt C Kr'. T
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A POSTAL CARD

?•

Oi!estion Box Opened

?•

Is any member of the faculty going to be married soon? Economics Class.
Should girls go to the door when seeing gentlemen friends from the parlor?- B. Christenson.
Should co-eds permit steady company- M. Le Roy.
Shou ld a gentleman ask lo call or shou ld a lady give the invitation?-A. V. Kinnear.
Is it proper to wear a dress suit to the walk-around?-Lawrence and Houghton.
How can I make myself more popular with the ladies?- R. K. Johnston.
When a boy and girl are skating together who shou ld gel tired first?-Winonah Watkins,
Is having a case a popular slunt?-C. ZinkgraL
What is the Ormsby Wiggle?- Mae Metca lf.
Whal is the eliquelle of a baked polato?- E lsic Mates.
Why don't Vic let me lake her lo the roller rink?- R. Y. Cliff.
Why does Pro!. Brinck ley make me do all the reciting in Physiology class?- E. Pfeifer.
Why does Miss Carter dwell so long upon the Laird and never the Lady?- Co-cds.
Can people who don't lake Latin use the Lalin Library?- K. Carney.
Is the Joseph Spitz Pillow a sign that I am the most popular girl in school?- Clarene Todd.
Whal use can be made of old love lellers?--Anna Parry .
Did Weston's brief slay at Lawrence make "Bud" wiser?
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An Appreciation
( Written by a lady member of the faculty and entered in th e Ariel Poem Contest, but rnled
out as ineligible, because written by a faculty member.)
Li st. muse, w hile

Andi[ grim [ate and dea th so dire
Shall pluck my nower, Chrislop helsmeier,

attune my ly re

T o G ottlieb Carl C hri slop hc lsmeier
0

Beware les t he incur my ire

thrill my sou l, rny pen inspire

In honor o[ Christophclsmcier
For naught e lse cou ld my heart desire
Than lo be near Chrislophelsmeier,
I' d swim the drink, I' d brave the fire
T o win this bold Chrislophelsmeir.
Whi c h you th doth V enus mosl admire
Adonis or Christophclsmeier?
H is eyes are blue, his bea rd's o[ wire
My ga ll ant Deutsc h C hristo phelsme ie r,
W e re I but ric h, a bard I'd hire
To g lorify Chrislophclsmcier,

Wh o weeps not for Chrislophelsmeier.
I'll bui ld a lo[ty fune ral pyre
And c huc k thereon Chrislophelsmeier
With tears and oil I'll start th e fire
Whi ch shal l cons ume Chrislop he lsmeie r,
And then I'll watch from some tall spire
Whil e up goes my Christophelsmeier,
And as he soars up hi g h and higher
I'll shout, "Leb wohl! Chrislophelsmeier!"
And ange ls in th e heaven ly c ho ir
R espond, "Hoch dc r Chrislophelsmeicr."

Th e re was a youn g man named Park Wri ght,
An "L" gave him the g reatest delight;
H e is gone on a dame
Who wi ll not be to blame
In deciding that s he wi ll do (W) right.

The re is a youn g s tude nt named Schmidt
Like SwoLoda he thinks he is "it;"
Says he "to my mind,
In no ot her you' ll find
A match for my gym nast ic grit ."

Mr. Sawye r had scl such a pace,
A sna il could win out in a race;

Th e S op homores agreed
H e was just to the ir need,
S o gave him the president's place.

Aspirations
0, he has asp irations, SMITH, has he;
In music P a de rwis ki e he wou ld be ;
I n literature no name is quite so hi gh

As that w h~re SMITH wi ll glimmer bye and bye,
0, there is nothing g reate r you will find
Than M r. Smith in Mr. Smith's ow n mind.
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Daily Schedule of Al White
6:00

Exercise

7:30

Breakfast

8:00

Gym .

9:00

Chapel

9:15

Gym.

12:20

Luncheon

12:30

Gym.

2:30

Ca lculus

3:30

Basketball

6:00

Dinner

7:00

Basketbal l

9:30

Retire

Mr. Cassidy-sometimes called "Mick."
By Miss Rei lly doth certainly slick"'
And Miss Reilly says she,
"Mr. Cassidy, he
0[ all ' "Frat." men is surely the pick."

MOTHER AND FAT H ER PAY A LL THE BILLS AND WE H AVE ALL THE FUN W ITH
MONEY THAT WE SPEND FOR COLLEGE LIFE
" In My Lillie Cozy Corncr." - C horus: MacMurlcry, Soules, Day and others.
"T hose penny spreads have taken all my dough."- Third Aoor girls.
"J ust a Sundae in the Tearoom".- Carnp, Jenkins, Ranous & Co.
"You Will Sec Us and O ur C hums al the Ca fc." - McKinnon, C la,·k and Mac.

Ladies' Pantathelon
Toulon & Smithies
Johnston Sisters & W hite
Peeb les, Edwards and G. Johnson
Royce, Ivey
Carney, Theleen
A. Smith, Mike Perry
J ewell & Mc eel
Carl er, Smith and Sackett

Due l
Corridor Race
Rope J ump
C hair-back H urd les
Davenport Leap
Banister S lide
Fire Escape Climb
Judges
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The Electrician
Nay, nay, not "Herman the Magician,"
But Herman Kraus the Electrician;
Please note his head, is it not well
That nature gave it room to swell?

Else how indeed could he dispose
he knows and 1/,inks he knows.

or all

There was a young lady named Nuzum

There was a Miss St. Armour

Who always tried to omus'em

Who made a convention lour

When the babies did nap
She would yap like a Jap

And when she got there
Found a Smith with black hair
Who most of her time did secure.

And that was the end of the snuzem.

There was a young lady named Allie
Who went to a Y. W. rally
Her cousin was there, and I do declare
With convention their dates didn't tally.

A Freshman's D esire
I've wondered oft al Hercules, Achilles and the rest
The "Tip Top Weekly-" heroes of old Rome;
But 0, that I had the power that Perseus possessed
To stop a gorgon squelch ing folks lo stone.
She has no hissing snakes around her august head,
Although her hair in twisted coi ls doth lie;
But at poor flunking wretches her venomed shafts are sped,
She sees them writhe and never bats an eye.

Though she inquires in strident tone if aught you would express,
Foo l-hardy is the dub who tries to spout;
She's sure lo take a running jump upon him and his guess,

And gloat lo sec him flopping down and out.
I[ I but had the winged shoes by which Perseus dared,

Into her sanctum boldly I would slip,
And when she asked me to recite I'd roar out "not prepared,"
And ere her vengeance lit on me, I'd skip.

RE.SOLVED
THAT

[

SHALL NEVER BE

EDITOR OF ANOTHER COLLEGE
MAKES

WI Tli

Lectures
Tell'em not in mournful numbers
Farley's lectures are a snap
Wake me from my peaceful slumbers
Punch me when I take a nap,
Psych is real, Psych is earnest
And an "A" should be my goal.
Ory as dust are all the lectures,
I can't work to save my soul.
Lives of Lawrence profs remind us,
We can make our lives as dead
And departing leave behind us
Lectures that were never read.
Let us then be up and doing,
Take our notes and keep awake
And to me for stupid lectures
Brinckley's lectures take the cake.
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ONE

l.* It rains, but the future pedagogues visit schools.
2.

Miss Irish secures third place at Topeka, Kansas, in the I nterstate contest.

3.

The class of '08 debating team, Gall and, M c hne
and Lewis, wins the Sophomore Debate at Beloit.

4.

Baseball : Lawrence 5, St. Norhert 0.
Theta Gamma Delta g ir ls breakfast at the S herman care.

5.-~ field meet:
Lawrence 82, Marquette 29.
''S horty" breaks hig h jump record .
7.

Celebration for Miss Iris h. " H er father and
mot her were Irish and s he was Irish too."

8.

Miss Goodenough arrives in Appleton, guest of
M iss Ingold.

9.

first bus ride to Clifton takes place. The
youthful students enjoy an outing; return after
doors are locked. Co-eds sulfer muc h anxiety in
fear of Miss Carter's squelch.

11.

Miss Jackson and Miss Kuehmsted spent the
day in De Pere.
Mr. Sexsmith and Mr. Wingender also visit
De Pere.

12.

The Alpha Gamma Ph is entertained at home
of Mrs. H. W. Abraham.

13.

Miss H illman, State Secretary of Y. M. C . A.,
speaks at Ormsby H al l.

14.·

Kappa Upsi lon entertained by Mrs. Pride at
five o'clock tea.

18.* May festiva l. Miss Irish crowned Queen of
the May.
Dear "Dad" crowned King of the May.
19.
23.

Seniors breakfast in Miss CArter's room.

L. U. team, Church, Harris and Johnson, win
debate with H ainline . Reception follows .
Innocent Freshmen entertain on Science Hall
steps and receive "call down" at Monday night
meeting in Ormsby parlors.

24.* Dinsda le, Orbison and their "better halves"
go down river . A race fo r Ormsby on re turn
trip.

25.

T hree-cornered meet at Ripon. R esult forgotten .
Miss Weisenborn entertains at a yacht ride.

27.

Ormsby is blue with the exception of Miss
Norton, who receives a dime novel from T exes.

29.

Theta Phi yacht ride.
"spirits" are high.

30.

Memoria l Day. Miss Kue hmsted entertains
Kappa U's at breakfast in honor of her birthday.

Rained as usual, but

31.* Beta yacht ride. Usual bunch of fine weather.
Zeta Omega Phis spend a few days at the
Lake.
* Il lustrated.
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I.

Delta yacht ride. A good time in spi te of stormy
weather. Kappas entertained by their patronesses at
Ridge Point.
4. Track men and baseball men entertained by Coach
Koehler at a yacht ride. A jolly bunch.
7. Orbison yacht ride. An enjoyable stunt.
8. Academy graduation exercises.
Miss Plantz entertains.
9 .* Misses Corkh,11 and Going return from Europe.
Ormsby Hail maidens have breakfast on campus.
10. Elsie Barrett and Walter Harris, Bob Wolters and
Ruth Harwood, Charlie Wingender and Mabel
Kuehmsted, haunt Lovers Lane tor the last time.
11 . Party at Odd Fellows Hall. "Perk"' and John
dance two and sit out rest together.
12. Class Day Exercises in which faculty figure prominently.
13. Thetas try another yacht ride. Fine weather but
"sad farewell."
14. ·1 he Seniors beco.ne numbered among the antiquaries. Banquet at gym. Some eats lost.
15. The usual rush to the lake.
The beach at the lake is covered with those who a
week before were students.

UMMER
4 . Prof. Christophelsmeier performs
a great pedestrian feat. Arrives
at Appleton 3:55 a. m.; Ormsby 4:00;
Telulah Springs 4: 15; Fourth Ward
Brewery 4:30; Court House Square
4:45; Watch Factory 5:00; Lawrence
Athletic Grounds 5:30; Cemetery 5:45;
City Park 6:00; Shannon Boat Livery
(Winded) 6:30; Ormsby Hail (all in)
6:45; Breakfast 7:00.
11 - 12.''' Registration days. Usual rush
the last day.
13. President Plantz oils Acors to hasten
preparations for co-eds.
17. Leila Johnson appointed assistant
preceptress at Ormsby.
21 . Walk-around. Lyell Ranous and
Bess Smith meet their "admirers" and
they go strolling.
22. Theta Gamma Delta spent the day
at the home of Ada Fox.
24·* Fi rs t Freshman meeting.
Doc
Sammy puts out a boisterous Sophomore, who tries to interfere.
26. Miss Hubbard is seen out walking with a "green"' man.
28. "Freshman President Lost."
29. Miss Greenman chaperons the "Big 4" for over Sunday at the Lake.

1. 0· Sophomore meeting. Freshman Aag up;
Prof. T real arbitrates and it is taken down
in thirty minu tes .

2.

Lawrence orchestra o[ eight members meet
and organ ize.

3.

Latin C lu b organized by a ll the Latin classes
in college. A very sociab le time was enjoyed by a ll present.

4.

Literary societies meet for the hrst time.

5.

Prof. T real is nicely domiciled in the
Ormsby Annex.
6. Miss Nuzum entertains Alphas at a spread.
7. Innocent Freshman arises at 5:30 and ca lls
up HOME to ask what Sorority she should
join.

8.

Miss O lson and Mr. Youmans cal led lo the
platform and informed that they are tied.
9:* L. U. boys serenade Ormsby girls . Dr.
Plantz chases the sc renadcrs and by mistake
routs an innocent coup le off the steps.

10.

Louise J enk ins arises early and demolishes
the U-sce-it lank on the second Aoor.
11. Zetas give progressive dinner for pledges.
13. University of Wisconsin 5, Lawrence Un iversi ty 0.
14. Haystack meeting at Y. M. C. A.
15. Prof. Christy, Misses Carter and
Baily have their pictures taken wh ile down
r iver .

16.* Victor's Venetian Band.

Y. M. C. A.

clears 37 els. and the committee wears a sm il e
that won 't come off.

17.* Forty Freshmen flunk ed in Rhetor·ic .
18. Mayo r· o[ Tokio. A prof. scared out by
applause fr-om the peanut gall e ry.
19, Dedication o[ the Carneg ie library. Many
"strangers" in town.

20.

Law rence 29, H am lin e 0.
Athena at home .

H ome is a lonesome

place sometimes .

21.
22.

New Y. M. C. A. room dedicated .
Coach gives his usual Monday morning talk
after the game.
23. Milwaukee Sentinel and ot her papers write
up in prose and picture the L awrence Co-

eds' leap frog escapade.
Dr. Plantz presents a bi ll for C lass decorations. Sophomores 1200 e ls., Freshmen
1500 cts.
27.* Lawrence 10, Beloit 5. Lawrence team
has auto full of rooters at the game.
28 . Mr. Harwood leads Y. M. C. A.
29.* Coach Graves carries the Bible into the
sunlight to elucidate the scriptures.
Ike advertises hatbands for a local clothier
in a chapel speech.
30. Softies and Freshies thrown out at 9:15.
As usual the girls tag along at noon. They
26.

are seen al roller rink in the afternoon.

31.
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H all owe 'en party at Dr. Plantzs home.
Fine stunt.

I.

Kappas take to the woods to hold a rece ption .

2.

Grea t excitement! A hobo loose on th back
porch of Ormsby.

3.

Lawrence 16, Northwestern 0 .

5.

Bohemian Girl at the theater.
co ed makes a hit.

G.R0SEBU5H
A former

6.

E lection . Prof. Rosebush makes a good run .

8.

Y . W . girls represent Lawrence at Beloit.

9.

Misses Hawes entertain al H armonie.

10.

L awrence 12, MarquelleO. Theteamstops
al Hotel Blatz. Dr. Naylor stops elsew here.

11.

Hurrey spea ks al Y . M . C. A . Popul ar
among the Y. W's as well as the Y. M's.

12 .

Ann Harwood "makes her mark" al Mil ton College. Takes a skate on the new oiled
floors .

13.

Unlucky day.
th e first time.

6

for A55E.MBID1AN

Steam pipes go broke for

14.

Garn s spins some new yarns out in chapel.

15.

Mark V o lk explOdPs in chemistry laboratory .
" Thu reday always was his Jonah day."

16. *D oc. Naylor stirs up college spirit.
17. ·"Ri pon- Lawrence game. On the way hom e
the coaches are dark and the "You Look
Awfu lly Good lo Father" Klan is organized.
18.

Prof. Lymer has a swollen cheek.
ache or "Climax Plug"?

19 .

P erkins skins his knee in the gym. Lawrence
ca ncels engagements for the Olympic G ames.

2 1.

Nett.

Phone? Joe!

Tooth-

Ring (it sparkl es.)

22.

Miss P ax ton and Mr. Smith speak lo the
Christia n A ssociations.

23.

Joint meeting of Athena and Philal. Mr.
Steeps as butler and Leila Johnson as maid
give a successful love scene.

24.

Prof. Farley: '' Mr . J ackson, have you a
crush?"
Mr. J ackson: " I think I have. "

25.

P earl Livingston comes lo see Ormsby, etc.

26.

No inference is lo be draw n from the fact
th at one of our professors saw two moons
rising as he stood on the bridge al midnight.

27.

"Kid Party" al Ormsby H all. Participants
refuse lo have their picture in this publication.

R:E PUOL. l('l'IN VIN010A1 (

28. ·*" Home Swe t Home."
29. * Delta Iota entertained al a Thanksgiving
dinner.
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1.* Rockefeller promises Lawrence an endowment
of $50,000 .

DECEMBER

2.

Joint meeting of Y .W .C.A . and Y . M . C. A .

3.

College commences at 1:30 p. m.

4:* Skidoo Club . " Just 23," said the dean , as the
last one passed down the attic stairs.
5.

Football learn has picture taken.
muscle.

Posing of

6.

Grace Going receives a letter and has her pro verbial conniption .

7.

The " Squaw M an .. at theater. G eorgie Banta,
Cora Brinkley, Anna Harwood , Jimmie Sims,
Maggie Hubbard , and Pollie Leykum Aood the
gallery with lachrymal Auid .

8:"·

Roller Rink is popular. " Pete .. attempts fancy
skating stunt but has a strange affinity for the Aoor.

10.

First cut of term counts three zeros and three
absences. Does not meet with approval of stu dents.

12.

The " Messiah." Our Green Bay students are
proud of the talent of their town . The admiration is mutual and "Beyer" stands in the "limelight. ..

13.* Prof. T rever calls al Students' Rooms.
Beal and T aylor shuffling pasteboards.
14.

"Hi .. F"wk speaks in behalf of Lawrentian .

15.

Discovered by L ouie Klaus - that life is one
continued round of pleasure, and if the pleasure
does not come round , go out and look for it.

18.

Ormsby has Xmas tree; every little girl pleased
with a rattle and tickled with a straw .

19.
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Finds

Beta house party. Girls capture skulls.
Christm as vacation.

20 .

At request of Jim Dinsdale the faculty reluctantly give twelve hours additional vacation; this
generosity being worthy of mention.

2 1.

" E . A . H ooton of W aupun , H arry Stevens of
K enosha, students at L awrence University, will
be among Wisconsin college men who will take
e xams al Madison for Rhodes Scholarship."Milwa ukee Sentinel.

3.

College reopens. F reshies return with swollen eyes
and red noses and a trunk full of mother's eats.

4.

Sophomore exhiLition announced.

"A sigh!"

5.

Lawrence 32, Menasha Foresters 13.

7.

Students wear the new waists and neckties that
they received in their stockings Christmas.

8.

In "dividing Turkey" Prof. Christophelsmeier said :
" Every one wants a slice of turkey."

9. * Chinese laundryman tries to collect bogus bill at
Theta Phi House. "Shorty" throws him out.
10.

Prof. Brinkley becomes Chapel Choir Leader. ls
right there with th e artistic "twirl" and " Please sing
that verse with more feeling ."

11.

Lawrence 47, O shkosh 27. First Sem. "crushes"
occupy reserved seats.
Philalathean revival. Eleven converts.

12.

Football banquet. The ec hoes of "Are you going
to the banquet?" cease at Orm sby.

0
'·

14.* Junior stunt at Menasha Hotel.

" Fine doings."

We're the success of the season.
15.

Green on Freshman cover of Lawrentian.

16.

S enior oratoricals.

17.

Skidoo Club have Sleigh Ride .

Blakeman and Cliff.

18.

Sophs Oratoricals. Belscamper and Newton.
A few football men take " Pullmans" in History.

19.

Churm spills hot cream "Spuds" down Van Zandt's
back and weeps on the ash pile.

21.

Katherine Carney arrives with " T eddy Bear."
Excitement at Ormsby.

22.

Bids out for Athena- Philal. sleighride.

23.* Mason, Beyer and others spring their gray 'Spats.'
24.

Prof. Christy in class: " They sent beer, wine and
other good things. "

25.

Exams begin.
distressed."

26.

Coasting party at Kuehm stead's. "Shorty" sits on
the back seat and steers the sled, assuring the maid ens of "always room for one more," and no anxiety
as to "safe and rapid transit."

" A mind quite vacant is a mind

27.* Miss White treats Prof. C. to an orange spray.
28.

Philal. Sleigh Ride.
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FEBRUARY:

Second Semester begins
Lawrence 44, High School 6 .

4.

7:10 a. m. Miss Marion Beaty goes lo Chilton.
2:15 p. m. Parke Wright goes to Chilton.
5:00 p. m. Marion Beaty and Parke Wright return.

5.

Inter-class oraloricals. Blake and Ross win oul.
Sophs "cop" Clure banner.

6:X· Goodwin-Lawrence molasses contest at the Hall.
7.

Fresh-Soph Roller Rink Party. Fine time.
Eats at library. Thermometer at zero.

8.

Y. W. C. A. Banquet.

9.

Lawrence 41, Beloit 30.
Alphas entertain.

10.

First meeting of America Club.

11.

Meeting at Piano to exchange hats.

14.

Zeta Omega Phi Annual Banquet.

15.

Jackson takes invoice of what he has "blown in" on
sodas, banquets, theater tickets, side trips, and all in
vam.

16:x· Pentathlon . Senior Band makes a I it.
F reshies first, Juniors second.
18.* McNutt, the "dinner pail" man , speaks in chapel.
His cap disappears. Found in Ormsby Hatlery.
21.

Library pipes freeze up.

22:X· Faculty entertain.

Fine stunt.

23.

Prof. Garns' recital at Menasha.

24.

Mr. Perry advertises for Bela pin al Ormsby.
Pin proudly worn by co-ed seventy-two hours.

26.

28.
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We are not dependent OR the 29th day of February to complete this month.
Basketball girls skate in gym.
Newton· s "silence gives consent."

I.

Y. M. and Y. W. Cabinets banquet together.

2.

Glee Club in Chapel.

4.

Firecracker celebration; "Jumbo" is ringleader.

MARCH

6:"·

Bryan at Theater. Prof. Treat's enthusiasm takes
him to Oshkosh to meet his old schoolmate.

7.

Jackson wears a tennis shoe.
"would get his loot in it."

We told him he

8.

Lawrence 34, Carroll 31.

9.

Ormsby girls explore sawdust city.

10.* Phoenix and Philal. meeting. This occurs so seldom that we find it worthy of mention.
11.* Flynn hands in credits.
freshmen to stable seniors.

Leaps from tottering

12.

"French Briar" is lost. Later it is found in Miss
Arthur's possession. Token of- well, we wont say.

13.

Theta Phi gang go on a foraging expedition ar-:d are
foiled in the attempt by the butting in of a Freight and
are butted out.

15.

Mock Trial. Cassidy found guilty of stealing a watch.
Good time.

16.

Velma Vinal entertains.
Lawrence 13, Carroll 23.

17.

St. Patrick's Day. The Reillys and Cassidys hold
a reception in honor of their mutual ancestor's birthday.

18.

"Polly" calls for Bess Smith and Miss Zelia appears.

19.

Glee Club starts out.
Antigo.

20.

Co-eds. in-door athletic meet. Large crowd prevents the breaking of any records.

25.

Milwaukee Librarian keeps Brad. Lawrence out of
newspaper department. Says "no children are allowed in that department."

27.

Glee Club returns.

Prof. Garns makes a hit at

Press reports surprise us.

28. * Miss Nuzum returns with an extensive wardrobe.
29.

State Oratorical Contest.

Beloit takes her turn.

30:•· Jim Dinsdale makes new Easter bonnet.
31.

Ormsby out in gay attire regardless of cold breezes.
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What Should the Office Phone Be Used For?
At Ormsby- "Give me the
- Frat House."
"Who wants me? " Long pause, Answer "everybody."
Every day after the third allempt:
steak- frat house."

"Hello, is this Bonini 's?

Three pounds beef-

Prof. Treat blandly calls up No. 149 and immediately his face assumes an expression of shocked surprise and pain. After a moment hi s face relaxes into a pleased
sm ile. " I could scarcely believe that a preacher of the gospel would be swearing at
The explanation of Prof. Treat's shock is found in the fact that the reverend
me.
gentleman
at the other end of the wire was cut out at la point that divides the word
"hello" into two sy llables, and the Professor had hea rd only the first syllable.
Sarcastic Stranger comes into an up-town office and asks ii he might use the teleploone. H e asks for the frat house. In a short time in the midst of noises coming from
a clanging piano, a screeching phonograph, some jigging, and lots of whistling and loud
talking, he hears a tremendous" HELLO. " Sarcastic Stranger thrusts the receiver back
in place, and a little later says, "Cen tral, I didn't ask for the lunatic asylum , I asked
for the - - - fraternity house." Upon hearing cenlral's answer the S arcastic Stranger left the office and has never
been heard from si nce.
An uninitiated freshman step up to the telephon e, places the receiver lo his ear, and hears a voice say,
"Number." Freshie looks at his baggage check and says, "34,989; please take the trunk to - - - - Street."
"But we don't deliver trunks," returns the voice. " Isn't this a parcel delivery?" "No, this is a telephone connectery; please look in the directory, it's the proper stunt, and tell me the number you want." With a disconcerted sigh, the freshie said, " Goodbye, " and left the office with a sheepish grunt.
" H ello, is this you H azelene? I just wanted lo tdl you th at I don't believe I can be down this evening.
I'm so sorry. I want lo go lo the basket ball game tomorrow and I feel that I just ought lo slay in and study this
evening. What? Oh goodness, no, what? Oh yes, it's going to be just lovely. It's going to be sh irred up the
front and have a row of shivereltes around the neck. There will be a large plat in the back and the sleeves are
going to be scrumptuous with a frivolette of guesswork across the shoulders. What? No, I think they are hideous.
What? Oh, I think it is just a scream. Hugh? Oh, she's too tall . Why, it didn't hang well al all. With cream
dressing? M y, it must have been delicious. M amma puts them up in cone shapes, dips them in a batter of eggs,
puts rolled crackers on them and bakes them 59 seconds and then serves with mushroo m gravey. What? Oh,
lovely . I think he's just grand. Y es, so Pearline told me. It certainly is a conundrum , but then she knows how
to entertain. No , I did'nt. M amma wanted me lo wear it but I like the one better that has the pink duck quills
on the side. What? Yes I saw it. My, it looks like a fright, doesn't it. I don't see why she wears it. The
concert? I thought it was immense. No, if she wants lo Hunk me, why she just can, that's all , horrid old stuff.
I don 't see why they make us study that silly old stuff for, anyway. Yes . Susan says she will bring the pickles.
What? Potato Point , I guess. Oh , he's a big chum p, anyway. No, I wouldn't either. Well, I must be going
to class, good-bye. What? D on't you ever think it, not if I know myself. $4.50. They didn't show them to
me. I think she shows poor taste. What? Why you just chop up the yolks in a little vinegar and pepper and
mustard and put it back in the two halves. Chocolate, I guess. 1 told her to suit her taste. The nearest boathouse. Swiss lace . At Chapel. Nope. No they wouldn 't peach. Oh, it's swell . Goodbye.
" Oh , did you want to use the phone, D octor? So sorry.
" H as the bell rung. Fifteen minutes? Oh, goodness, I see another prelim."
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L. U. PRIMER

Slams.

Smears

Affectionately Dedicated to

"BABES IN TOYLAND"

Published for the Betterment

of
Lawrence University

by Junior Class

1908

The A, 8, C
Dedicated

A
B

lo

the L. U. Freshmen

stands for Acker who in stature is small;
You might pass him by and not see him at all.
stands for Barnes and also for blow,
In athletics he's IT; he'll have you to know.

C

stands for Camp an Ormsby Hall Belle,
Whatever she does she always does well.

D
E
F
G

stands for Davis, butterinski is he,
Perhaps when he's older the wiser he'll be.

H
I

stands for Houghton who's not very tall,
Adored (?) by the co-eds and plays basket-ball.

J
K
L
M

stands for Erb-Esther too, don't you see?
As pretty and modest as maiden can be.
stands for Ford when he came to his class
Forgetting his neck-tie, he blushed like a lass.
stands for Goodwin of kidnapping fame,
He can not be judged by the sound of his name.

stands for Iverson, all her fame lies
In the "Mary Ann Cookies" which every one buys.
stands for Johnson- it's Constance we mean,
Her devotion to Lawrence is plain to be seen.
stands for Kuehmsted- sometimes called "Prude,"
She's a jolly good girl who never is rude.
stands for Lawrence, good gift of the past;
We hope that his name will hold good to the last.
stands for McNeel, who is a very line lass;
She is nifty and witty, and so let her pass.
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N
0

p

Q

stands for Nuzum, it is not his desire
To ever set any old river on lire.
stands for Owen, who is blue-eyed and tall,
Some think of the Freshmen she's fairest of all.
stands for Plantz who is small but you know
There's room in the world for small plants to grow.
stands for Quitter- now this is no smearIt means every freshie who is not named here.
stands for River, and freshmen all know
they get too fresh in the river they go!

R If

s
T

u
V

w

stand for Sims, in debate he'll excel
All others he meets who can not do as well.
stands for Taylor a product is he
Of a place that is Barron as barren can be.
stands for Useful, if freshies were wise

It would not be so Useless to talk and advise.
stands for Volk, for Voight too, I suppose;
Yolk's good for athletics, Voight's good for- who knows?
stands for Watkins, red cheeks and dark braid,
Wenonah our beautiful Indian maid.

X

stands for X ray, for freshies not made,
Since you can see through them without any aid.

y

stands for Youmans, to big talk he's wise,
This same chap is he who once copped a big prize.

z

stands for Zeller, to see him you'd say:
"He's wiser than Solomon was in his day."

A. B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L,
M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,

V, W.X. Y, Z.
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This ARIEL new
We hand to you,
And hope
The dope
Wont make you blue
The large and small,
The short and tall
Have all received their dues.
Served as a toast,
Or as a roast,
With little chance to choose.
The Profs will smileNot worth their while
To note if it's a "hit."
The Seniors wise
Roll up their eyes
Wholly ignoring it.
The Soph' s no doubt
Will prance about
Impatient at the bit;
And say, "just wait
Until '08,
And then we will be it."
The F res hies too
Make much ado--Hot air and that is all:
But what's the use
To be a goose,
For pride must have a fall."
So stop your bluff,
And take your stuff,
And down it as you should;
And so "Good-bye!
Don't dodge; Don't cry;"
And it will do you good.

~ FOXY GRANDPA

A Comedy-Drama of Six ActsThe BoysDestroy Property & Defy Discipline
But in the .Encl are 'Forced to Submit.

FOXY GRANDPA
CAST:
Foxy Grandpa

Dr. Samuel Plantz

1st Nephew

Freshman

2nd Nephew

Sophomore

Peace Commission

Juniors and Seniors

Peace Envoy

Senior

Stage Manager

Junior

Property Man

Prof. C. W. Treat
Students, Reporters, Supes, Etc.

Lake Geneva Conferences
LAKE GENEVA, WIS.

Y. M. C. A. Conference Y. W. C. A. Conference
June 14-24, 1907

Aug. 30-Sept. 14, 1907
CONDUCTED BY

Student Department of
International Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.
For Information Address

C H A S . D. H U R R E Y
Y. M. C. A. Building

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

11

Matt Schmidt & Son
HATTERS AND
FURNISHERS
Appleton

Wisconsin

COLLEGIATE
STYLES
You will always find the
Newest Collegiate Styles
in Men's Furnishings,
Hats, Caps and Trousers at
Schmidt's. And qualitySchmidt quality a 1 w a y s

Matt Schmidt & Son
Hatters and Furn1shers
APPLETON

111

Vacation
pleasures are
heightened if
you take a

Kodak
with you.
Remember we
can supply
your every
need in the
Photo Line.

SCHLAFER HARDWARE CO.,
Leaders in Traveling Bags and Suit Cases.

815-819 College Ave.

VAN WYK BROS,,

CREAMERY
Best Ice Cream in the City.
72 6 College Ave.
T II E Li\ WR EN C L!: l 'REt:,S-7 '!:! COLLEUE AVEN UE

The George Banta
Publishing Company
165-167 Main Street, Menasha, Wisconsin
R l NTI NG, lik e eve ryt hin g e lse,
is of d ive rs g rades; but, un lik e mos l o th e r thin gs, th e
pr ice of t he ve ry best is no
hi g he r th a n yo u a re req uired
to p ay fo r th e poo res t. Thi s
1s espec ia lly tru e in th e printing of co ll ege
a nnu a ls. W e g iv e y o u th e be ne fit of a wid e
ra nge o f ex pe ri e nce in thi s wo rk , bo th as
printe rs a nd as co ll ege me n, a nd o ur a im is
a lw ays to kee p q ua lity up a nd pri ces d own .
O ur equipm e nt is o f th e bes t- bo th as to
ma te ri a l a nd la bo r- a nd th e promptn ess with
whi c h we turn o ut wo rk has ga in ed fo r us a n
e nvi a bl e re put a ti o n a m o ng th e fo re m os t co lleges t hro ug ho ut th e U nited S ta tes . W e
res pec tfully so li c it co rres p on de nce co nce rn in g a ny so rt o f co ll ege printin g o r bindin g .

( 1)

Foxy Grandpa ins tructs t he boys as to t he Ru les of the Cu ll ege.

"Meet Me at the Tea Room "
-O R -

"At the Fountain"
(Allee sa111ee, - both good)

Hig h Grade,
U p-to-dat e,
Tast efu l,
and

"Be good, and you'll he happy "
You ' ll he happy, thereforegood,
If you will floor your dwellings
With the IXL hard wood!
Ministers use it

O riginal
Service
Plain and Fancy Ice Creams
and Ices sold in Bulk
" It's good, because we make it"

CLURE TEA CO.

FOR SALE BY

fAlliller Lumber Co.
Also ':Dealers in Crocket' s Floor Finish

8 16 College Ave.
Both Phones
''If Y ou Come Once, You'll Come A gain"
LA WR ENCE PRESS- FINE JOB PRINTING

TO MAKE GOOD ENGRAVINGS THE CONDJTIONS UNDER ,
WHICH THE ARTISANS WORK MUST BE RIGHT
WE OCCUPY A BUILDING ES PECJALLY ERECTED FOR OURBllSINESS

WE HAVE LIGHT
PLENTY OF IT - C OD OLD DAYLUGlH!T
• WE MAKE

SUNLIGHTHALFTO [S

THE BEST

OBTAINABLE
NOTE TH E IMMENSE Sh.'YLJGHT IN THE ACCOMPANYING PICTU RE

, OUR WORKMEN CAN PRODUCE THE BEST RF.SULT$
BECAUSE THEY HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OF SUPER.TOR.

WOR.KJNG CONDITIONS AND MOST MODERN EQUIPMENT

PH O NE WRITE OK. CALL
ONUS WHEN YOU WANT DESIGNS OR ENGRAVINGS WHICH
ATTRACT ATTENTION-THE KIND THAT S E LL YOUR GOODS

~

ENGRAVERS
ARTISTS ELECTROTYPERS
3821 8+·M·88 MARKET ST. AUT0;~~~~;:1E;

CHICAGO

Interest paid
3%
0 upon Savings

FIRST NA TIONAL BANK
APPLETON, WIS.
Capital and Surplus $200 ,000.00

JOHN McNA GHTON,
President

H. G. FREEMAN,
Vice-Preside nt

C. S. DICKENSON,

a bier

Lawrence University School of Music
T. DILLWYN THOMAS,
Director.

Appleton, Wis.

COURSES
Piano,
Organ,
Voice,
Harmony,
Theory
and
String Inst.

For Further Information Address the Director
V III

Men's ·c1otbes of Distinctive Cbaracter at $10 to $25
Did you ever take time to size up
your clothe , ·?

ote the general set

of the Coat and Trouser .

In short,

are you getting your money's worth
out of your clothes? Garments which
possess a good outward appearance
at first do not necessarily wear well
or hold their shape.

Consistently

perfect clothes only will render absolute and lasting satisfaction.

•

The

basic principles of our clothes ar
right.

':['hey combine merit with

style, the shoulders, sleaves and back
fit and look right because the minor
details of each suit are absolutely
correct. - There's the secret.
These qualities are emphasized in
particular by our splendid showing
of the famous Hart Schaffner & 1arx
clothes, --all wool and no Tailor on
earth can beat them at double the
Copyright 1907 by
l-lar• Schaffner t;J' Mar,-

price.
IX

(2)

TYPEWRITER

The Scrap.

E. W. SHANNON,

TYPEWRITERS
Of All Makes

NORTHERN

Ribbons

WISCONSIN

ACENC\'

The Fox Visible Typewriter

Carbons
Papers

Touch the L ightest

Sold
Exchanged
Rented

Durability the Greatest
ODD FELLOW'S BLOCK

APPLETON , WIS.

RUSSELL COMPANY
SHIRTS TO ORDER
GO TO T ILE LAWRENCE PR l~S8 FOR PROGRAM

SO YOU'RE OFF AGAIN!
TO THOSE WHO DO NOT RETURN
We wish you success in your new work and ask you to remember to be
particular about your dres . To anyone whom you may apprnach in
,t business wtty first impressions will be lasting. Oood clothes make
a good impression .

TO THOSE WHO DO l{ETURN
We wish a jolly good vacation and we can assure yon will have just as
swell ,tnd select a line of clothes for fall as we can find in the . 8.

Good

TH/EDE
XI

Clothes

LAWRENCE
College Pins, Hat Pins,
Chatelaine Pins, Lockets, Spoons
Lawrence Souvenir China
See our new Lawrence Seal Plaques
Finest College Souvenir E x tant
$5.00

K. F. KELLER and SONS
T H E R E I , I A B L E J E \\I E L E R S

Established 1873

Appleton, Wis.

Fountain Pe ns from $1.00 up

Potts,

Groceries
W e ta ke pl eas ure in a nn o un cin g to
our p a tron s th a t in our s to re we h a ve
th e m o t co mpl e te lin e b f Groce ri es
e ve r sho wn in o ur city, Eve ry depa rtm e nt co mpl e te , e ,·e ry a rti c le firs t
cl ass , pri ces a lw ays ri g ht. goo ds m o re
th a n ri g ht. E ve ry ne w ca ll e r g iv es
us a c ustome r.
Y o u m ay find poo re r good s ma ny
pl aces ; yo u ca n' t find be tte r.

W. L. RHODES

Pasturized Milk
Cream and Butter Supplied to
0 rmsby Ha I I

W~HOLESALE MILK
AND CREAM
shipping A Specialty
T eleplione 9 £

THE LAWRENCE

PRESS-High

Wood & Co.

Appleton , Wis.

lrn ADE STATIONERY

The Cosy Lunch Room
614 Oneida St ree t

A POPULAR PLACE FO R YOUNG AN D OLD

C. F. SMITH

Sherman House
Cafe

Livery and Transfer Co.
Cor. Appleton
and Lawrence St's

TELEPHONE

103

FIRST CLASS RIGS
FURNISHED AT ALL
HOURS. SPECIAL
ATTE TION GIVhN
TO COLLEGE WORK

LUNCH
ROOM

Bus, Baggage and Hack Line
in Connection
Students please call and you will be
treated right.

Modera t e Prices

SHERMAN HOUSE BARBER SHOP
Tlze Most Popular With tlze Students

W. F. McGOWAN
Proprietor
X I II
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F oxy Grandpa

A. J. Shannon

says th e boy s m11 s t pay d a mage~ .

to:>

Clothing, Furnishings
Neckwear, Hosiery

to:>
0

Joseph Spitz

0

...c:

u
0

FANCY
GROCERIES

0
..,

776 Co ll ege Ave nu e
0

C:

...c:

0

0

Hats,

to:>
V>

First Ward

Caps, Gloves
Underwear

0

Everything Up-to-Date

to:>
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Words About Our
Drug Store
We

ca rry a co mpl e te lin e o f S tati o ne ry, National N o te Boo ks a nd Fill e rs, Etc.
MANU F ACT RERS OF

Voigt's Beauty Cream and Benz oinA lmond Cream

Voigt's Drug Store
APP LET ON

Globe - Wernicke Elastic Book-case
Th e kind t ha t g row s with
yo ur libra ry . It 's m ad e
up o f un it o r sec ti o ns.
T e n o r a d oze n boo ks, o ne
unit- mo re boo ks, mo re
un its, a nd ge t th e m as
wante d. Call o r write for
book le t .

.

.

.

.

.

.

AN IDEAL BOOK-CASE FOR. THE HOME

SAECKER-THOMPSON CO.
Furniture=.=====-=====
7 0-701 Co ll ege Ave nu e

Appl e to n, Wi sco ns in

TII E L AWRE NCE P RESS TE LE PH ONE 764

xv

Oratory
E locu tion
Impersonation
Public Speaking

"Sincerity is Power"

Lawrence U niversity
School of Expression

Voice Culture
Vocal Expression
Physical Training
Bodily Expression

J OHN SEAMAN GARNS
D irect or

Pettibone's
Unusual variety and se lect ion of
the c ho ice t produ cts of fo re ig n
a nd d om es tic loo ms. Unequaled
faci Ii ti es a nd me rc ha ncl ise

for

th e econ o mi ca l and c ritical buyer

A store adapted particularly to your wants
A MODERN STORE

Pettibone-Peabody Co.

ADMIRING

GLANCES
a re a lways bes towed upon
th ose wea ring o ur exq ui sitely fini shed wea rin g appa re l.
O ur stoc k of nove lti es ca nno t be equ a lled for beauty
a nd exce ll e nce o f ma te ri a l

HENRY SCHUETTER
F AS HIO NABL E T AILOR

587 0

E IDA STR E ET

You Get an Excellent

Large Picture With E very $5.00 Order
A t O ur Studio

Harwood, Artistic Photographer
When 1n Appleton, Visit

P A RI('S
BA R BE R S HOP
616 Oneida St.
XV II
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I

Boys ask for itemized bill.

Within your grasp
To obtain the service of the best plumbers
steamfitters and jobbers.

Our address is

W. S . Patterson Co.,
737 College Ave., Appleton, Wis.

A .&G. I<ALOEDES
Pure Candies
. . . and . . .
Ice Cream

7 3 0 College Avenue

RING TIIE

Wheeler Transfer Line
FOR BAGGAGE
From Appleton to W. C. Depot
at Neenah
Telephone 125

Interior View of F. C. HYDE'S Jewelry Store, 790 College Avenue
Both Pho nes

NATIONAL

38

Goods Coll ected and Delivered

EBEN D. CORNELISON
College Agent

T h e St udent's
Laundry

LA Uf.lDR Y

QUALITY
In Portraiture z"s obtained by
harmony of clzaracter, pose, light
expression, and a multitude of
TECHNICAL details tlzat

Stimson stands for
Palace Livery and
Sale Stable
.1SV'1
Hacks and Saddle Horses
at Students' Prices

Callahan & Walsh
B OTH

PH ONES

Gmeiner Bros. Ice Cream Parlor
THE PLACE TO REFRESH
708 College Ave.
xx

Lawrence University
" _[ lta7'l'

noted wzl/1 pleas1trc t!te excellent work of L awrence Uniz,ersity .

.ft is one o.f t!te best co/leg-es in t!te co1tntry. "-C. C. McCA BE, LL. D.

L awre nce has th e fo ll o win g d e pa rtm ents :
Co ll ege o f Libe ra l A rts, Acad e my, choo l of
Mu sic, Sch oo l o f Express io n and Sc hoo l o f
Co mm e rce.
Th e e quipm e nt o f th e in stituti o n is e xte nsi,·e. T e n buildin gs, la rge libra ry, ex te nsi,·e
sc ie ntifi c appa ra tu s, exce ll e nt mu se um, we ll
equipped labo rato ri es, o bse rva to ry, gymn asium, e tc.
L awre nc e has, nex t to th e Unive rsity o f
Wi sco nsin, th e larges t atte nd a nce o f an y instituti o n of Hi g he r lea rnin g in th e ta te . It
offe rs Hil courses and has thirty-three professo rs a nd in s tru cto rs.
l o in stituti o n of
co ll ege ra nk in th e middl e wes t offe rs a be tte r se lec ted va ri e ty o f studi es . Th e usua l
co ll ege o rga ni za ti o ns a re re prese nted. A
hi g h s tand a rd of mo ra ls is required o f s tu d e nts. Th e lec ture courses, mu sica l a nd o utside lite ra ry o ppo rtuniti es a rc supe ri o r.
E xpe nses a re ve ry mode ra te, no t more
th a n ha lf wh at th ey a rc a t a la rge unive rsity.
Se nd fo r ca ta logue.

SAMUEL PLANTZ, President

G. W. JONES LUMBER CO.
WHOLESALE DEALERS .IN

Northern and Southern Hardwood and Hemlock

LUMBER
ALSO CEDAR SHINGLES
821

WE ARE ALWAYS IN
TO BUY AS WELL AS
SELL. CALL OR WRITE US
IF INTERESTED

Coffege Ave.

APPLETON, WIS.
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A Fine Position
AWAITS

The Graduate
OF

Lawrence School of Business
University
Privileges
Low Rates
Easy Terms

A New High Grade Typewriter Given
Away With Each Scholarship
Address- R. W. NICKERSON
Lawrence School of Business, Appleton, Wisconsin

XXV
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" Wha t's t he matter with Doc., Sammy?"
C rowd-"H e's a ll ri g ht. "

Ryan &Jacobson

THE UNIVERSITY Of' CHICAGO

The Summer
Quarter, 1907

Best Hard and Soft

COAL
Pocahontas Coal and Wood

First T e rm , ;une 15-July 25;
Second Term, uly25-August 3 c
enables studen ts to beg in reg u la r
work w ithout waiting for the Au tumn Quarter and arfords special
vacation opportunities for teachers.

Sc~~:

11
~(

E~~1~~~~n~R\~s~c~1~J:

ical Colle~e (a ffiliat ed); Gradu:ue Schoolsof Arts a nd Literature,
Oll"den (Gradua te) Sch oo l o '
Science; Senior and Jun io r Colleges of Arts, Lite ra ture, Philosophy, a nd Science.
F o r I ,-formati on address

THE UNIVERSIT Y OF CHICA GO
CHICAGO, ILLINO I S

Telephone 150-2 R_ings
767 College Ave.

Tri E MANAGEMENT

OF

The Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company
WA S

ENDORSED BY THE NEW YOR.K LEGISLATlJR.E
WHEN I T

PASSED

LAWS

IN

1906 WHICH

VIRTUALLY?IIADE l\1ANOATOB, TLIE

BURINF.SH P OL ICY Q I? Tl!~; NOHT IIW~;STF.BN

AND BY THE PUBLIC
BE CAUSE MORE

P o1.1 crns

AN\' P1rnv10us

50

WERE APPLIEll FOR 1906 TIIAN TN

VEAR OF T IJE NORT H WESTERN'S
YEARS

cw

ExrSTENCE

IT IS CAPABLE OF EASY DEMONSTRATION THAT THE NORTHWESTERN IS THE
BEST COMPANY T O INSURE IN, THEREFORE , WRIT E FOR
A PROPOSITION TO

FRED FELIX WETTENGEL, Assistant District Manager
Commercial Bank Building, Appleton, Wisconsin
BOTH PHONES
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